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1.

Executive summary

Brisbane Metro is Brisbane City Council’s high-frequency public transport system that will cut travel times,
reduce central business district (CBD) bus congestion and improve services to the suburbs. Throughout the
development of the project, stakeholder and community feedback has played a critical role in helping shape
Brisbane Metro.
In April 2018, Council released the Brisbane Metro draft Design Report, marking the next round of public
consultation. The draft Design Report is a voluntary, non-statutory assessment of the Brisbane Metro concept
design, the feasibility of the project, potential construction and operational impacts, approach to managing
potential impacts, and required regulatory approvals.
Council released the draft Design Report for a five week consultation period with residents and stakeholders.
The draft Design Report was made available on Council’s Your City Your Say website, at community
information sessions, and at briefings with key stakeholders. In total, around 300 people attended the
information sessions to provide their feedback and ask questions about the project, and 10,000 people visited
the project website.
Key stakeholders and the broader community were encouraged to provide formal submissions on the draft
Design Report. Council received a total of 240 formal submissions from both organisations and members of the
community. This included submissions from residents, property owners along the project corridor, advocacy
groups, industry bodies and associations.
Following the consultation period, Council categorised, summarised and assessed all feedback received during
the engagement program. Overall, feedback from the community and stakeholders indicated support for
Brisbane Metro as a solution to Brisbane’s bus congestion and capacity issues. Feedback recognised that
Council’s significant investment in high-frequency public transport will help improve travel times and reliability,
and help cater for future demand for travel between the inner city and suburbs.
Residents and stakeholders also raised a number of issues about the benefits and impacts of Brisbane Metro,
and how these will be managed. The key issues raised during consultation related to:


access for cyclists and pedestrians on Victoria Bridge



cycle access along Melbourne Street, South Brisbane



changes to general traffic access within the inner city, including the removal of general vehicle traffic
from Victoria Bridge



the proposed Metro and bus network, including changes to bus services



the proposed Metro vehicle fleet, including the fuel source, vehicle design and on-board features



the new underground Cultural Centre station



potential impacts during construction, including noise, dust and vibration



environmental and social values, including impacts on existing trees and heritage places



the need for Brisbane Metro and suggestions for other public transport solutions.

Consideration of these issues, along with further technical investigations and assessments undertaken by
Council, has resulted in a number of changes to the project’s concept design. This includes a revised design for
Victoria Bridge and Melbourne Street, which improves access for cyclists and pedestrians. Other issues will be
addressed during future stages of project development, such as the procurement process or detailed design
phase. Some issues will be subject to future phases of community and stakeholder engagement.
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2.

Introduction

Brisbane Metro comprises a high-frequency metro network across 21 kilometres of existing busway that links
Eight Mile Plains, Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital (RBWH) and University of Queensland (UQ) Lakes
busway stations and all busway stations in between. By fixing critical bottlenecks in the inner city and
introducing high-capacity metro services, Brisbane Metro is a key part of Council’s plan to get people home
quicker and safer with more travel options.
Stakeholder and community feedback has played a critical role in helping shape Brisbane Metro. Through a
targeted city-wide program of ongoing communication and engagement activities, Council has sought to provide
opportunities for residents, public transport customers and key stakeholders to give feedback during three
rounds of engagement throughout 2016 and 2017.
On 23 April 2018, Council released the Brisbane Metro draft Design Report for consultation, marking the next
round of public consultation on the project. The draft Design Report provides a voluntary, non-statutory
assessment of the concept design, the feasibility of the project, potential construction and operational impacts,
approach to managing potential impacts, and required regulatory approvals of Brisbane Metro.

2.1

Purpose of this report

This report provides a summary of the public consultation program undertaken to support the release of the
draft Design Report, which included a range of community and stakeholder engagement activities. In particular,
it provides information about Council’s engagement objectives and program, communication and engagement
tools, stakeholder groups and the key issues and participation outcomes from the consultation program.
The purpose of this report is to:


provide a summary of the activities undertaken during April and May 2018, including the public release
of the draft Design Report and detailed community and stakeholder engagement



outline the level of participation in engagement activities, including the number of stakeholders and
community members engaged



summarise the key feedback received from stakeholders and the community



outline Council’s response to issues raised, including how the project has changed and how feedback
will inform future stages of planning and design.

A detailed summary of the key feedback received during consultation and Council’s response to issues raised is
provided in Appendix A – Summary of Submissions.
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3.

Background

3.1

Project overview

Brisbane Metro was first announced in early 2016 as a solution to the current challenges facing Brisbane’s bus
network, which has reached capacity at many inner-city locations. The initial Brisbane Metro concept proposed
converting a section of the existing busway in the inner-city to a high-frequency dedicated Metro corridor.
In May 2016, Council commenced development of the project’s Business Case. As part of this, Council
implemented a phased communication and engagement program aimed at informing Brisbane residents and
key stakeholders about the project and providing opportunities for the community and stakeholders to be
involved in the development of the project.
In addition to consultation with the community and key stakeholders, a range of initial technical, environmental
and financial assessments of the original Brisbane Metro concept were undertaken, marking the options
assessment process. These options ranged from the better use of existing infrastructure to the construction of
new infrastructure.
As a result of the options assessment, Council announced the revised Brisbane Metro in March 2017, which
responded to key community and stakeholder concerns while still meeting Council’s objectives for the project.
The revised solution comprises a high-frequency metro network across 21 kilometres of existing busway that
links Eight Mile Plains, RBWH, UQ Lakes and all busway stations in between.
The project features two new high-capacity metro lines:


Metro 1 – Eight Mile Plains busway station to Roma Street busway station



Metro 2 – RBWH busway station of UQ Lakes busway station.

Key features of the project include:


21 kilometre dedicated route servicing 18 stations and providing 11 interchange locations



high-frequency services every three minutes in peak periods on weekdays, with a metro every 90 seconds
between Roma Street and Mater Hill



Metro services operating 24 hours a day on weekends



a new state-of-the-art underground station at the Cultural Centre



upgrades to 17 existing stations, including installation of off-board ticketing and new passenger display
systems to speed up boarding



a fleet of 60 high-capacity Metro vehicles.

Benefits of Brisbane Metro include:


improved journey times and more reliable services



provides more bus services for the suburbs



boosts capacity of the busway to carry up to 22,000 people per hour per direction



improved CBD amenity through the reduction of buses on inner-city streets



connects key health, education, knowledge and entertainment hubs



fixes critical bottlenecks at the Cultural Centre, Victoria Bridge and North Quay



complements the Queensland Government’s Cross River Rail (CRR) project.
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The Business Case was released in 2017, following a 12-month detailed assessment of the benefits, costs and
impacts of delivering the project. The Business Case confirmed Brisbane Metro is a cost-effective solution that
unlocks the potential of the existing busway infrastructure and lays the foundation for future growth.
In March 2018, Brisbane Metro was confirmed as a High Priority Project on Australia’s Infrastructure Priority
List, which is used by governments to guide future infrastructure investments. Following this, the Australian
Government confirmed a $300m funding commitment to Brisbane Metro in the 2018-19 Federal Budget. Council
has committed to funding the remaining capital cost, meaning the project is fully funded.
Following the release of the draft Design Report in April 2018, Council is preparing detailed specifications for all
aspects of Brisbane Metro's design, construction and operation. Main procurement activities for Brisbane Metro
commenced in July 2018, with Council seeking to establish a Collaborative Partnership to deliver the main Inner
City Infrastructure Works. An international search for a supplier to design and deliver the Metro Vehicle fleet has
also commenced. Subject to approvals, detailed design and construction of Brisbane Metro is planned to
commence in 2019, with metro services commencing in 2023.

3.2

About the draft Design Report

The draft Design Report provides a voluntary, non-statutory assessment of the concept design, the feasibility of
the project, potential construction and operational impacts, approach to managing potential impacts, and
required regulatory approvals. Council has previously prepared voluntary environmental assessments for major
transport projects such as the Go Between Bridge and Eleanor Schonell Bridge.
The draft Design Report was prepared with consideration of Council’s Environmental Policy and Community
Engagement Policy and relevant State legislation requirements. It is also consistent with voluntary
environmental assessments prepared previously for public transport projects in South East Queensland.
The draft Design Report aimed to provide sufficient information to allow the community and stakeholders to
understand Brisbane Metro and its potential impacts. Community and stakeholder engagement supported the
development of the draft Design Report by helping to identify and understand key stakeholder issues and plan
appropriate mitigation measures.
The draft Design Report comprises:


Key Findings - a summary of the main outcomes of the draft Design Report



Part A: Introduction - project background, project need, and community and stakeholder engagement
activities and outcomes



Part B: Concept Design - project options assessment and development and overview of Brisbane
Metro's infrastructure, operation and construction



Part C: Environmental Assessment and Management - key findings of transport, environmental and
social assessments of the construction and operation of Brisbane Metro



Part D: Concept Design Drawings - showing the metro alignment, key infrastructure, construction
worksite and laydown areas, and property impacts.

The draft Design Report was provided to the Queensland Government on Monday 16 April 2018. Following this,
on Monday 23 April 2018, Council released the draft Design Report for a five week public consultation period.
Consultation on the draft Design Report closed on Friday 25 May 2018. The draft Design Report can be viewed
on Council’s website at www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/brisbane-metro .
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3.3

Project corridor

The Brisbane Metro corridor generally follows the alignment of the existing South East, Eastern and Inner
Northern busways from Eight Mile Plains in the south, to UQ in the west, through the Brisbane CBD to RBWH in
the north. The following suburbs are located in the corridor:


Eight Mile Plains



Macgregor



Upper Mount Gravatt



Mount Gravatt



Holland Park West



Greenslopes



St Lucia



Dutton Park



Woolloongabba



South Brisbane



Brisbane City



Kelvin Grove



Herston.

The table below outlines the local, state and federal electorates/wards within the project corridor.
Table 1: Project corridor electorates/wards
Government

Electorate/Ward

Local

Macgregor, Holland Park, Coorparoo, Walter Taylor, The Gabba, Central, Paddington

State

Mansfield, Greenslopes, Yeerongpilly, Indooroopilly, South Brisbane, Brisbane Central

Federal

Bonner, Griffith, Ryan, Brisbane

3.4

Key stakeholders

Throughout the engagement program, activities have been targeted at specific key stakeholder groups using
tailored channels and messages. Broadly, these groups include:


Community: Residents from across Brisbane, who may have a general interest in Brisbane Metro, as
well as existing public transport (bus and train) users across Brisbane, and those non-users who may
potentially use public transport in the future.



Government stakeholders: government agencies and representatives with high levels of interest,
knowledge and influence relevant to Brisbane Metro.



Corridor stakeholders: Groups and individuals, particularly impacted businesses, institutions and
property owners, with a direct stake in the corridor and an interest in specific aspects of Brisbane Metro,
including construction, environmental and operational impacts.



Technical stakeholders: Impacted infrastructure, utility and service providers with a direct stake in the
corridor and specific interest in construction and operational impacts.



Industry and advocacy groups: Representatives from a range of business, investment and industry
sectors, including industry peak bodies and road and public transport groups.



Internal Council stakeholders: Areas of Council responsible for functions that may be impacted by the
construction or operation of Brisbane Metro, as well as local Councillors representing wards in the
corridor.
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3.5

Overarching engagement program

Throughout the development of Brisbane Metro, Council has implemented a phased approach to
communication and engagement targeted at informing and engaging key stakeholders and the community.
The timings of each round have ensured there are regular opportunities for input into the design and planning of
Brisbane Metro at key milestones. The overarching communication and engagement program for Brisbane
Metro is outlined in Figure 1.
For an overview of previous rounds of engagement refer to Chapter 3 - Community and stakeholder
engagement of the draft Design Report.

Figure 1: Overarching communication and engagement program
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4.

Communication and engagement program

4.1

Purpose

The primary purpose of the communication and engagement program was to inform residents and key
stakeholders about the release of the draft Design Report, communicate the key findings of the draft Design
Report, and seek feedback on various aspects of the project to help shape further development. As part of the
engagement program, key stakeholders and the broader community were encouraged to provide formal
submissions to Council on the draft Design Report.
The key objectives for this round of communication and engagement were to:


inform the community and key stakeholders about the release of the draft Design Report as an
important milestone in the development of the project



create understanding about the need for Brisbane Metro and the challenges it aims to address



develop awareness and understanding of Brisbane Metro’s features, benefits and timeframes



identify issues and concerns of key stakeholders and the wider Brisbane community



identify mitigation or management measures to address concerns about potential project impacts,
particularly in relation construction and operation



provide regular updates on the progress of Brisbane Metro and achievement of key milestones



provide a variety of opportunities and channels for the community and stakeholders to provide feedback



monitor community and stakeholder sentiment and support for Brisbane Metro.

4.2

Approach

During the engagement program, a range of activities were undertaken across four key areas:


Communication and media: a program of communication and media activities were designed to create
awareness and understanding of the need for the project as well as communicate project features,
benefits and timeframes amongst the broader community. Opportunities for key stakeholders and
residents to provide feedback were also promoted via these methods.



Community consultation: a series of community consultation activities provided the opportunity for
residents to learn more about the project and give feedback on the project



Stakeholder engagement: individual meetings and briefings were held with a variety of key
stakeholders including Queensland Government department and agencies, impacted property owners,
corridor stakeholders and established reference groups.



Feedback and reporting: a variety of opportunities and platforms were provided to ensure community
and stakeholders could provide their feedback. These platforms were widely promoted to maximise
community involvement

This process is outlined in Figure 2.
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Report

Figure 2: Draft Design Report communication and engagement process

4.3

Timeframes

The engagement program occurred across the following timeframes:


draft Design Report released to the Queensland Government on 16 April 2018



project newsletter distributed city-wide to businesses and residents from 16 April 2018



public release of the draft Design Report on 23 April 2018 via Council’s Your City Your Say website



five weeks of community and stakeholder consultation from 23 April to 25 May 2018



ongoing communication and feedback via the project information line, email inbox, project webpage and
throughout April and May 2018.
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5.

Communication and engagement tools

5.1

Communication tools

The table below summarises the communication tools that were used during the engagement program.
Table 2: Summary of communication activities
Activity

Description

Distribution channel/s

Project newsletter no. 5
(April 2018 edition)

A two-page, A4 newsletter was distributed to approximately
500,000 households and businesses city-wide during week
commencing 16 April 2018. The newsletter encouraged residents
to provide feedback on the draft Design Report and attend a
community information session.

Distributed city-wide as
unaddressed mail via Australia Post

Email update

An email update was sent on 27 April 2018 to the project’s resident
and industry database announcing the release of the draft Design
Report and encouraged participation in the community consultation
activities.

Distributed to the project database
of approximately 900 residents and
385 industry representatives.

Print advertising

A print advertising was undertaken to promote the community
information sessions and encourage residents to provide their
feedback.

The Courier-Mail

Information sessions
Council ward offices
Council website

Village News

Week 1 (26–28 April 2018): advertisement in The Courier-Mail and
Village News promoting all information sessions.
Week 3 (12 May 2018): advertisements in The Courier-Mail
promoting the remaining three information sessions.
Digital advertising

Digital advertising on The Courier-Mail and Brisbane Times
desktop and mobile websites was used to raise awareness of the
consultation program. The advertising was undertaken from 26
April to 18 May 2018.

www.couriermail.com.au

Council website

The Brisbane Metro page on Council’s website was updated to
include the release of the draft Design Report, listing of Brisbane
Metro as a High Priority Project on the nation’s Infrastructure
Priority List and the announcement of federal funding.

Promoted via all communication
channels

Your City Your Say
website

A Brisbane Metro page on Council’s Your City Your Say website
was launched to provide electronic access to the draft Design
Report, information about the consultation program, and a form to
upload a submission.

Direct link provided from Council’s
website

Social media

Council’s existing social media channels (Facebook and Twitter)
were used to promote the community information sessions and
encourage feedback.

Facebook

Living in Brisbane

A full-page article in Council’s monthly city-wide publication Living
in Brisbane encouraged residents to attend community information
sessions and have their say on the draft Design Report.

Living in Brisbane May edition
distributed to approximately 500,000
households citywide

Internal communication
tools

Internal Council communication channels were used to promote
Brisbane Metro and encourage staff to provide their feedback on
the project.

What’s News e-newsletter

Contact Centre scripting

Updated scripting with information about the community
information sessions and other channels available for residents to
provide their feedback was provided to Council’s Contact Centre.

Contact Centre staff

www.brisbanetimes.com.au

Twitter

City Projects Office Executive
Manager’s update
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5.2

Consultation tools

The table below summarises the consultation tools that were used during the engagement program.
Table 3: Summary of consultation tools
Activity

Description

Distribution channel/s

Draft Design Report Key
Findings document

An A4 68-page full colour printed Key Findings document was
produced. The Key Findings provided a summary of the main
outcomes of the draft Design Report.

Community information sessions

Full draft Design Report
document

Four A4 printed copies of the full draft Design Report, including the
A3 concept design drawings, were produced.

Community information sessions

Alignment maps

Two sets of large format aerial colour maps of the project
alignment were produced. The maps showed the existing, new and
upgraded infrastructure.

Community information sessions

Two artist’s impressions of the Cultural Centre underground station
and public realm improvements were released during the
consultation period.

Media coverage

Artist’s impressions

Stakeholder briefings

Stakeholder briefings

Stakeholder briefings

Community information session
posters
Stakeholder briefings

Fly-through animation

Consultation posters

5.3

A fly-through animation of the new underground Cultural Centre
station was developed to demonstrate the operation of metro and
bus services, as well as the public realm improvements at the
Cultural Precinct.

Council website

A series of 17 A1 information posters were developed to provide
information about a range of relevant topics including:

Community information sessions



project background and need



metro depot



metro vehicle



network changes and improvements



busway modifications and station upgrades



Cultural Centre precinct



changes and impacts at Victoria Bridge and Adelaide
Street



changes and impacts within South Brisbane



changes and impacts within the CBD



construction program, timeframes and impacts



environmental assessment and management



operational traffic and transport



feedback channels and next steps.

Council YouTube channel
Media coverage

Media

There were 132 media mentions relating to Brisbane Metro between 23 April and 25 May 2018. Key media
mentions are highlighted in the table below. Important announcements throughout this period which gained
media coverage included:


the release of the draft Design Report for public consultation (23 April 2018)



announcement of a $300 million funding commitment to the project in the 2018-19 Federal budget (7 May
2018)



release of the Cultural Centre underground station fly-through animation (16 May 2018).



announcement of intersection upgrades to manage the impacts of closing Victoria Bridge to general vehicle
traffic (23 May 2018).
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Table 4: Brisbane Metro media mentions (April to May 2018)
Medium

No. of mentions

Outlets

Print and online

52

Courier Mail (16), Brisbane Times (8), Sunday Mail (5), The Age (10),
Sydney Morning Herald (7), The Urban Developer (1), City South News (2),
Adelaide Now (1), Canberra Times (2)

Radio

35

ABC Radio (26), 4BC Radio (4), 4KQ Radio (3), 97.3FM (2)

Television

19

Channel 7 Brisbane (9), Channel 9 (7), Channel 10 (3)

5.4

Social media

Council’s existing social media channels were used throughout the engagement program to promote the
information sessions and encourage residents to provide their feedback.
A total of eight posts were made on Council’s Facebook and Twitter accounts between 23 April and 25 May
2018. This included one organic Facebook post, six geo-targeted Facebook ads and one Twitter post. A
summary of the performance of these posts is outlined in the table below.
Table 5: Social media engagement (April to May 2018)
Measure

Results – April to May 2018

Impressions (shows of the posts)

395,384

Reach

259,867

Comments

146

Likes

684

Shares

75

Clicks (including clicks on photos)

5,384

Engagement rate (average Council engagement rate is 1%)

1.36%
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6.

Community and stakeholder engagement activities

This section provides a summary of the formal stakeholder and community engagement activities undertaken
during April and May 2018 to support consultation on the draft Design Report.

6.1

Community information sessions

Eight community information sessions were held at local venues within the Brisbane Metro corridor. Each
session was staffed by members of the project team from a range of disciplines.
Residents were able to drop in to a session to provide their feedback and ask questions about the project.
Posters with information about the project were displayed at each venue, along with copies of the draft Design
Report, concept design drawings and large aerial maps of the project corridor.
The sessions were promoted through the project newsletter, Council website, print and digital advertising,
media activity, social media posts and the project information line.
Table 6: Summary of community information sessions
Date

Time

Location

Attendees

Pieces of feedback

Saturday 28 April 2018

10am–1pm

Queen Street Mall, Main Stage, Brisbane City

68

13

Tuesday 1 May 2018

9–11.30am

Brisbane Square Library, Brisbane City

35

16

Thursday 3 May 2018

4–7pm

Diana Plaza Hotel, Woolloongabba

31

9

Wednesday 9 May 2018

3–6pm

Holland Park Library, Holland Park

30

17

Thursday 10 May 2018

10am–1pm

Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital, Herston

16

5

Saturday 12 May 2018

2–4pm

Garden City Library, Upper Mount Gravatt

38

12

Thursday 17 May 2018

11am–2pm

Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre, South Brisbane

30

14

Friday 18 May 2018

11am–2pm

King George Square, Brisbane City

60

28

308

114

Total

6.2

Online engagement activities

In addition to attending community information sessions, residents and stakeholders were able to view the full
draft Design Report via Council’s Your City Your Say community engagement website. The website also
contained details of the community information sessions and provided an online form for submissions to be
made. Submissions could also be made via the project email inbox.
Table 7: Outcomes of online engagement activity
Activity

Participation

Council web page

13,200 unique visitors

Your City Your Say
web page

10,271 unique visitors to the page
3421 visitors downloaded a document
Top 5 documents downloads:
Key Findings (1984)
Part D: Concept design drawings (1233)
Chapter 5 Project description chapter (495)
Chapter 4: Project options and development chapter (450)
Chapter 6: Traffic and Transport chapter (446)

Submission received (website
and email)

12

240 submissions

6.3

Impacted property owners

The draft Design Report identified a number of individual property owners in the project corridor who may be
impacted by construction or operation of Brisbane Metro, including a number of properties that require potential
land acquisition. Consultation with these property owners commenced in April 2018. This included an initial
notification letter, with a request for a meeting with each property owner to provide information on the project,
outline any land requirements, and discuss any questions or concerns about the project. Subsequently, Council
then met with a number of property owners during the draft Design Report consultation period.
Table 8: Impacted property owner meetings
Property owner

Interest

Meeting date

Brisbane Convention and
Exhibition Centre / South Bank
Corporation

General construction and operational impacts on Brisbane
Convention and Exhibition Centre and potential requirement to
temporarily use loading dock during construction.

Thursday 3 May 2018

Griffith University

Potential property requirement for Griffith University land (195
Mt Gravatt Road, Mount Gravatt) and general
construction/operational impacts.

Friday 4 May 2018

Shayher Group

Potential property requirement from 300 George Street
development and general construction impacts.

Friday 4 May 2018

Mater Health

Potential property requirement for Mater land (512 -518 Stanley
Street, South Brisbane) and general construction/operational
impacts.

Wednesday 9 May 2018

Wee Hur Holdings

General construction and operational impacts on Park Central
Buranda development.

Wednesday 9 May 2018

Charter Hall

General construction and operational impacts on Brisbane
Square (222 George Street) and 275 George Street.

Wednesday 9 May 2018

Lend Lease

Potential property requirement from Brisbane Transit Centre
and general construction/operational impacts.

Wednesday 23 May 2018

In addition to the property owners outlined above, Council wrote to the owners of four private properties at
School Road, Rochedale which are required for the Metro depot to advise them of the release of the draft
Design Report. Council commenced discussions with these property owners in late 2017, and has since
commenced the process to formally acquire these properties for the project.

6.4

Stakeholder briefings

Following the release of the draft Design Report to the Queensland Government on 16 April 2018, Council
completed a program of detailed briefings with Queensland Government departments and agencies. This
included a whole-of-government briefing, which provided an overview of key findings of the draft Design Report,
as well as a series of detailed technical and stakeholder-specific briefings.
Table 9: Queensland Government briefings
Briefing

Summary

Date

Whole of Queensland Government
briefing

Briefing to approximately 90 representatives from Queensland
Government departments and agencies

Thursday 19
April 2018

Cultural Precinct stakeholder
briefing

Briefing to approximately 30 representatives from Arts Queensland,
Queensland Performing Arts Centre (QPAC), South Bank
Corporation, City Parklands, Queensland Museum, Queensland Art
Gallery, State Library of Queensland and Queensland Government
Architect office.

Monday 23 April
2018

Noise, vibration and environmental
management technical briefing

Detailed technical briefing to approximately 12 representatives from
Queensland Government departments and agencies

Tuesday 2 May
2018
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Briefing

Summary

Date

Cultural heritage technical briefing

Detailed technical briefing to approximately 17 representatives
Queensland Government departments and agencies

Tuesday 2 May
2018

Traffic and transport technical
briefing

Detailed technical briefing to approximately 17 representatives
Queensland Government departments and agencies

Wednesday 3
May 2018

Arts Queensland and QPAC briefing

Technical briefing on noise and vibration assessments, and public
realm outcomes to six representatives from Arts Queensland and
QPAC.

Friday 10 May
2018

Arts Queensland, QPAC,
Queensland Museum, Queensland
Art Gallery and State Library of
Queensland briefing

Technical briefing on traffic and transport assessments, and public
realm outcomes to representatives from Arts Queensland and
Cultural Precinct stakeholders.

Friday 11 May
2018

City Parklands briefing

Detailed technical briefing to approximately 20 staff from City
Parklands.

Tuesday 15 May
2018

Council also provided a detailed briefing to a range of corridor stakeholders who had previously participated in
the River South and River North Reference Groups established during previous rounds of engagement for
Brisbane Metro.
Table 10: River North and River South Stakeholder Reference Group briefing attendees
Organisation

Date of briefing

Brisbane Marketing

Friday 18 May 2018

Brisbane Grammar School
Gabba Business Association
Boggo Road Ecosciences Precinct
Princess Alexandra Hospital (Metro South Hospital and Health Service)
Herston Quarter development (Metro North Hospital and Health Service)
Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
University of Queensland
Vision Australia
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7.

Feedback and reporting channels

7.1

Feedback channels

During the engagement program, a range of channels were made available for stakeholders and residents to
provide feedback and access information about Brisbane Metro. Feedback channels were promoted via the
project webpage, project newsletter, at community information sessions, newspaper advertisements and via the
project information line. The Your City Your Say engagement website, accessed through Council’s website,
served as the primary platform for stakeholders and residents to provide a formal submission to Council on the
draft Design Report.
A summary of each channel is outlined in the table below.
Table 11: Feedback received by channel during draft Design Report engagement program
Channel

Summary (23 April–25 May 2018)

Submissions received

240 submissions via webform, email and provided as hard copy

Feedback provided in person at information sessions

114 feedback forms

Project information line

11

(1800 692 333)
Project email address

45

metro@brisbane.qld.gov.au
Correspondence received by mail

22

(Brisbane Metro project team and via Lord Mayor’s office)
Registration for project updates via Council website

32 resident registered interest
35 industry registered interest
116 regular project updates

7.2

Data management

Council uses Consultation Manager as a database to manage and record all stakeholder contact details,
interactions and issues raised for the Brisbane Metro project. During the engagement program, Consultation
Manager was used to:


record all stakeholder contact details and interactions (e.g. phone calls, emails, incoming social media
posts, meeting attendance etc.)



register subscribers for project email updates



document engagement activities including community information sessions, reference group meetings
and stakeholder briefings



record specific stakeholder issues and concerns



manage follow up actions required for stakeholders



document media coverage



provide statistical and qualitative reports on key issues, communication channels and number of
enquiries.
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7.3

Analysis of feedback

General community feedback
Throughout the consultation period, a number of general comments and questions about Brisbane Metro were
received relating to project timeframes, the Metro vehicle, project cost and funding, project alignment and the
delivery model. There were received via the project information line, at community information sessions, as well
as general enquiries received via correspondence or the project inbox.
The community information sessions, held at key locations along the project corridor, provided the opportunity
for key stakeholders and members of the community to find out more information about Brisbane Metro and
provide their feedback. Some discussions involved attendees seeking general information about the project,
which was responded to directly by members of the project team. Feedback or suggestions which required
further consideration by Council were recorded by project team members. Key stakeholders or members of the
community seeking to provide comprehensive feedback to Council regarding Brisbane Metro were encouraged
to make a formal submission.
Formal submissions
Through the formal submissions process, the project team received a total of 240 submissions on the draft
Design Report. This included 208 submissions from individuals, as well as submissions from a range of other
stakeholders including property owners along the project corridor, advocacy groups, industry bodies, and
government agencies. Submissions were received via webform on the Your City Your Say website (161
submissions), by email (65 submissions), and correspondence (14).
Submissions received on the draft Design Report were summarised, with each comment raised categorised by
the issue raised and location to identify key themes. Key feedback themes raised through formal submissions
are summarised in Table 12.
Table 12: Key themes raised in formal submissions
Theme
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Number of times issue
raised in submissions

Cycle lanes/cycle access at Victoria Bridge, Melbourne Street, North Quay and Adelaide Street, and to
existing busway stations

127

General comments and suggestions on public transport

80

Proposed Metro / bus network (e.g. extent of Metro network)

69

Changes to general traffic access in the inner city (e.g. at South Brisbane, Victoria Bridge and North
Quay)

54

Metro vehicle fleet, including fuel type, vehicle suitability and on-board facilities

50

Pedestrian access

49

Station design, including for the new underground station and existing busway stations

47

Service plan (e.g. bus and Metro integration)

43

General support for Brisbane Metro

25

Urban amenity

22

Design (e.g. alternate design suggestions)

18

Project need / rationale

17

Consultation process

16

Dutton Park Place bus stop – access to Metro services

12

Construction impacts

11

Theme

Number of times issue
raised in submissions

Integration with CRR project

11

Park ‘n’ Ride facilities

10

There was a high level of interest in Brisbane Metro in relation to impacts and changes within the inner city,
particularly in relation to Victoria Bridge, the Cultural Centre precinct, South Brisbane, North Quay and Adelaide
Street. Table 13 below provides a geographic breakdown of issues raised in formal submissions.
Table 13: Feedback received by location
Location

Number of mentions in formal submissions

Victoria Bridge

126

Project alignment

115

Cultural Centre precinct / South Brisbane

83

North Quay / Adelaide Street

65

Northern suburbs

30

Brisbane CBD

29

Eastern suburbs

16

RBWH / Herston busway stations

16

Dutton Park

15

Western suburbs

13

Southern suburbs

12

Griffith University busway station

9

Mater Hill busway station

7

UQ Lakes busway station

7

West End

7

Woolloongabba

7

Buranda busway station

6

Rochedale / Metro depot site

4

Eight Mile Plains busway station

3

King George Square busway station

3

Other stations

3

Roma Street busway station

3

Outer suburbs

2

Inner city stations

2

Fortitude Valley

1

Boggo Road / PA Hospital busway stations

1
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8.

Summary of key feedback

A review of the feedback received on the draft Design Report was undertaken to determine the key themes and
areas of interest to stakeholders and community members. These are summarised in section below.
Overall, feedback from the community and stakeholders indicated support for Brisbane Metro as a solution to
Brisbane’s bus congestion and capacity issues. Feedback recognised that Council’s significant investment in
high-frequency public transport will help improve travel times and reliability, and help cater for future demand for
travel between the inner city and suburbs.
Residents and stakeholders also raised a number of issues about the benefits and impacts of Brisbane Metro,
and how these will be managed. Consideration of these issues, along with further technical investigations and
assessments undertaken by Council, has resulted in a number of changes to the project’s concept design.
In particular, Council has developed a revised concept design for Victoria Bridge and Melbourne Street. It
improves connectivity, safety and accessibility for cyclists and pedestrians without impacting on travel times or
reliability for Metro services, and ability to meet future demand.
Key features of the revised design include:


a dedicated two-way cycleway and dedicated pedestrian pathway on the upstream side of Victoria
Bridge



maintaining a widened downstream pedestrian pathway on Victoria Bridge



three lanes for Metro vehicles and buses, with priority given to Metro services and direct access for bus
services to the Queen Street bus station



dedicated cycling lanes along both sides of Melbourne Street from Grey Street to Merivale Street.

Other issues will be addressed during future stages of project development, such as the procurement process
or detailed design phase. Some issues will be subject to future phases of community and stakeholder
engagement.
Following consideration of all feedback, Council has developed a response to each issue. For a detailed
summary of the feedback received on each theme, and Council’s response please refer to Appendix A –
Summary of Submissions.

8.1
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Project need and benefits

Feedback theme

Summary

Support for Brisbane Metro

Feedback indicated strong support for Brisbane Metro and investment in high-frequency public
transport, particularly in relation to the project alignment, use of existing infrastructure and opportunity
for more bus services in the suburbs. The ability for bus and metro services to share the busway also
received positive support.

Recognition of the need for
the project

There was general recognition about the need for the project due to existing bus congestion issues,
future population and jobs growth within the inner city, and the desire for Brisbane to ‘keep pace’ with
other major cities. There were also some suggestions other public transport corridors without
dedicated busway infrastructure should be a higher priority for investment, such as the northern and
western suburbs of Brisbane.

8.2

Access for cyclists and pedestrians at Victoria Bridge / Melbourne Street

Feedback theme

Summary

Victoria Bridge cyclist and
pedestrian access

A considerable amount of feedback was received regarding the proposed changes to cyclist access
to Victoria Bridge. This included concerns the proposed shared path arrangement on the upstream
side of Victoria Bridge could increase conflicts between pedestrians and cyclists and create safety
issues. Feedback recognised Victoria Bridge is an important link for cyclists and pedestrians and
indicated that more people would use this route for cycling and walking if it was safer, attractive and
better connected. Suggestions were provided for alternative configurations for Victoria Bridge,
including a dedicated two-way cycle lane and separate pedestrian and cyclist paths on either side of
the bridge.

Melbourne Street cyclist
access

Feedback indicated concerns that Melbourne Street does not include a dedicated bike lane between
Hope Street and Grey Street, and potential safety issues for cyclists sharing the bus lanes and
increased conflict between pedestrians and cyclists using a shared path. Suggestions were made for
improved cycle access including floating bus stops along Melbourne Street and a two way separated
cycle lane.

Cyclist access to the
Bicentennial Bikeway

There was feedback regarding access improvements for cyclists to the Bicentennial Bikeway from
North Quay.

8.3

Changes to general traffic within the inner city

Feedback theme

Summary

Victoria Bridge – support for
removal of general vehicle
traffic

There was support expressed for the removal of general vehicle traffic on Victoria Bridge,
acknowledging the need for improved public and active transport movements within the inner city.
Improving public and active transport connections and enhancing the public realm by reducing
general vehicle traffic at the Cultural Centre precinct is viewed positively.

Traffic impacts in South
Brisbane and West End

Some residents and businesses in South Brisbane, West End and other inner southern suburbs are
concerned about the impacts of closing Victoria Bridge to general vehicle traffic. There was interest in
how traffic would be managed with the removal of general vehicle traffic on Victoria Bridge. Concern
were raised that the alternative options to Victoria Bridge would not be able to accommodate
additional traffic. Suggestions were made to mitigate the impacts of the changes, including upgrades
to intersections in South Brisbane, and removing or reducing the toll on alternative cross-rive routes
to encourage increased use. Some residents and businesses require more information to understand
the impacts of traffic changes in the inner city, and alternative options to cross the river by car.

Victoria Bridge – use for
taxis/ride share services

There were suggestions to allow taxis/ride share services to be able to use the general bus lanes on
Victoria Bridge. There was concern that an increase in travel distance, time and cost caused by
closing Victoria Bridge to taxi and ride share users would create difficulties regarding direct
personalised transport options.

Traffic impacts at North
Quay

Concerns around changes to general traffic at North Quay and Adelaide Street. In particular,
comments related to potential impacts on access to Brisbane Square and Queen’s Wharf Brisbane,
including access for motorists from the western suburbs, and for larger service vehicles.

8.4

Metro and bus network

Feedback theme

Summary

Bus network service plan
and changes to bus services

Existing bus users require more detailed information on proposed changes to the bus network and
changes to individual bus routes. Concerns were also raised that limited details have been provided
about service changes (e.g. which bus services will truncated at busway stations). Support was
expressed for further community engagement around bus network changes, including a detailed
network review that considers the entire Brisbane public transport network.

Extent of Metro network

Suggestions for the Metro network to extend further along the existing busway network (e.g. to
Langlands Park busway station and Kedron Brook busway station) and to suburbs further north, east
and south. Suggestions for future expansion of Metro services, including suggestions for future
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Feedback theme

Summary
extensions to northern suburbs, eastern suburbs (e.g. Carindale and Redland), and southern suburbs
(e.g. Springwood).

Proposed Metro routes

Concerns Metro 1 and Metro 2 services do not connect at Buranda to facilitate travel between the
southern suburbs and UQ. The importance of a high-frequency connection to UQ from the southern
suburbs was highlighted, along with suggestions for Metro 1 to terminate at Langlands Park busway
station or a third metro route created to service this station.

Duplication of existing routes

Concerns that Brisbane Metro is duplicating existing public transport routes and covers areas already
well serviced. Some feedback indicated the need to improve public transport and travelling times in
other areas (e.g. northern suburbs) and should address other areas such as the Centenary and
western suburbs, and northern suburbs (e.g. Chermside).

Dutton Park Place bus stops

Concerns were raised that Brisbane Metro doesn’t service the existing Dutton Park Place bus stop,
adjacent to Eleanor Schonell Bridge and potential impacts on users of this stop and residents in
Dutton Park, Fairfield and Yeronga.

8.5

Feedback theme

Summary

Metro vehicle fuel source

There was strong interest in the fuel source of the Metro vehicle, with most feedback indicating
support for a solution that is clean, green and sustainable, with suggestions for electric or hybrid
vehicles to be considered.

Suitability / type of Metro
vehicles

Some concerns were raised around the suitability of the Metro vehicles to operate on Brisbane’s
existing busway infrastructure, including during emergency situations. Some feedback expressed
concerns around potential costs associated with servicing, mobility, garaging and management of the
new Metro vehicle fleet. The need for Council to consider future technology changes (e.g. automated
vehicle operation) was also raised.

Metro vehicle features

Suggestions for a variety of on-board features for the Metro vehicle fleet, including bicycle storage,
Wi-Fi and enhanced passenger information, including on-board announcements and navigation
features, such as beeping devices on doors, to assist the visually impaired. Some feedback also
expressed the need for the Metro vehicles to have a distinctive, modern look and feel.

Metro vehicle accessibility

Feedback indicated the Metro vehicles should be highly accessible for all public transport users,
including mobility constrained groups and people with low vision. There was also some interest in
how the vehicle seating configuration and whether this includes provision for people with a disability.

8.6
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Metro vehicle fleet

Cultural Centre precinct

Feedback theme

Summary

Cultural Centre underground
station

There was strong support for the new underground station at the Cultural Centre, and recognition that
this would help address existing bus congestion issues by removing some buses from street level.
Feedback indicated it is important for the new underground station to provide good connections to the
other modes of public transport, including the adjacent South Brisbane railway station and new bus
stops on Melbourne Street. Suggestions were made for additional station entries connecting to the
broader Cultural Centre precinct.

Visitor access

Feedback indicated it is important for car parks and drop-off/pick up locations in the Cultural Centre
precinct to remain easily accessible, particularly for visitors requiring assistance or persons with a
disability. This includes during the construction period.

Public realm improvements

Positive feedback was received regarding the improvements at the Cultural Centre precinct,
particularly in relation to the new ‘scramble crossing’, increased public realm, and improvements to
pedestrian and cyclist connectivity.

Precinct improvements

Feedback highlighted opportunities improve wayfinding and integration between the new
underground station and other parts of the local area, including South Bank, Melbourne Street and
Boundary Street, West End.

8.7

Station design and accessibility

Feedback theme

Summary

Station accessibility

Feedback indicated new and upgraded stations need to be highly accessible by all public transport
users, particularly those with mobility issues, and hearing and visual impairments. There was
suggestions for improvements such as speech output capabilities at stations and on platforms, and
braille signage and trails.

Park ‘n’ ride facilities

Concerns were raised that existing park ‘n’ ride facilities at busway stations do not have sufficient
capacity to accommodate current and future demand from public transport users. Some suggestions
for locations where parking facilities could be expanded were made.

Improvements to existing
busway stations

There were suggestions for improvements at existing busway stations, such as end-of-trip facilities
for cyclists, improved passenger information and signage, and retail outlets. Some suggestions for
improvements to individual busway stations were also provided, to provide safe and accessible
connections to the broader transport network. In particular, this included Eight Mile Plains busway
station, Herston busway station and Greenslopes busway station.

Station capacity and
operations

There were some concerns about the capacity of some existing busway stations to accommodate
higher numbers in public transport users. Support was expressed for off-board ticketing and all door
boarding to speed up boarding and reduce delays at busway stations.

8.8

Construction impacts

Feedback theme

Summary

General construction
impacts

Feedback indicated some concerns around the level of noise, vibration and dust at work sites,
including the Cultural Centre, Adelaide Street, Mater Hill and Griffith University, and the need for this
to be carefully managed to minimise impacts on residents, commuters, workers and visitors. Some
stakeholders requested more detail around construction and traffic management plans at key
worksites better understand the potential impacts and proposed mitigation measures.

Impacts on the transport
network during construction

There was interest in what impact construction would have on existing bus services and the inner city
road network and how this would be managed. There were some concerns about the impacts of
additional haulage traffic through areas that already experience high levels of congestion, such as
Stanley Street and Vulture Street at South Brisbane.

Inner city construction
impacts

There was interest in how construction impacts will be managed at the Cultural Centre precinct and
Adelaide Street, in particular the need to maintain access during construction for pedestrians,
cyclists, service vehicles and visitor pick up/drop off.

8.9

Environmental and social considerations

Feedback theme

Summary

Impacts on heritage places

There was some concerns about potential impacts on Heritage-listed places, including the
Queensland Cultural Centre, South Brisbane railway station, and City Hall. This included the need for
management measures to be put in place during construction and for any new infrastructure or
modifications to enhance existing heritage values.

Existing trees

There were some concerns about the potential removed of existing mature trees at places like QPAC
and Adelaide Street. Feedback indicated these trees are valued by the community and should be
protected or reinstated with similar plantings where possible.

Visual impact of new
infrastructure

There were some concerns around the visual impact of new infrastructure, including the tunnel portal
to the new underground station at the Cultural Centre and changes to North Quay and Adelaide
Street. Feedback indicated new and modified infrastructure must be sensitively designed and deliver
high-quality urban design outcomes.

Flooding impacts at Cultural
Centre station

There was interest in how the design of the new underground Cultural Centre station would include
measures to mitigate flooding.

Depot location and impacts

There was some interest in the depot location and the impacts on local roads and properties.
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8.10

Other issues

Feedback theme

Summary

Suggestions for other public
transport solutions

Some feedback was provided suggesting other public transport solutions in the inner city such as
light rail, trams, or a steel-wheeled metro system. Comments were provided about the long-term
viability of a rubber-tyred system in regards to safety, maintenance, cost and ability to transition to
automated technologies in the future.

Under-river tunnel between
South Brisbane and the CBD

Feedback was received suggesting a tunnel under the river, linking South Brisbane with the CBD.
Some feedback noted that this would enable more space for cycling and pedestrians on Victoria
Bridge. Other feedback suggested that by tunnelling under the river the existing surface level
busway station could be maintained, with general vehicle traffic still able to use Victoria Bridge.

Fares/ticketing

Feedback was received regarding the affordability of current public transport fares, with the
suggestion for fares to be reviewed with the introduction of Brisbane Metro.
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9.

Conclusion

Through consultation on the draft Design Report, residents and stakeholders have provided a range of feedback
for Council to consider as planning for Brisbane Metro progresses. Council is committed to keeping residents,
public transport users, property owners, and other key stakeholders informed, and will continue to provide
ongoing opportunities to stay up to date on the project. This will include updates on the Council website, project
newsletters, social media, and future community engagement opportunities across the city.
Council is also working closely with the Queensland and Australian Governments to deliver Brisbane Metro. In
May 2018, the Australian Government confirmed a $300 million funding contribution to Brisbane Metro. Council
has committed to funding the remaining capital cost, meaning the project is fully funded.
As the asset owner of the existing busway and manager of the public transport network in South East
Queensland, the Queensland Government has an important role to play in delivering Brisbane Metro. Council is
working closely with the Department of Transport and Main Roads, and other key stakeholders, to progress
discussions on key aspects of the project.
Council will provide opportunities for residents and stakeholders to stay informed and have their say during
future stages of the project. This includes:


Early works: Targeted communication and engagement activities to support early works at key
locations, including survey and geotechnical investigations, intersection upgrades, land acquisition, and
relocation of services and utilities.



Bus network planning: Broad-based community and stakeholder involvement in a staged review and
planning of changes to the bus network. This will be led by TransLink, in partnership with Council and
other public transport operators.



Detailed design and construction: Residents, local communities, property owners and other key
stakeholders will be kept well-informed about the timing, impacts and management of construction
works. This will be outlined in a detailed Communications and Stakeholder Management Plan.



Operations: Council will undertake a city-wide education program prior to Metro services commencing
and changes to the bus network being introduced.

Council will also develop agreements with directly impacted key stakeholders in relation to a range of issues,
including property access, construction hours, traffic management, laydown areas and management of
construction impacts such as noise, dust and vibration.
Feedback from the community and stakeholders will assist in finalising detailed specifications for all aspects of
Brisbane Metro’s design, construction and operation. During the procurement process, tenderers will prepare
proposals for the design and construction of Brisbane Metro in line with these specifications. Main procurement
activities for Brisbane Metro commenced in July 2018 and are expected to be complete by late 2019. Subject to
government approvals, Council expects detailed design and construction to commence in 2019, with Metro
services to commence in 2023.
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Appendix A – Summary of submissions

1.

Introduction

This appendix provides a detailed summary of feedback included in formal submissions to the Brisbane Metro draft
Design Report.
A total of 240 submissions were received on the draft Design Report from individuals, organisations and agencies.
They included:


161 submissions received via webform on Council’s Your City Your Say engagement website



65 submissions received by email to the Brisbane Metro inbox (metro@brisbane.qld.gov.au)



14 submissions received by letter.

Following consultation, each submission received on the draft Design Report was reviewed and summarised.
Individual comments made in submissions were categorised based on the key matter raised.
This appendix presents a collation of the key matters raised in submissions. It groups the matters raised in
submissions into overarching issues with a summary of the comments from submissions. A response is provided for
each overarching issue, addressing the key matters raised. This appendix generally follows the structure of the draft
Design Report.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

A-1

Summary of feedback
2.

Project need

2.1

Need for Brisbane Metro

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Support for Brisbane
Metro and public
transport
improvements

Feedback demonstrated support for the investment in public transport infrastructure to
reduce congestion, increase frequency and capacity of the existing network, and allow for
future demand and growth. Comments noted that Brisbane Metro provides a
cost-effective solution by using and re-purposing the existing busway infrastructure and
will improve issues with the bus system, especially at the Cultural Centre precinct.

Comments supporting Brisbane Metro are noted. Brisbane Metro presents a
once-in-a-generation opportunity to improve the way people travel to and within Brisbane,
providing more reliable, frequent and efficient public transport for residents, workers and
visitors.

The following comments were raised in submissions.


Support the delivery of critical transport infrastructure and upgrades and
improvements. Supportive of Council’s investment in public transport infrastructure
and approach to increase the frequency and capacity of existing CBD public
transport.



Support every effort to improve the public transport system. Strongly support
investment in public transport infrastructure and Brisbane Metro is a great initiative.



Welcome creation of a high-frequency public transport system and commend the
project's aim to make public transport a more attractive option for residents and
visitors. Clear deliverable to reducing private car travel and applaud the design for
providing an inner-city distribution function that connects to key destinations to allow
future growth.



Brisbane needs a project such as this to deal with the city’s bus congestion.
Recognise that some ‘pain’ and changes are required from the entire city in order to
construct and deliver such a project.



Pleased Council is taking the opportunity to address issues with the bus system,
especially around the Cultural Centre and upgrade of our current busway system.
Simplifying the array of routes through the Cultural Centre will be a big step forward.



Commend the re-use and repurposing of existing infrastructure to increase its
efficiency and capacity – advantage of faster completion time and least disruption to
communities.



Brisbane Metro provides a cost-effective solution to the challenges presented through
the current busway network, along with increasing capacity through the CBD. Support

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Brisbane is an economic powerhouse for the State of Queensland. Over the next
25 years, Brisbane’s population and economy will continue to grow. By 2041, Brisbane is
expected to be home to more than 1.4 million people, an increase of more than 27%.
Transport modelling indicates that two-thirds of public transport users in Brisbane travel
by bus. Approximately 76 million trips per year are made across the bus network, carrying
24 million more customers each year than the entire rail network in South East
Queensland.
Council is committed to ensuring Brisbane remains a great place to live, work, visit and do
business. By fixing critical bottlenecks in our transport system and maximising the use of
existing infrastructure, Brisbane Metro represents the next step in meeting the demand for
fast, frequent and reliable travel to the inner city.

A-2

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

the plan to better utilise existing infrastructure, decreasing construction costs, and
also requires less property resumptions.
Need for Brisbane
Metro

Some feedback questioned the need for Brisbane Metro as it uses existing busways and
routes and only benefits a small number of Brisbane residents, instead of creating new
routes. Feedback also suggested the need for Brisbane Metro to expand to other parts of
the city. The following comments were raised in submissions.


Brisbane Metro duplicates current routes of existing bus and rail and the Cross River
Rail (CRR) project. Corridor being explored is already well serviced. Money would be
better spent ensuring all Brisbane is well-serviced.



Supportive of Metro services and dedicated busways to improve travel times, but
locating Brisbane Metro on existing infrastructure does not benefit much of the outer
suburbs.



Proposal focuses too much on developed areas of public transport and does not
stretch far enough to the suburbs north of Brisbane.



Need better public transport and better infrastructure elsewhere.



Suggestion that Brisbane Metro will reduce bus congestion in the city is misleading as
none of the immediately affected services travel on city streets. Route improvements
to reduce through buses in the city could be achieved without Brisbane Metro.

The need for Brisbane Metro is discussed in Chapter 2 of the draft Design Report and the
Brisbane Metro Business Case (Business Case), which was released by Council in May
2017.
Brisbane Metro seeks to address bus network challenges on the existing busway network
and within Brisbane’s inner city. It aims to ensure the public transport network has the
capacity to support future jobs and population growth in the CBD and across the city.
Brisbane’s South East Busway is ranked eighth in the world in terms of vehicle frequency
(buses per hour in the peak direction) and is one of the highest frequency segregated
busways in the world. Approximately 76 million trips per year are made across the bus
network, carrying 24 million more customers each year than the entire rail network in
South East Queensland. Existing bus network challenges include safety issues and
capacity constraints at key locations including the Melbourne Street busway portal, North
Quay/Victoria Bridge and the Cultural Centre station. These challenges cause delays and
congestion for the wider bus network, impacting journey times, travel reliability and
customer experience for many bus users.
Brisbane Metro will introduce high-frequency, high-capacity Metro standard services to
the inner city and suburbs, along with changes to the bus network, providing customers
with more choice and better connections across the entire public transport network. Its
introduction provides an opportunity to evolve the bus network from a largely direct
service to the CBD model to a hybrid model where Brisbane Metro will provide a highly
efficient primary trunk service operating on the existing busway. Suburban feeder routes
will connect residents to the busway and Brisbane Metro stations ensuring an easy and
efficient way to travel.
By reducing the numbers of buses entering the CBD and inner city, Brisbane Metro will
free up buses to better service suburbs across Brisbane, ensuring the bus network has
the capacity to meet current and future transport demands.

Value for money

Some feedback questioned whether Brisbane Metro was the most effective use of
Council’s funds. Comments related to whether funding would be better spent increasing
the number of buses and improving public transport to other parts of Brisbane. The
following comments were raised in submissions.


Question whether this is a good use of ratepayer’s money when 80% of bus users are
satisfied with existing service.

In May 2017, Council released the Business Case, following a detailed assessment of the
benefits, costs and impacts of delivering the project. The Business Case confirmed
Brisbane Metro, estimated to cost $944 million, has a strong benefit cost ratio and is a
value for money investment in our public transport network that will provide significant
benefits for both the city and the region. The Business Case is available on Council’s
website at www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/brisbane-metro.



No doubt some project elements will help to alleviate some congestion and public
transport options in the inner city, but options analysis is lacking rigour and detail.

The proposed bi-articulated Metro vehicles provide similar turning circles to existing
buses, avoiding the need for modifications to much of the busway alignment. The main
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A-3

Issue

Summary of comments
Renovating the existing busway for ‘Metro’ buses is a waste of money – significant
need to extend the busway and feeder network all over the city.

Cost benefit analysis



Additional cost of infrastructure to accommodate bi-articulated buses is of concern
when there are other infrastructure and operational improvements that could be
proposed that are potentially at lower cost.



Any plan for public transport in Brisbane needs to be one that can be rolled out, within
acceptable cost and environmental constraints. Brisbane Metro only addresses the
issues in a very limited sector of the city and is only an upgrade of the existing
busway infrastructure. Any future extension will require similarly expensive
infrastructure to support it and fear that due to the cost of the unnecessarily expensive
and complex new Metro vehicles, together with the infrastructure they will require, will
prevent or limit the possible roll out of improved public transport to other parts of the
region.

Response
cost for Brisbane Metro (approximately 50% of the total capital cost) relates to fixing inner
city busway bottlenecks (i.e. new underground Cultural Centre station, Adelaide Street
tunnel, North Quay and Victoria Bridge works). These works will benefit all busway and
cross-river bus services. Unlocking these critical bottlenecks will help to reduce
congestion and improve journey time variability across the entire busway network.

Some feedback questioned whether costs relating to construction, disruption and
operation had been included in the cost-benefit assessment. Questions were also raised
about funding, who would operate the project and how costs and income would be
shared. The following comments were raised in submissions.

Detailed analysis and assessment of the costs and benefits of delivering Brisbane Metro
was undertaken as part of the Brisbane Metro Business Case released by Council in
May 2017. Cost estimates were developed based on the principles outlined in the
Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR) Project Cost Estimating Manual.



Draft Design Report is silent on funding for Brisbane Metro – provide a full financial
study for the project. Unsure if Brisbane Metro will be build-operate-transfer project or
joint funding project.



The cost/benefit of Brisbane Metro has not been revealed, neither has the
construction costs (both in money and dislocation costs) nor running costs.



Question whether disruption during construction has been costed.



Advise who will operate Brisbane Metro and how the cost and income will be shared.



No significant reference is made to the opex (operational cost), which is typically
significantly greater over the full life cycle of the project.

Based on assessments undertaken as part of the Business Case, Brisbane Metro is
expected to cost $944 million. Key elements of the cost include station construction costs
for the new underground Cultural Centre station, the purchase of 60 Metro vehicles, and
tunnel works at Adelaide Street. Council has committed to funding $644 million of the
project’s capital cost. In March 2018, Brisbane Metro was listed by Infrastructure Australia
as one of six high priority projects, with Infrastructure Australia confirming Brisbane Metro
as a feasible, cost-effective solution to Brisbane’s bus congestion issues. Following this,
the Australian Government confirmed a $300 million funding commitment to Brisbane
Metro in the 2018-19 Federal Budget. This means construction of Brisbane Metro is now
fully funded.



No details are provided of the proposed network review and hybrid network model.
Can be no assurance the proposal will work as designed. Consequently, most of the
assumptions, including economic benefit, cannot be judged.

Brisbane Metro will be operated by Transport for Brisbane, a division of Council with more
than 90 years’ experience in delivering public transport services to residents across the
city. Council undertook an extensive assessment process to determine the best way to
operate Brisbane Metro, which considered both Transport for Brisbane operations and a
third-party operating model.
The Brisbane Metro Business Case and draft Design Report provided an overview of the
hybrid model and proposed network changes resulting from the introduction of Brisbane
Metro. An indicative bus network was developed for the purposes of assessing potential
benefits and impacts of Brisbane Metro’s operation. This is consistent with the approach
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response
used to assess other public transport projects in Brisbane such as the Bus and Train
project (BaT project). As part of future stages of project planning, Council in partnership
with TransLink will undertake a more detailed review of the bus network and develop
more specific service change proposals for consultation. This is expected to take place
over a number of years, prior to Brisbane Metro operations commencing in 2023, and will
involve residents and key stakeholders.

Do not support
Brisbane Metro

Some feedback opposed Brisbane Metro, particularly in its current form.


South East Busway and connections have far superior bus service than Centenary
and western suburbs. Reinstall bus priority on Coronation Drive or build busway to
Indooroopilly and run routes 15 minutes or better through Chapel Hill and Centenary
suburbs instead of Brisbane Metro.



Private operator busway plan should not proceed – busways should be preserved for
all Brisbane residents.



Have dedicated bus lane along the south east corridor and further north so don't see
the urgency for Brisbane Metro. Bus/train availability outside of the CBD is more
important.



Oppose the project in its current form. Project is only running buses on already
established bus routes – great opportunity is to be wasted.



Not a good plan if Metro vehicles are overly expensive and inflexible in their use.
They will create many problems and cause unnecessary costs if they consume too
much road and platform space and require expensive infrastructure. Current
articulated buses offer many of the same advantages and can provide a much more
flexible use of infrastructure as they can be used elsewhere as demand dictates.
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Critical parts of Brisbane’s existing busway infrastructure have reached capacity and
cannot accommodate significant growth. By upgrading the busway network, fixing critical
bottlenecks and maximising the use of existing infrastructure, Brisbane Metro represents
the next step in meeting the demand for fast, frequent and reliable travel to the inner city,
as well as more buses for the suburbs.
Brisbane Metro will mean faster and more reliable journeys for customers across
Brisbane's public transport network, enabling greater multi-modal network connectivity. It
will complement CRR by servicing key interchanges at Roma Street and Boggo Road,
allowing rail passengers to easily access destinations not serviced by rail, such as the
University of Queensland (UQ) and the Royal Brisbane and Women's Hospital (RBWH).
Better public transport options means faster travel times and more reliable services for
customers. It will also support our city’s liveability and economic prosperity into the future,
helping to maintain Brisbane’s status as a New World City and making public transport a
more attractive option for both residents and visitors.
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3.

Community and stakeholder consultation

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Consultation on the
draft Design Report
and previous
consultation on the
project

Concerns were raised that insufficient consultation on the project had been undertaken,
particularly in West End. Concerns were raised that people could not effectively comment
on the project when a number of elements are unresolved.

Brisbane Metro was announced in early 2016 as a solution to addressing Brisbane’s inner
city bus network congestion issues. This included the proposed closure of Victoria Bridge
to general traffic, to allow its conversion to a ‘green’ bridge for public and active transport.



Insufficient community consultation has been undertaken and has particularly
excluded the 4101 peninsular. Businesses were not aware of Council’s plans to close
the Victoria Bridge to general vehicle traffic.

Engagement with the community and stakeholders has played an important role in
helping to shape the project.



Draft Design Report is considered a concept design report – community could not
reasonably be considered to effectively comment on the project with the level of
parameters currently unresolved.

Four rounds of communication and engagement activities were held between March 2016
and May 2018. Each round of engagement was based on specific project milestones,
allowing for the outcomes of engagement to help inform future stages of project
development.
Engagement activities have included citywide newsletters, community information
sessions at locations along the project corridor (including at Woolloongabba and South
Brisbane), stakeholder reference group meetings and briefings with individual
stakeholders. A range of channels have also been used to promote the engagement
program, including media, advertising, social media and Council publications.
Council will continue to engage with residents and stakeholders along the project corridor,
including in South Brisbane and West End. Council is committed to providing frequent
opportunities for residents and businesses to learn more about the project and to have
their say in progressing planning for Brisbane Metro.

Use of images

Some concerns were raised about the images used to depict Brisbane Metro.


Computer images of the vehicles depict them as light rail vehicles and the images are
oriented in ways as to suggest vehicles run on rails to conceal the fact that the
vehicles run on tyred wheels.



Council videos for Metro are misleading as they look like a tram system and not a bus
system.

Council has commissioned artist’s impressions of various elements of the project,
including Metro vehicles, the underground Cultural Centre station and the station precinct
to assist stakeholders visualise a possible design outcome. Artist impressions are
indicative visualisations only and are clearly labelled as such. Council will continue to use
3D-generated imagery and animations as a communication tool to inform stakeholders
about the project.
It is not Council’s intention to portray Brisbane Metro vehicles as light rail vehicles or
trams. As part of Brisbane Metro, Council will introduce a new fleet of 60 high-capacity
Metro vehicles. The bi-articulated vehicles will be approximately 24-25 metres in length,
and run on rubber wheels. The Metro vehicles will be able to operate on the existing
busways without significant modification.
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Future community and
stakeholder
consultation

Some submissions indicated an interest in being involved in future consultation for the
project.

Council is committed to working closely with the community and key stakeholders
including the Queensland and Australian Governments, Cultural Centre precinct
stakeholders, business associations, residents, property owners, transport users to
progress detailed planning for Brisbane Metro.



Business South Bank offered its resources in disseminating information to members
during construction.



Welcome future opportunity for coordination between Brisbane Metro and Herston
Quarter redevelopment.



Vital to include key Queensland Government departments and agencies in the
consultation process and in all the design phases as major stakeholders, including
agencies delivering other major transport infrastructure such as CRR.

Council has demonstrated a commitment and willingness to keep the community and
stakeholders well informed and engaged throughout the development of Brisbane Metro
and will provide opportunities for residents and stakeholders to stay informed and have
their say during future stages of the project.


Early works: targeted communication and engagement activities to support early
works at key locations, including technical investigations, intersection upgrades, land
acquisition, and relocation of services and utilities.



Bus network planning: broad-based community and stakeholder involvement in a
detailed staged review and planning of changes to the bus network prior to the
introduction of Brisbane Metro.



Detailed design and construction: residents, local communities, property owners and
other key stakeholders will be kept well-informed about the timing, impacts and
management of construction works.

Council will undertake a citywide education program prior to Brisbane Metro services
commencing and other changes to the bus network being introduced.
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4.

Project options and development

4.1

Options development

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Options assessment
process

Some submissions raised comments about the development of Brisbane Metro, including
the need for other public transport network options to be considered.

Chapter 4 of the draft Design Report describes the project options and development
process undertaken for Brisbane Metro. As part of the project’s feasibility assessment,
Council undertook a detailed options assessment process. This was conducted in
accordance with the Queensland Government options assessment framework and
examined a broad range of solutions for Brisbane Metro.



Brisbane Metro reached the solution to a problem in a very short time – no evidence
presented that proves the proposed concept will do as claimed. Benefit across the
wider city is limited. Suggest Council scrap or put on hold the proposal until other
network and coordinated planning issues are reviewed.



Brisbane Metro seems like a stop-gap measure and has not been a well-considered
proposal. Should it go ahead, it is important that it does not limit options of future
generations. Currently grades at certain places in proposed tunnel entries are 10%,
which will severely limit future generations for converting the busway to light rail.

Options ranged from reform (improving service performance through policy), better use of
existing infrastructure; improve existing (through lower cost capital works) and new
(construction of new infrastructure).
The options analysis considered a range of solutions previously investigated for the
Suburbs 2 City Buslink and BaT project as well as the bus network review undertaken in
2013 and Brisbane Inner Rail Solution. The initial Brisbane Metro option was released for
public consultation in 2016, with feedback informing the options assessment and
contributing to the development of the current Brisbane Metro concept released in March
2017.
Existing sections of the inner busway currently have gradients in the order of 10%
(e.g. between Roma Street and King George Square busway stations).

4.2

Project alternatives

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Preference for a
tracked based or
fully-underground
solution

Some feedback identified a preference for Brisbane Metro to be a tracked based solution,
such as a light rail or heavy rail system, or for Brisbane to plan a fully-underground public
transport network. The following comments were raised in submissions.

The initial Brisbane Metro option released in January 2016 proposed the development of
a rubber-tyred guided Metro solution, extending along the busway from Woolloongabba to
Herston. As part of the project’s feasibility assessment, Council undertook a detailed
options assessment. This process examined a broad range of options for the Brisbane
Metro project. Options were assessed against a range of customer-focused criteria and
how they best performed against Council’s objectives. Understanding community and
stakeholder views and finding a cost-effective solution to bus congestion issues were key
objectives.



A rubber-tyred, track based driverless solution like the Paris Metro is a better solution
– driverless track solution would reduce ongoing salary costs, improve safety, provide
efficiency, allow increased services and more regular services through cost savings
and automation.



Disappointed the Metro will not be on rail tracks – hope Metro vehicles are not slowed
by general traffic and have their own designated bus/Metro way for entire length.



Above ground infrastructure won’t be able to deliver beneficial and continuous
services to growing city. Money would be better invested in underground structures
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The development of a guided solution would require the closure of the busway for an
extended period to allow the construction of tracks. This would also inhibit shared use of
the busway as can occur with Brisbane Metro. Community and stakeholder feedback
received during Round 2 consultation (August to November 2016) identified concerns
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Issue

Summary of comments
that deliver reliable and traffic-proof transport and will be able to be upgraded in the
long term to new systems and trains.


Invest in the future with heavy rail. Now is the time to commit to a dedicated
underground rail solution – CRR is a possible start but does not go far enough.
Underground rail is the superior way to move people around large cities.



Propose future inner city underground busway, including between King George
Square busway station and Fortitude Valley via Adelaide Street, and between
Fortitude Valley and Queen Street bus station (QSBS).

Response
about installing guided sections on the busway. Specifically, feedback identified concerns
that this would impede other vehicles from accessing the busway. Concerns were also
raised about potential impacts associated with moving buses from the busway onto city
streets during construction, suggesting that this would add to congestion and impact on
travel times, as well as cause frustration for bus customers. Based on the outcomes of the
assessment Council announced a revised Brisbane Metro solution in March 2017. This
solution was assessed to have fewer constructability issues and avoided impacts
triggered by the initial Brisbane Metro option.
Brisbane Metro maximises the use of existing infrastructure, providing a cost-effective
solution to Brisbane’s bus congestion issues. Targeted investment in new infrastructure,
along with upgrades to existing infrastructure, will help address critical inner city
bottlenecks and increase the capacity of the busway to cater for future growth.

Some feedback suggested a preference for light rail.


The Metro routes and future expansions should be built as light rail/tram system.
Maintain preference for light rail vehicles, even if staged over a longer period.



Light rail is the only way to move large numbers of commuters quickly and efficiently
and will carry far more commuters in a single movement than any bus driven system.



More common sense and an environmentally friendly choice would be to bring back
trams section by section. Brisbane should have tram routes reinstated or at the very
least, an inner city heritage tram loop installed. Larger CBD loop could be used to
circumnavigate the Cultural Centre/West End, Kangaroo Point, Fortitude Valley, City,
Roma Street, and Caxton Street.



Brisbane needs an underground Metro with light rail as well as above ground light rail
that connect with trains in various hubs. A light rail system would be preferable to
buses as they are more reliable, quieter, less fumes and noise, and more energy
efficient. Light rail is powered by electricity, which is less polluting within the city.

Some feedback suggested a preference for heavy rail.


While some improvement to busway infrastructure is justified (e.g. grade separation at
the Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre (BCEC)), the city should be investing
in heavy rail with rail extensions for the future. Expansion of City Rail would constitute
a much sounder investment than Brisbane Metro.



Brisbane needs a well-planned rail system – should be given priority until busways
are fully integrated with them.



A higher frequency on the existing rail system would make more sense.
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As outlined in section 4.2.3 of the draft Design Report, light rail running on the existing
busway network was considered in the options analysis process undertaken as part of the
project’s feasibility assessment.
Project options were assessed against criteria relating to customer (supporting easy
journeys), city (a catalyst for shaping new growth) and place (creating memorable places
and spaces). The analysis determined that light rail using the existing busway would
deliver positive outcomes against all objectives apart from ‘customer’. In particular, it was
determined that light rail would not be able to meet the required future capacity
requirements. Light rail on the existing busway would also inhibit the shared use of the
busway and require the closure of the busway for an extended period to allow the
construction of tracks.

Section 2.3.4 of the draft Design Report discusses the existing capacity and coverage
constraints of Brisbane’s rail network. The Queensland Government is delivering the CRR
project to address these issues. Council recognises that bus and rail work together as
part of an integrated network and that a mix of heavy rail and trunk buses on selected
corridors, combined with feeder/distributor bus services will be required to meet the
diverse trip patterns for the community. The joint Council and Queensland Government
Connecting Brisbane strategy, released in June 2017, outlines the way in which Brisbane
Metro and CRR will unlock existing capacity and overcome current constraints to improve
public transport through providing ‘turn-up-and-go’ public transport.
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Preference for
changes to the bus
network

Some feedback identified a preference for improvements to the bus network as an
alternative to Brisbane Metro. This included comments about the need to increase the
number of buses to meet demand, changing the layout of existing buses to increase their
capacity, implementing changes to the bus network and how the busway operates.

A combination of bus network reform and boarding efficiency measures were considered
in the options analysis for Brisbane Metro. As indicated in section 4.2.3 of the draft Design
Report, it was determined that these measures alone will not meet the long-term future
public transport demand without infrastructure investment. However, it was considered
that bus network reform and boarding efficiency measures should be considered further
as enhancements to support an ultimate project solution. In relation to specific feedback
provided in submissions.

The following comments were raised in submissions.




Preference for other
transport solutions

There are not enough buses. Express routes run fine into the city, but for buses that
stop at every station there are many more commuters than buses. More services
would reduce congestion on the platforms, as it would take less time for commuters to
get on their service.
Adoption of regular sized vehicles combined with improved bus network redesign
would deliver increased bus passenger occupancy at key network pinch points and
without great adverse impacts on aesthetics, infrastructure expense and person
accessibility.



Much of the extra capacity of the Metro vehicles is a result of having lower percentage
of seated passengers – the same configuration could be applied to the regular
articulated buses to achieve higher passenger loads.



Use of double deck vehicles can produce a higher number of passengers carried
per metre of road/platform space, especially if integrated with improved station based
ticketing/card systems.



Instead of procuring new Metro buses, has consideration been given to ‘platooning’
technology. Would provide flexibility to schedulers and fleet managers.



Create/utilise transport hubs outside the CBD and provide transport option between
those hubs and also options to feed into those hubs. Will reduce CBD traffic
congestion and increase public transport use.



Council notes the suggestion of using regular sized vehicles combined with bus
network redesign, although without a higher capacity ‘trunk’ busway, there would be
less opportunity for local feeder routes as part of a bus network redesign.



While Council recognises that double deck vehicles can carry a higher number of
passengers per metre of road space, these are slower for customer boarding and
alighting compared to single level vehicles, affecting dwell times at stations.



Platooning technology is currently not commercially available for public transport
operations.



Brisbane Metro uses a number of key bus stations outside of the CBD as key
interchanges and for transferring customers from local feeder services to
high-frequency, high-capacity Metro services.

Feedback identified a range of options focusing on transport infrastructure and transport
operations as alternatives to Brisbane Metro. These included providing more river
crossings, including an under-river tunnel to ease traffic in central Brisbane and allow
better network design, introducing a congestion tax and increasing parking costs to
reduce traffic congestion, and adding car park capacity outside of the city. The following
comments were raised in submissions.

Brisbane Metro is a comparatively low-cost project aimed at making better use of existing
critical busway infrastructure. A variety of the transport solution elements proposed by the
public in response to the draft Design Report are delivered by Brisbane Metro. These
include high-frequency services (both on the busway and from services returned to the
suburbs), all door boarding for Metro and busway services, and improved network
integration.



Replace car lanes and put on a few hundred extra buses with better services to outer
suburbs and more park and ride spots at bus stations on top of investment into
graded bike lanes and protected paths and bikeways.



A high-frequency, cross-city option is more desirable servicing more regions.

While Brisbane Metro is an important piece of the transport system puzzle, it is not the
only piece. Council is actively involved in the planning and delivery of a variety of
transport projects aimed at getting people home quicker and safer, including road and
intersection upgrades, improved bikeways and footpaths, and investments in improved
public transport services and infrastructure.
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Issue

4.3

Summary of comments


Provide additional river crossings to allow better network design (e.g. bridge from
Bulimba to Newstead to allow additional east-west corridor). Cost of additional
crossings likely to be less than Brisbane Metro.



Add car parking capacity to sites external to the city bottlenecks. Large car parks
need to be built on outskirts of city and commuters transferred to city by swift light rail
system.



Any system that is introduced has to be combined with reducing the number of single
passenger vehicles by putting a congestion tax on these vehicles.



Bus, ferry and train timetables should interconnect for easy transfer to rely less on
cars.



Increase parking costs, encourage people to use tolls to get out of the city, reduce
transport fares, reduce number of seats on buses to help people get on and off, let
people board at back of bus.



Improving bus frequency is needed but hope that fixing the timetable will also occur.
Including demand responsive transport as a trip on go card would be viable and
affordable and should be considered in future transport upgrades.

Response

Design development

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Alternatives to the
Adelaide Street tunnel

The following feedback relating to alternatives to the Adelaide Street tunnel was provided.

As indicated in section 4.3.1 of the draft Design Report, the use of the existing QSBS as
an alternative to the Adelaide Street tunnel was considered in the development of
Brisbane Metro. A tunnel at Adelaide Street was preferred due to:



Question of the need and benefit of the Adelaide Street tunnel. Options that consider
buses running through an upgraded QSBS need to be made available for public
review.



the layout of QSBS, which provided a constraint to accommodating Metro vehicles at
platforms and circulation



issues with access from QSBS to King George Square busway station, including
geometric constraints and a one-way section of tunnel.

Major underground construction works would be required to overcome these issues with
QSBS, affecting key buildings on the surface and creating significant disruption to inner
city busway operations during construction. These impacts were considered to be
unacceptable.
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Alternatives to using
Victoria Bridge

Some feedback included suggestions for the Brisbane Metro to continue in tunnel under
the Brisbane River from the Cultural Centre station to King George Square busway
station, or on a second bridge crossing. The following comments were raised in
submissions.

Using Victoria Bridge for Brisbane Metro achieves Council’s objective of maximising the
use of existing infrastructure and providing a cost-effective solution to addressing
Brisbane’s bus congestion issues.



Question whether it is possible at the Cultural Centre station to continue the Metro
within tunnel under the river to free up space on Victoria Bridge and simplify the
intersection with North Quay.



Obvious way for Metro vehicles to travel from King George Square busway station to
Cultural Centre is by under-river tunnel. Geotechnical problems with tunnelling under
the river are not insuperable and concerns regarding busway gradients can be
mitigated by adjusting the location of the new busway station, horizontally and/or
vertically.



Preference for the underground Cultural Centre station to continue in tunnel under
Victoria Bridge and join either QSBS or King George Square busway station,
dismissing the need to add to or change Victoria Bridge, and reducing the need to
close North Quay to general traffic and for more than two tunnel openings. Will
increase initial cost but life cycle costs of overall project would be about same and
would not inconvenience people.



Construction of a new underground busway station near the Cultural Centre, linked to
King George Square busway station by way of under-river tunnel, would contribute
substantially to easing traffic congestion in central Brisbane. A new vehicular river
crossing would be created, the current Cultural Centre busway would be retained, two
lanes of Victoria Bridge and all of North Quay would remain open to general traffic
and both Adelaide Street and Melbourne Street would be unperturbed.



If tunnelling under Victoria Bridge is not an option, Victoria Bridge should remain in its
current configuration. Removing all buses except Metro vehicles on Victoria Bridge
will reduce congestion on the bridge. Terminating surface buses will enable quick
transfer to Metro services at the new Cultural Centre station and remove the need for
surface buses on the bridge. Buses out of the city will be able to terminate at King
George Square station.



Cheaper alternative to tunnelling under the river is to construct a second bridge
crossing for Brisbane Metro beside Victoria Bridge.
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Building a tunnel underneath the river would have a significantly greater cost, which would
not provide significantly greater benefits than the solution presented. A tunnel under the
river would need to be very deep. This would require a longer tunnel and deeper station,
increasing the cost of Brisbane Metro’s construction and operation. It would also be
difficult to integrate with the busway network and access to key inner city busway stations
would be difficult to maintain.
The West End to Fortitude Valley route via the CBD is a key bus corridor. The three
high-frequency bus services (routes 60, 196 and 199) are each in the top 10 most heavily
used bus routes in Brisbane and combined carry more than seven million customers per
year. Future residential and employment growth in the inner city will mean this corridor will
continue to be important and experience increasing growth. Terminating surface buses at
South Brisbane would require customers from West End and other inner southern
services to transfer to a Metro or bus to continue their journey to the CBD or beyond. For
customers wanting to travel to inner northern suburbs, an additional transfer to a bus
would be required at King George Square busway station, potentially making a three-seat
journey for some customers travelling from South Brisbane to Fortitude Valley. Council
considers that this would be a poor outcome for customers and likely to generate
significant additional delays for customers.
A separate bridge crossing would have significant surface impacts associated with its
construction and operation as well as potential environmental impacts associated with
construction over the Brisbane River.
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5.

Project description

5.1

Brisbane Metro infrastructure

5.1.1

Victoria Bridge

Changes to general traffic
Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Support for closing
Victoria Bridge to
general traffic

Some feedback indicated support for the closure of Victoria Bridge to general traffic, with
comments that this provides an opportunity to improve public transport capacity and
reduce bus congestion. The following comments were raised in submissions.

Comments supporting the closure of Victoria Bridge to general traffic are noted. Closing
Victoria Bridge to general traffic will ensure Metro and bus services do not need to
compete for road space, allowing future capacity and achieving the ongoing aim of travel
time reliability and cutting travel times for customers. This also allows conversion of
Victoria Bridge into a ‘green’ bridge providing a dedicated connection for Metro and bus
services, cyclists and pedestrians.

Do not support
closing of Victoria
Bridge to general
traffic



Making Victoria Bridge a ‘green’ bridge should have been done years ago.



Victoria Bridge design should remove all vehicle lanes and be used for Metro and
active transport users only. Active transport must have priority at every road crossing,
at every signal box and in every plan.



Not sure why Victoria Bridge is still open to private vehicles as there seems little or no
reason for private vehicles through this part of the city. Closing Victoria Bridge would
allow for North Quay to be closed to private vehicles, which would facilitate QSBS to
become precedent through North Quay. Would also facilitate better public transport
and pedestrian access for Melbourne Street between Grey and Merivale Streets.



A new Cultural Centre underground station and removing private vehicles from
Victoria Bridge provides an opportunity to improve public transport capacity in this
area. A reduction in the number of services in this area has the potential to future
assist to reduce bus congestion.



Removing cars from Victoria Bridge is good, however pedestrians and cyclists are not
benefiting enough from the conversion.

Some feedback questioned the closure of Victoria Bridge to general traffic. Concerns
mainly related to the importance of Victoria Bridge for communities in West End, Dutton
Park and inner southern suburbs for accessing the CBD. The following comments were
raised in submissions.




Victoria Bridge is a key connection for the inner southside to the city. Closure of
Victoria Bridge will make it harder for residents to get to the other side of the river.
Closing this connection will cause traffic congestion and limit options.
Brisbane Metro won’t service residents in the 4101 peninsula (West End), yet takes
Victoria Bridge out of car and bike use. Queen’s Wharf Brisbane development
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Council recognises removing general vehicle traffic from Victoria Bridge will require
changes for some road users, and careful planning and management will be needed to
ensure the inner city road network continues to operate efficiently. Removing general
traffic from Victoria Bridge will ensure Metro and bus services do not need to compete for
road space, allowing future services to achieve the ongoing aim of travel time reliability
and cutting travel times for customers.
William Jolly Bridge, Captain Cook Bridge and the Story Bridge will provide alternative
access to the CBD for motorists in Brisbane’s inner southern suburbs such as South
Brisbane, West End and Dutton Park. Intersection improvements will be implemented at
key inner city intersections to help manage traffic volumes associated with the
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Issue

Summary of comments
pedestrian bridge will make three footbridges, a rail bridge and a bus bridge but no
direct car access to the CBD from the inner south.


Closing Victoria Bridge will make it more difficult for people to drive from Dutton Park
into the city. The Pacific Motorway is packed to a crawl in the morning and afternoon
and directing all traffic from Annerley/South Brisbane onto the Pacific Motorway will
make the problem worse.



Brisbane residents have said they do not want Victoria Bridge closed to general traffic
and bikes – this was clear most recently with the results of the RACQ Residents Vote
to Bridge Brisbane Survey, which indicated that people were not in favour of Victoria
Bridge being turned into a public transport only bridge.



Impact on other roads

Question why Brisbane Metro needs to use Victoria Bridge as the route for Metro
vehicles to cross the river. Other options should be considered to closing Victoria
Bridge to general traffic, including provision of a dedicated bridge or tunnel under the
Brisbane River for Metro.

Feedback relating to the closure of Victoria Bridge to general traffic raised concerns about
potential impacts associated with increased congestion on other roads and river crossings
such as William Jolly Bridge, Captain Cook Bridge, Stanley Street, Grey Street and Upper
Roma Street. Some submissions also identified that free alternative routes are lengthy
and already congested at peak times. The following comments were raised in
submissions.






Closing Victoria Bridge will cause major congestion around the closed areas and
increase traffic on William Jolly Bridge, which is already operating close to its
maximum service level. The toll on the Go Between Bridge will mean that drivers will
continue to use the William Jolly Bridge and will also force people to use the South
East Freeway and Captain Cook Bridge, which are extremely congested and
operating over capacity.
Removing cars from Victoria Bridge will greatly affect traffic flow to and through the
South Bank precinct. Forcing cars onto William Jolly Bridge will place additional stress
on the limited capacity of Grey Street.
William Jolly Bridge and the Go Between Bridge are not like for like alternatives to
Victoria Bridge as they direct traffic to northern suburbs rather than into the CBD.
There is no right turn from William Jolly Bridge into North Quay, with traffic also
diverted north.
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Response
redistribution of traffic. Traffic assessments undertaken for the draft Design Report found
that with these intersection improvements, traffic changes proposed for Brisbane Metro
are not forecast to change average delays across the model area, with relatively minor
increases in delay at some intersections off-set by reduced delays at other intersections
as traffic redistributes to other routes, time periods or modes. Council will engage further
with South Brisbane and West End communities regarding traffic changes and proposed
intersection improvements in late 2018.
The high-frequency BUZ and CityGlider services will also continue to provide excellent
public transport options into the city for communities in West End and South Brisbane.
Since the release of the draft Design Report, Council has also developed a revised
concept design for Victoria Bridge and Melbourne Street that improves connectivity, safety
and accessibility for cyclists and pedestrians between West End, South Brisbane and the
CBD.
A separate bridge crossing would have significant surface impacts associated with its
construction and operation as well as potential environmental impacts associated with
construction over the Brisbane River.
The draft Design Report provides a detailed assessment of potential traffic and transport
impacts associated with the implementation of Brisbane Metro. This considered potential
impacts on the road network and performance from road network changes at Victoria
Bridge, South Brisbane, North Quay and Adelaide Street.
As indicated in section 6.3.3 of the draft Design Report, traffic modelling was used to
assess changes in traffic patterns and transport conditions from the closure of Victoria
Bridge to general traffic and other local road changes. The assessment found that:


traffic from Victoria Bridge and North Quay will divert to alternative routes including
William Jolly Bridge, the Go Between Bridge and Captain Cook Bridge, with William
Jolly Bridge catering for the largest share of diverted traffic



traffic volumes are forecast to decrease on Grey Street and increase on Peel Street



traffic volumes are expected to reduce on North Quay, William Street and Ann Street
and increase on Roma Street



changes to general traffic access at Melbourne Street will divert trips to Montague
Road, Glenelg Street and Russell Street and Cordelia and Merivale Streets.

Intersection improvements will be implemented at key intersections in South Brisbane and
in the CBD to help address increased traffic volumes associated with the redistribution of
traffic. With these in place, traffic changes proposed for Brisbane Metro are not forecast to
change average delays, with relatively minor increases in delay at some intersections
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Issue

Suggested mitigation
strategies

Need for further
assessment

Summary of comments

Response



off-set by reduced delays at other intersections as traffic redistributes to other routes, time
periods or modes.

Concerned that Brisbane Metro is not considering wider transport and congestion
impacts (e.g. along William Jolly Bridge, Roma/Upper Roma Street, Grey Street, Peel
Street, Merivale and Stanley Streets). Free alternative routes are lengthy, circuitous
and already heavily congested at peak times.



Cars heading to the South East Freeway will be halted by the bottleneck formed from
Ernest Street to Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital.



The closure of Victoria Bridge to general traffic will have a detrimental effect on trade
within the West End precinct.



Question whether the Go Between Bridge would be used more efficiently with closure
of Victoria Bridge – this is currently underutilised and tolls are too expensive.

Some submissions identified suggestions for mitigating potential impacts associated with
the closure of Victoria Bridge to general traffic, including road upgrades, removal or
reduction of tolls, and consideration of making Victoria Bridge available for general traffic
during non-peak hours. The following comments were raised in submissions.


Council should fully investigate and implement necessary road upgrades to ensure
free alternative routes minimise delays and offer suitable accessibility to/from the CBD
and do not force motorists onto tolled infrastructure.



Improvements to Cordelia and Merivale Streets will be necessary (e.g. ensuring both
sides of these streets are kept as clearways in peak periods and during major events
in the precinct and at Suncorp Stadium).



Consider removing toll or at least reduce it on Go Between Bridge (and Clem 7) to
encourage greater use and reduce demand on alternative routes.



While there are congestion issues at peak hour, these are not 24 hours a day and no
reason why the bridge could not be for buses and bikes during peak hours only.

Some feedback identified the need for additional information on potential traffic impacts
and further assessment of the closure of Victoria Bridge to general traffic. Specific
comments included:




Further transport study and justification for the ‘green’ bridge approach is needed to
confirm how traffic will flow in and out of West End and South Brisbane. The Traffic
and Transport report of the draft Design Report did not justify the closing of Victoria
Bridge to general traffic and the approach to manage potential traffic congestion.
The draft Design Report identifies a negative impact on the community, however, no
solution to mitigate the impact was provided other than signal changes. Travel time on
William Jolly Bridge would not be the same as Victoria Bridge. Request a detailed
traffic impact assessment be released to the public for proper consideration.
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Council will engage further with South Brisbane and West End communities regarding
traffic changes and proposed intersection improvements in late 2018.

Traffic modelling for Brisbane Metro found that William Jolly Bridge would attract the
largest share of traffic diverting from Victoria Bridge and North Quay. Intersection
reconfiguration improvements will be implemented at key intersections in South Brisbane
and the CBD to help manage traffic volumes associated with traffic diverted to William
Jolly Bridge. These intersection improvements are proposed to occur in 2019 prior to the
closure of Victoria Bridge. Once implemented, Council will continue to monitor the
effectiveness of these measures as part of its wider road network planning activities.
Council will engage further with South Brisbane and West End communities regarding
traffic changes and proposed intersection improvements in late 2018.

Chapter 6 of the draft Design Report provides a detailed assessment of potential traffic
and transport impacts associated with the introduction of Brisbane Metro.
The assessment of Brisbane Metro’s traffic and transport impacts was prepared in
accordance with established and contemporary industry practice relating to the
assessment of major public transport infrastructure projects.
As indicated in section 6.1 of the draft Design Report, modelling of the inner city road
network was conducted using SATURN and Vissim traffic modelling software to assess
the effects of traffic network changes on the CBD and surrounding inner city areas.
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Summary of comments
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Traffic volume plots and volume/capacity plots showing Woolloongabba, South
Brisbane, South Bank, Petrie Terrace and Brisbane City areas in the morning and
afternoon peak should be made available, along with details of minor intersection
improvements at Peel and Upper Roma Streets.

The assessment found that:


traffic from Victoria Bridge and North Quay will divert to alternative routes including the
William Jolly Bridge, Go Between Bridge and Captain Cook Bridge, with William Jolly
Bridge catering for the largest share of diverted traffic

The implications for vehicle traffic movement from removal of cars on Victoria Bridge
needs further consideration. Recommendations of the Queensland Government
transport study over West End and South Brisbane should be delivered in concert with
Brisbane Metro. This may include the removal of toll on Go Between Bridge and
commitment to the delivery of proposed 'green’ bridge connecting Boundary Street
with UQ.



traffic volumes are forecast to decrease on Grey Street and increase on Peel Street



traffic volumes are expected to reduce on North Quay, William Street and Ann Street
and increase on Roma Street



changes to general traffic access at Melbourne Street will divert trips to Montague
Road, Glenelg Street and Russell Street and Cordelia and Merivale Streets.





Traffic modelling needs to consider a broader area affected by changes to traffic
access (e.g. Upper Roma Street, Roma Street, North Quay, South Brisbane,
Montague Road, West End, Stanley Street exit, Woolloongabba fiveways, Leopold
Street to River Terrace).

The performance of intersections was assessed in the morning and afternoon peak
periods. The findings of this assessment are presented in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 of
the draft Design Report. The assessment concluded that with the implementation of
intersection improvements at South Brisbane and the CBD, traffic changes proposed for
Brisbane Metro are not forecast to change average delays across the study area.
Council will engage further with South Brisbane and West End communities regarding
traffic changes and proposed intersection improvements in late 2018.

Pedestrian and cycle access
Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Importance of cycle
access across Victoria
Bridge

Some feedback included comments about existing cycle access across Victoria Bridge.
The importance of Victoria Bridge as a direct connection between South Brisbane and the
CBD and the need to improve this access to support future population growth was
identified. The following comments were raised in submissions.

Council recognises the importance of cycle access in supporting future growth in
population and employment, particularly in the inner city.







Victoria Bridge is a desire line for slower urban speed cycling while the alternative
routes are more attractive for higher speed commuter and fitness related cyclists. This
is reinforced by limited cycle connectivity and pedestrian zones at Reddacliff Place
and Queen Street Mall.
Victoria Bridge is favoured as direct from West End as the bridge has a gentle
gradient. Other bike accessible bridges are further and steeper. This connection is an
important one for commuters and leisure cyclists.
The greening of Victoria Bridge needs to consider population growth projections for
South Brisbane and West End, bicycle use in South Brisbane and West End and car
traffic flow. Many future residents and students of South Brisbane will want to
commute by bicycle and should be encouraged to do so.
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The draft Design Report acknowledges Victoria Bridge is a key pedestrian connection
linking the north and south banks of the Brisbane River and that it represents a desire line
for cyclists, particularly for slower speed urban cycling.
Since the release of the draft Design Report, Council has developed a revised concept
design for Victoria Bridge that improves connectivity, safety and accessibility for cyclists
and pedestrians without impacting on travel times or reliability for Metro services, and
ability to meet future demand. Key features include:


a separated two-way cycle path and dedicated pedestrian pathway on the upstream
side of Victoria Bridge



widening the downstream pedestrian pathway on Victoria Bridge



three lanes for Metro vehicles and buses, with priority given to busway services
(including Metro) with direct access for bus services to QSBS maintained.
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Issue

Impact on cycle
access

Summary of comments

Response



Council will continue to work with stakeholders through the detailed design process to
further enhance pedestrian and cyclist access and connectivity in the inner city.

Current number of cyclists using Victoria Bridge is:


reflection of poor connections and uncomfortable and unsafe conditions rather
than a low desire for the route



due to current hostile environment for cyclists at both ends of Victoria Bridge
despite being most direct route between West End and CBD.



Kurilpa and Goodwill Bridges deliver pedestrians and cyclists to either end of the
CBD, which is why Victoria Bridge is so important.



Victoria Bridge is already inadequate for current pedestrian and cycle traffic levels.
Upstream path of Victoria Bridge is currently unusable for cycling because of the
volume of pedestrians using it.

Feedback demonstrated a high level of concern about impacts of on cycle access across
Victoria Bridge. Requirements for cyclists to use the shared path (instead of on-road
lanes) was considered a poor outcome. Key issues included safety for pedestrians and
cyclists using the shared path, reduced amenity for cyclists and unsatisfactory diversion to
other routes. The following comments were raised in submissions.

Council recognises there is significant support for improved cycle connectivity across
Victoria Bridge. In response to this, a further options assessment process was undertaken
to evaluate alternative allocation of space for Metro and bus services, cyclists and
pedestrians on Victoria Bridge. This considered potential operational impacts of providing
greater pedestrian and cycle access



Need to reconsider the design of Brisbane Metro so that it better caters for active
transport.



Disappointing that removing a cycleway over Victoria Bridge instead of widening the
cycleway and making it safer for bikes to cross – shows lack of commitment to active
transport.

Council has developed a revised concept design for Victoria Bridge that improves
connectivity, safety and accessibility for cyclists and pedestrians without impacting on
travel times or reliability for busway and Metro services, while still providing capacity to
meet future demand. Key features include:



Absence of improved infrastructure for cyclists across Victoria Bridge and changes
that remove the public’s ability to ride bikes directly into the CBD is unacceptable.
Removing current river crossing link for cyclists does not encourage more people to
cycle for transport.



Conversion of Victoria Bridge to four bus lanes with no improved cycle provision is
very disappointing and a waste of this infrastructure. With bus volumes reducing and
bottlenecks at either end removed, there is no justification for doubling the number of
bus lanes.



Proposed design does not provide adequate cycling infrastructure. Urge Council to
review plans and ensure adequate provisions for cyclists are incorporated into
designs, including dedicated bicycle lanes that have barriers to protect cyclists from
vehicle traffic.



Concerns around shared path arrangement.




a separated two-way cycle path and dedicated pedestrian pathway on the upstream
side of Victoria Bridge



widening the downstream pedestrian pathway on Victoria Bridge



three lanes for Metro vehicles and buses, with priority given to busway services
(including Metro) with direct access for bus services to the QSBS maintained.

Council will continue to work with stakeholders through the detailed design process to
further enhance pedestrian and cyclist access and connectivity in the inner city.

Forcing pedestrians and cyclists to use the same shared path that is too narrow
and does not meet Australian Standards is unacceptable and will cause issues,
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response

including increased pedestrian-bike conflicts, loss of amenity for cyclists, and
poorer uptake of casual CityCycle use for people wishing to take short cross-river
trips.

Suggested
management
measures



Cyclists using a shared area of Victoria Bridge is unsafe for pedestrians and
cyclists and will discourage cyclists.



High traffic flow of both pedestrians and bicycles makes the shared pathway
unworkable and inadequate.



Impossible to use shared path on a cargo bike. Will cause negative interaction
with pedestrians or will be forced to break rules and cycle on road.



Providing a shared path for cyclists and pedestrians reduces pedestrian and
cyclist safety and may unintentionally lead to an increased number of short trips
via private vehicles and overcrowding on public transport.



Not safe to mix cyclists with pedestrians on the upstream bridge path or to redirect
cyclists along the river to other bridges – river paths are already very busy and
collisions between cyclists and pedestrians already happen.



Diverting cyclists from Victoria Bridge to either Kurilpa or Goodwill Bridges will place
further constraints on these crossings, which are already at capacity during peak
hour. Increasing number and rate of accidents is inevitable.

Feedback identified a range of suggestions for mitigating potential impacts on cyclists
using Victoria Bridge. This included separating pedestrians and cyclists on either side of
Victoria Bridge, evenly distributing space between the upstream and downstream paths
and reducing the width of bus lanes. Reconfiguring Victoria Bridge to provide three lanes
for Metro and buses and a dedicated two-way cycle lane was also suggested. The
following comments were raised in submissions.


Redesign Victoria Bridge configuration to include a dedicated two-way cycle lane for
the Cultural Centre to the CBD, by reallocating one of the existing four Metro and bus
lanes. Traffic flow forecasts suggest that three public transport lanes will be sufficient
for the next 10-15 years. Beyond 2030, a business case could comfortably be
established for a bridge widening or duplication.

Following the release of the draft Design Report, Council has developed a revised
concept design for Victoria Bridge that improves connectivity, safety and accessibility for
cyclists and pedestrians.
As suggested in feedback, the revised concept design includes the reconfiguration of
Victoria Bridge to provide three lanes for Metro vehicles and buses, and a dedicated
two-way cycle lane and pedestrian path on the upstream side of Victoria Bridge. The
upstream side of Victoria Bridge was identified as the preferred location for the dedicated
cycle lanes as it was considered to provide better connectivity to the wider cycle network,
including the Bicentennial Bikeway.



Should be dedicated cycling lanes on Victoria Bridge – a separated two-way bikeway
should be part of the design.

A range of options were considered to provide enhanced pedestrian and cycle access,
including the separation of pedestrians and cyclists to either side of Victoria Bridge,
however, the revised concept design was considered to best meet the needs of all bridge
users.



Make one side exclusively for bikes and one for pedestrians like the Go Between
Bridge.

Council will continue to work with stakeholders through the detailed design process to
further enhance pedestrian and cyclist access and connectivity in the inner city.



Widen the cycle path on the upstream side of Victoria Bridge, or allow bikes to ride on
the downstream side on a separated marked path.
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Issue

Victoria Bridge –
pedestrian access

Summary of comments


Consider dedicated cycle way access on widened upstream path (three metre
minimum), with commensurate reduction in proposed downstream pedestrian path.



Pedestrian volumes on Victoria Bridge are likely to reduce once the Neville Bonner
Bridge is constructed. Question why on-road cycle path width is being reallocated to
'pedestrian only' path. A compromise to allow cyclists on both sides of Victoria Bridge
would be to reduce lane widths to 3.25 metres and provide an addition of one metre
to further extend the downstream path to 4.87 metres and incorporate a shared path
or informal separation for cyclists.



With increase in cyclists using shared pathway there needs to be a considerable
increase in storage and manoeuvring space.



Strongly urge finding a way to retain/grow Melbourne Street/Victoria Bridge/Queen
Street Mall (via Reddacliff Place) corridor priority for pedestrians and cyclists. Highly
desirable and most direct route for pedestrians and cyclists and just minor
improvements would see significant growth. Reducing cycling amenity will be a major
impediment to future growth of urban cycling.

Feedback on Victoria Bridge indicated support for widening the downstream footpath for
pedestrians and retaining the pedestrian crossing at North Quay from the upstream path.
Suggestions for improving pedestrian access included separating people walking and
cycling and reconfiguring Victoria Bridge to maintain and improve options for walking. The
following comments were raised in submissions.


Consider design solution that puts Metro vehicles and buses in the same lane, freeing
up lanes for pedestrians and cyclists.



Support the proposal to widen the downstream footpath for pedestrians. Separating
people walking and cycling along this path is warranted or at least a wider shared
path to allow more room for pedestrians and cyclists to share this space. Reconsider
reconfiguration of Victoria Bridge to maintain and improve options for walking.



If reconfiguration of Victoria Bridge is not possible, an alternate walking bridge should
be provided close to this location.



Pleased with retention of current signalised pedestrian crossing at North Quay but
concerned that delays to Brisbane Metro travel times could lead to reducing walking
crossing times in the future. The pedestrian crossing at North Quay will significantly
reduce the intended capacity and increase delay (perhaps unacceptably) of proposed
new Metro and busway services.



Response

Council acknowledges the support for widening of the downstream footpath of Victoria
Bridge. Following the release of the draft Design Report, Council has developed a revised
concept design for Victoria Bridge that improves connectivity, safety and accessibility for
cyclists and pedestrians. In addition to the widened downstream pedestrian pathway on
Victoria Bridge, a dedicated two-way cycle lane and dedicated pathway is also provided
on the upstream side of Victoria Bridge.
The signalised pedestrian crossing at North Quay will be retained following the
introduction of Brisbane Metro allowing access for pedestrians and cyclists from the
upstream side of Victoria Bridge to Reddacliff Place. Traffic modelling demonstrated
negligible change to the average travel times for Metro and buses with this crossing.
Development of the revised concept design for Victoria Bridge considered the provision of
shade across Victoria Bridge. Council is not considering the provision of shade to Victoria
Bridge as part of Brisbane Metro, but will ensure that the final design developed for
Brisbane Metro caters for the future installation of shade.
Council will continue to work with stakeholders through the detailed design process to
further enhance pedestrian and cyclist access and connectivity in the inner city.

Pedestrians and cyclists should be able to walk or ride unhindered across Victoria
Bridge and not end at multiple sets of lights.
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Summary of comments


Response

Shade should be included for all or part of Victoria Bridge.

Taxi and rideshare access
Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Taxi/ride share use of
Victoria Bridge

The following feedback was provided in submissions relating to the use of Victoria Bridge
by taxis and ride share services.

Closing Victoria Bridge to general traffic, including taxis and ride share services, will
ensure Metro and bus services do not need to compete for road space, allowing capacity
for growth and achieve the ongoing aim of travel time reliability and cutting travel times for
customers. Allowing taxis and ride share to use bus lanes on Victoria Bridge would affect
the performance of Metro and bus services and priority for bus services into the heart of
the city.





5.1.2

Not permitting taxis/Ubers to cross Victoria Bridge will impose significant
inconvenience on people travelling between West End and the CBD. Travel
distances, time and cost for taxies to use William Jolly or Captain Cook Bridges will
likely increase significantly. Further consideration should be given to the feasibility of
allowing taxis/Uber to use the general bus lanes on the bridge.
Taxis should be allowed to use Victoria Bridge for direct door-to-door business travel
between South Brisbane/West End and the CBD.

William Jolly Bridge, Captain Cook Bridge and the Story Bridge will provide alternative
access for taxis and ride share services between South Brisbane/West End and the CBD.
Intersection improvements will be implemented at key inner city intersections to help
address increased traffic volumes. With these intersection improvements, traffic changes
proposed for Brisbane Metro are not forecast to change average delays across the study
area.

Cultural Centre precinct

New underground Cultural Centre station
Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Support for the new
underground Cultural
Centre station

Some feedback demonstrated support for the new underground Cultural Centre station
and the station moving closer to Hope Street, West End and the South Brisbane railway
station. The potential for the new underground Cultural Centre station to become a major
transport hub interchange with South Brisbane railway station was also identified. The
following comments were raised in submissions.

Support for the new Cultural Centre underground station is noted. The new underground
Cultural Centre station will provide a new state-of-the-art station for Metro and bus
services, providing customers with fast and easy access to destinations such as the
Cultural Centre precinct, South Bank and South Brisbane. Along with additional
improvements to the pedestrian environment and streetscape Brisbane Metro presents an
opportunity to establish a gateway to our world-class cultural and recreational precinct
and provide better access to the city’s arts venues.



Moving the Cultural Centre station underground is a good option.



An underground station at the Cultural Centre next to South Brisbane railway station
is a fantastic idea as it allows commuters to change to trains.



Happy to hear the plan to improve the Cultural Centre station. Taking a bus from
existing Cultural Centre station is stressful (need to run and fight through people to
get to bus) and hope this is considered for new station.



Agree to plans of moving bus station closer to Hope Street, Merivale Street, Cordelia
Street, Manning Street and new West Village. Brisbane Metro has potential to
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integrate with South Brisbane railway station and become major transport hub
interchange.
Design of the new
underground Cultural
Centre station

A range of feedback was provided on the design of the new underground Cultural Centre
station, including the need for the station to include flood protection measures and for
platform screen door configurations to be consistent with King George Square busway
station for easy use. Comments also related to the design of the portal at Melbourne
Street, and the length of platforms and ability for people to move efficiently along the
platform given the suggested frequency. The following comments were raised in
submissions.


New underground Cultural Centre station will improve public amenity at this location,
but planning and construction must include measures to prevent station being
flooded.



Portal to the new underground Cultural Centre station is very poor – important feature
area for the city and a site facing the Brisbane River should not be dominated by a
concrete void.



Underground platform screen door configurations at the Cultural Centre and King
George Square stations should be matching to make it consistent for passengers.



100 metre platforms are very long – question if passengers will have sufficient time to
move efficiently along the platform given the suggested frequency of 90 seconds.



Unclear why four platforms couldn’t be fitted into the new underground Cultural
Centre station.



No information has been made public explaining the options assessed for the Cultural
Centre station to conclude the proposed design is the most appropriate. The draft
Design Report provides little detail on the size, location and alignment.

The underground Cultural Centre station will provide a new state-of-the-art station for
Metro and bus services, providing customers with fast and easy access to destinations
such as the Queensland Cultural Centre, South Bank and South Brisbane.
As indicated in section 5.3.1 of the draft Design Report, flood protection measures will be
incorporated into the design of the new underground station, including the transition
structure at Melbourne Street, BCEC busway tunnel connection and station entries.
These measures are expected to provide a 1-in-150 year flood immunity, which means
the transition structure and station are expected to be protected from inundation for a
Brisbane River flood event similar to the 2011 flood.
The draft Design Report acknowledges the introduction of a portal and transition structure
has potential to change views to and from adjoining heritage places and that the careful
design of above ground structures will be important to conserve the significant visual and
physical relationships the Queensland Cultural Centre has with the Brisbane River,
Melbourne Street and Grey Street. The removal of existing intrusive elements such as the
busway station, and additional improvements to the pedestrian environment and
streetscape delivered by Brisbane Metro has the potential to establish a gateway to our
world-class cultural and recreational precinct and provide better access to the city’s arts
venues.
Full-height platform screen doors for customer safety, management and amenity will be
provided at the new underground Cultural Centre station. The configuration of the doors
will be finalised through the detailed design phase.
New passenger information systems will be implemented at the new underground Cultural
Centre station to support the real-time bus management system and inform customers in
advance of the stopping bay for approaching or departing Metro vehicles and buses. This
will be designed to allow sufficient time for passengers to move to the appropriate
stopping bay.
As indicated in section 4.3.1 of the draft Design Report, development of Brisbane Metro
considered above ground and below ground solutions for the Cultural Centre station. The
at-surface connection was not considered suitable as it does not provide a grade
separated alignment, which is crucial to achieving travel time savings.
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Access to the new
underground Cultural
Centre station

Access to the new underground Cultural Centre station was raised in some submissions
with feedback mainly relating to the need for better connectivity or easy interchange
between the new underground station and the South Brisbane railway station. The need
for multiple entries to the new station and consideration of additional subway solutions
was also identified along with the need for high-quality and legible connections to/from the
station and surrounding area. The following comments were raised in submissions.

Council recognises the importance of maximising connectivity between the new
underground Cultural Centre station and the surrounding precinct. Connectivity between
the new underground Cultural Centre station and South Brisbane railway station will occur
at street level. Public realm enhancements are proposed to ensure that access between
the two stations provides a high level of pedestrian amenity.

Other feedback on the
new underground
Cultural Centre station



A direct entry to the new underground Cultural Centre station within the South
Brisbane railway station will offer more to the commuter.



No connectivity or easy interchange passage with South Brisbane railway station is a
missed opportunity to better connect rail and bus services. Clear focus needed for
adequately designed pedestrian entries and clear seamless linkages to South
Brisbane railway station.



Concerned about one entry to the Cultural Centre station – two entry points are
required. Question whether additional entries under the Queensland Performing Art
Centre (QPAC) or other sites have been investigated. Multiple entries will be required
linking the cultural precinct, railway station and West End, Melbourne Street.



Consider incorporating a pedestrian subway solution for the Cultural Centre station to
replace the hazardous signalised/zebra pedestrian crossing at Grey/Melbourne Street
intersection.



Station access for passengers and others accessing the precinct at surface grade
should be high quality and there will need to be very legible wayfinding information.
The design appears to have potential for indirect desire lines and pedestrian
confusion.

Other feedback provided on the new underground Cultural Centre station included the
following.



Consideration to changing the name of the South Brisbane railway station to Cultural
Centre station or vice versa to make it clearer for customers.
The site at 125 Grey Street is the gateway to the precinct from the CBD and had been
earmarked for a 'landmark hotel scheme'. This is a missed opportunity for maximising
such an important site. Question whether Council has considered a partnership with a
private developer to maximise the use and appeal of the site.
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Multiple station entries were considered during the design development for the station,
including within the Queensland Museum forecourt and QPAC Green. Due to factors such
as geometric constraints, customer legibility, event crowd management, public safety, and
heritage impacts, these were not progressed. The proposed entry and exit points at
125 Grey Street were also considered to support the more significant pedestrian
movements along Melbourne Street towards West End and South Bank.

The suggestion for renaming the South Brisbane railway station or Cultural Centre
busway station are noted. These stations are well recognised by rail and bus passengers
and changes to the name of these stations are not proposed as part of Brisbane Metro.
The draft Design Report considers opportunities for a potential mid-rise development over
the station building and Council is considering a range of options in relation to over-station
development.
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Melbourne Street and Grey Street local road changes
Issue

Summary of comments

Response

General traffic access

Comments raised in relation to general traffic access included:

As indicated in section 6.3.3 of the draft Design Report, this section of Melbourne Street
provides access for vehicles from the BCEC loading dock and to properties on Hope
Street and Fish Lane. Closure of this section of Melbourne Street would impact the
efficient operation of the BCEC as well as increase traffic on Fish Lane, which is designed
as a low speed, shared urban space. Height restrictions on some sections of Fish Lane
(i.e. between Hope Street and Grey Street) would also limit the types of vehicles that
could use this access.



Melbourne Street
cycle access

Suggested solutions
for cycle access at
Melbourne Street

Question whether local traffic access between Merivale and Hope Streets and
Cordelia and Merivale Streets is necessary. Opportunity exists for Melbourne Street
to be opened up to pedestrians and cyclists and for it to become a pedestrian friendly
restaurant precinct that can accommodate larger events.

Concerns were raised about the removal of cycle lanes along Melbourne Street between
Hope Street and Grey Street. The approach for bicycles to share bus lanes in this section
was not considered safe, as riding on a shared path with pedestrians could lead to
potential conflicts. The following comments were raised in submissions.


Some pleasing aspects at the Cultural Centre end of Victoria Bridge, but disappointed
that opportunity has not been taken to provide segregated space for cyclists along
Melbourne Street and Grey Street.



Removal of cycle lanes along Melbourne Street is not supported. Better and safer
cycleways are among most popular and effective ways to influence travel choices.
Melbourne Street is among locations in Brisbane with highest cyclist crash risks.



The lack of dedicated cycle lanes along Melbourne Street is a concern. The proposed
design will further increase conflict between pedestrians and cyclists and will not
encourage growth of active transport.



Bike lanes along Melbourne Street that terminate prior to the new Melbourne Street
bus stop is a poor design and could lead to incidents between cyclists and buses.



Concerned that plans for Melbourne Street do not included dedicated bike lanes.
Riding in front of a bus is not a comfortable or safe solution and the suggested
alternative (i.e. ride on the footpath) is another compromise, which is annoying and
hazardous to everyone.

Feedback included a range of suggestions to address cycle access at Melbourne Street,
with the need for dedicated cycle lanes to continue along Melbourne Street clearly
identified. The following comments were raised in submissions.


Melbourne Street between Hope and Grey Streets is a high pedestrian usage area
and separating cyclists from pedestrians would be beneficial.



Reducing the width of the painted median island and reducing bus lane width to
3.5 metres will provide sufficient space to continue the bicycle lanes through this
section, improving level of service and reducing pedestrian/cycle conflicts.
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Council recognises there is significant support for improved cycle connectivity between
West End, South Brisbane and the CBD. In response to this, a further options
assessment process was undertaken following release of the draft Design Report and a
revised concept design has been developed to improve connectivity, safety and
accessibility for cyclists and pedestrians at Melbourne Street. This provides cycle lanes
along both sides of Melbourne Street from Grey Street to Merivale Street. Indented bus
bays are also provided for the new bus stops at Melbourne Street to provide safe access
and waiting areas for bus customers.
Council will continue to work with stakeholders through the detailed design process to
further enhance pedestrian and cyclist access and connectivity in the inner city.

Following the release of the draft Design Report, Council has developed a revised
concept design for Melbourne Street that improves connectivity, safety and accessibility
for cyclists and pedestrians. As suggested in feedback, this separates access for
pedestrians and cyclists by providing cycle lanes along both sides of Melbourne Street
between Grey Street and Merivale Street. Indented bus bays are also provided for the
new bus stops at Melbourne Street to provide safe access and waiting areas for bus
customers.
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Issue

Grey Street cycle
access

Summary of comments

Response



Consider a variation to Melbourne Street to provide dedicated bike lanes. These
should go behind bus stops via a 'floating bus stop' to allow safe and unobstructed
pedestrian access to the bus stops and safe cycle lanes.



A floating bus stop design should be considered or at least bike lanes through this
section. At a minimum, the eastbound bike lane could be extended to the bike ramp
with the painted median narrowed at this location.

The suggestion of floating bus stops for the new bus stops at Melbourne Street was
considered through the options assessment process. This option did not proceed due to
the anticipated high patronage of these bus stops and the potential for this to create
conflict between bus customers and the volume of cyclists expected to use the cycle
lanes.

Feedback on cycle access at Grey Street identified concerns with the proposed cycle
lanes and the need for segregated cycle lanes to be provided. The following comments
were raised in submissions.


Disappointed that the opportunity has not been taken to provide segregated space for
cyclists along Melbourne and Grey Streets.



Bike lane on Grey Street heading south ends in a busy traffic area (i.e. high turnover
of car parks/loading zones). Bike lane could be marked here as well as around the
Russell Street intersection where left-turn lane forms (no indication that informal bike
lane continues here).



Melbourne Street
pedestrian access

Removing the turning lanes at the intersection of Grey and Melbourne Streets should
provide space for protected bike lanes and an intersection configuration, which is
legible and safe for cyclists and pedestrians. Project should address the section of
Grey Street on either side of Melbourne Street intersection.

The following comments were raised in relation to pedestrian access at Melbourne Street.


Melbourne Street should be upgraded to be more pedestrian friendly. Improve usage
as an extension of the Cultural Centre by having wider footpaths, improving access
between left and right side of footpath and installing brighter LED street lights.



Painted median on Melbourne Street is a waste of space – move bus lanes closer
and make wider pedestrian footpaths and spaces for Melbourne Street bus stop.



A landscaped median could be installed to provide some landscaping and reduce risk
of dangerous crossing for pedestrians. A mid-block crossing could also be provided
around the intersection with Hope Street.



Raised bike crossing/zebra crossing/signalised crossing could be provided when
entering Hope Street, with priority to cyclists and pedestrians, removing weaving and
left turning across the bike lane.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Council will continue to work with stakeholders through the detailed design process to
further enhance pedestrian and cyclist access and connectivity in the inner city.
Brisbane Metro will provide one lane in each direction along Grey Street and remove
turns from Grey Street into Melbourne Street for general vehicles. This will allow
1.5 metre cycle lanes to be provided on Grey Street at the approach to the intersection of
Melbourne Street, and a ‘scramble’ crossing for pedestrians and cyclists. Council will
continue to work through the detailed design process to further enhance cycle access
along Grey Street, including consideration of measures suggested in feedback.
Council is committed to improving bikeways through the Better Bikeways 4 Brisbane
program, a $100 million investment from 2016 to 2020 to extend Brisbane’s network of
bikeways, reduce traffic congestion and improve access to local destinations and the
CBD. This investment is aimed not only at providing safer access for those who currently
cycle, but also to significantly boost the number of people cycling.

The concept design for Brisbane Metro reduces the number of lanes on Melbourne Street,
which allows enhancements to the public realm and improved pedestrian access. These
include wider footpaths along Melbourne Street and new pedestrian crossings. Following
the release of the draft Design Report, Council has developed a revised concept design
for Melbourne Street that improves connectivity, safety and accessibility for cyclists and
pedestrians. This removes the painted median strip on Melbourne Street and creates
continuous cycle lanes past new indented bus stops. The revised concept design
maintains wider footpaths through this section of Melbourne Street.
Changes to the intersection of Hope and Melbourne Streets have been made to allow a
right-turn exit from Hope Street to Melbourne Street. This provides the opportunity to
incorporate a signalised pedestrian crossing of Melbourne Street at this intersection.
Council will continue to work through the detailed design process to further enhance
pedestrian and cycle access along Melbourne Street, including consideration of measures
suggested in feedback.
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Summary of comments

Response

Cultural Centre
pedestrian access

The following feedback relating to Cultural Centre pedestrian access was raised.

The existing Cultural Centre pedestrian underpass is required to be removed to
accommodate the transition structure connecting the new underground Cultural Centre
station and Victoria Bridge. Safe and easy access for pedestrians that use the underpass
will be provided via the existing Cultural Centre pedestrian bridge, which is connected by
lifts on either side of Melbourne Street, or a new signalised pedestrian crossing located
under the pedestrian bridge.



Closing the pedestrian tunnel under Melbourne Street is not supported as this forces
thousands of people, many older people, every day onto the street and into the
elements.



Care will need to be taken to ensure access to QPAC from car parking is suitable for
infirm/elderly patrons who rely on private transport.

Access to QPAC from car parks within the Cultural Centre precinct will be maintained
during construction and operation of Brisbane Metro. Access to QPAC from the
Queensland Museum and Art Gallery car park will be maintained via lifts to the existing
Cultural Centre pedestrian bridge. During operation, access would also be provided by
the new pedestrian crossing under the pedestrian bridge and new ‘scramble’ crossing at
the Melbourne and Grey Streets intersection. Direct access to QPAC from the QPAC car
park would be maintained as currently provided.
Change to Cultural
Centre car park
access

Comments made relating to access changes to the Cultural Centre car parks included:


Concerned about Peel Street being the only entry and exit point for all of the Cultural
Centre car parks. Current proposal could have a significant impact on Peel and Grey
Streets intersection, which would be considered unacceptable in the precinct.

Potential impacts on car park access at the Cultural Centre precinct are addressed in
section 6.3.3 of the draft Design Report. Potential impacts associated with the change in
access arrangements will be managed with the reconfiguration of the intersection of Grey
Street and Peel Street to provide additional storage capacity for vehicles exiting the car
parks. The implementation of management measures in conjunction with Cultural Centre
precinct stakeholders, will also help to manage potential impacts during events.
Council will continue to engage with Cultural Centre precinct stakeholders about the
implications of access changes and possible management measures. Council will also
engage further with South Brisbane and West End communities regarding traffic changes
and proposed intersection improvements in late 2018.

5.1.3

North Quay/Adelaide Street

North Quay
Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Changes to local
roads at North Quay

The following comments were raised in relation to local road changes at North Quay.

Closure of the North Quay and Adelaide Street intersection to through traffic allowing a
dedicated corridor for Brisbane Metro and bus services between Adelaide Street and
Victoria Bridge. This will allow future growth in capacity and achieve the ongoing aim of
travel time reliability and cutting travel times for customers.



The Victoria Bridge and North Quay intersection will have significant pedestrian
movements and provide access to Brisbane Square and Queens Wharf Road. There
is a need to ensure the intersection functions safely and efficiently for all users while
maintaining the broader transport functionality of the CBD.



The closure of the Adelaide Street and North Quay intersection is not supported.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

The intersection of Victoria Bridge and North Quay will be designed to ensure the safe
and efficient functioning for all users, including Metro and bus customer, motorists,
pedestrians and cyclists. The signalised pedestrian crossing of North Quay will be
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response
retained allowing access for pedestrians and cyclists from the upstream side of Victoria
Bridge to Reddacliff Place. Traffic modelling demonstrated negligible change to the
average travel times for Metro and buses with this crossing retained.

Changes in access to
Queen’s Wharf
Brisbane and
Brisbane Square

The following feedback relating to access to Queen’s Wharf Brisbane and Brisbane
Square was provided.




Traffic using the southbound Elizabeth Street off-ramp from the Riverside Expressway
would be prevented from turning right into William Street, impacting on access to
Queen’s Wharf Brisbane's porte-cochere. Access for vehicles from the west and north
would be via two lengthy detours.
The closure of North Quay at Adelaide Street impacts on the City Loop bus service,
limiting the use of Queens Park bus stop and reducing accessibility for Queen’s Wharf
Brisbane. Recommend a right-turn movement from the southbound Riverside
Expressway off-ramp at Elizabeth Street into William Street southbound. This would
also allow the City Loop to resume its original path down William Street and use the
Queens Park bus stop.



Brisbane Metro does not allow access to Queens Wharf Road either during or after
construction. Request that commercial vehicle use to Queens Wharf Road be
permitted in order to access the loading dock, both during and after construction of
Queen’s Wharf Brisbane.



Reducing North Quay across the frontage of Brisbane Square to a single southbound
lane would mean Adelaide Street/North Quay will become the only CBD route into the
main Queen’s Wharf Brisbane porte-cochere and carpark driveway on the northern
side of William Street. Recommend the capacity of the single southbound lane on
North Quay be confirmed as sufficient to cater for all future demands to ensure no
significant impacts in terms of delay/queuing at the intersection of North Quay/William
Street/Victoria Bridge.



The left-turn from George Street into Adelaide Street will restrict access to Brisbane
Square and Queen’s Wharf Brisbane for service vehicles over 8.8 metres. Further
consideration should be given to the design at George and Adelaide Street, to allow
left turns from Adelaide Street to George Street by vehicles up to and including
12.5 metre rigid trucks.



Closure of North Quay to through traffic will necessitate vehicles travelling to Brisbane
Square from Coronation Drive and the Inner City Bypass to either exit the Riverside
Expressway at Turbot Street or exit at Elizabeth Street, impacting vehicles travelling
to Brisbane Square.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

The intersection of North Quay, William Street and Queens Wharf Road would maintain
access for local traffic. This includes access for commercial vehicles accessing Queen’s
Wharf Brisbane.
Section 6.3.3 of the draft Design Report outlines potential impacts on road network and
performance and vehicle access and parking in the inner city. This includes proposed
access changes for properties near to proposed works at Adelaide Street and North
Quay, including Brisbane Square. Access to Brisbane Square would be maintained via
Adelaide Street and North Quay. Egress from current and future developments of
Brisbane Square would be provided via William Street and Elizabeth Street.
Council has assessed the inclusion of a right-turn movement from the southbound
Riverside Expressway off-ramp at Elizabeth Street into William Street southbound as
suggested in feedback. Council recognises that while this would improve accessibility to
William Street, it would increase delays on the Riverside Expressway ramps impacting on
private motorists and public transport services. Council will continue to work with relevant
stakeholders through the detailed design phase to address access issues for Queen’s
Wharf Brisbane.
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Issue

Summary of comments


Response

Important to ensure vehicular access to Brisbane Square is maintained during
construction for both cars and larger service vehicles. These measures should also
try to minimise the length and complexity of the necessary alternative approach
routes.

Adelaide Street
Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Adelaide Street tunnel

The following feedback relating to the design of the Adelaide Street tunnel was provided.

The Adelaide Street tunnel will create a dedicated and segregated busway corridor from
North Quay to King George Square station bypassing the QSBS tunnel, which is impacted
by peak period congestion, speed restrictions and intersection constraints. This will allow
Metro vehicles and buses to operate at higher average speeds with less conflict and less
variability in journey time caused by bus congestion and signal delays. The Adelaide
Street tunnel also provides additional capacity and improved resilience to suit future
needs.



Question if the Adelaide Street tunnel would be necessary if buses were not as long
or wide.



Desirable for additional room to be provided at the intersection of Adelaide Street and
Albert Street for future movement of bus and Metro vehicles.

The suggestion for the Adelaide Street and Albert Street tunnels to be provided with
additional room to cater for future bus and Metro vehicle movements is noted.

CBD cycle and pedestrian access
Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Connection to
Bicentennial Bikeway
and North Quay
crossing

Feedback identified the importance of the access to the Bicentennial Bikeway and the
need for this to be designed as a shared facility. Suggestions for improving cycle access
at North Quay and Adelaide Street were also identified. The following comments were
raised in submissions.

Access to the Bicentennial Bikeway is maintained at North Quay during the operation of
Brisbane Metro. As indicated in section 6.4.2 of the draft Design Report, temporary
closure of the access ramp would be required during construction, during which cyclists
would be redirected to the bicycle ramp near Turbot Street.



Retain or relocate the southbound bike ramp at the end of Adelaide Street to the
eastbound North Quay approach to QSBS/William Street intersection. The upstream
crossing of North Quay should be split/widened to have a cyclist crossing and
pedestrian crossing.



New access ramp from Bicentennial Bikeway to North Quay is designed for bicycle
only, where there is currently a shared facility. This is a reduced outcome so should
be designed wider to be a shared facility to ensure a good outcome for walking.

The draft Design Report proposed the relocation of the bikeway access to the intersection
of North Quay and Adelaide Street, as presented in section 5.3.3 of the draft Design
Report. The location and design of the bikeway access from North Quay will be reviewed
through the detailed design process. This will include investigating opportunities to
maintain the access ramp in its current location.



No details are provided for the new ramp connection to the Bicentennial Bikeway and
is not clear how close it will be to the remaining ramp connecting to Ann Street and
Turbot Street. Current ramp is a vital connection from the Bicentennial Bikeway to the
CBD and via Victoria Bridge to South Brisbane.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions
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Issue

Summary of comments


Other feedback on
CBD cycle access

Pedestrian access

Response

Relocated access ramp between Bicentennial Bikeway and North Quay will continue
to include a 180-degree turn that offers a poor level of service.

Other feedback relating to cycle access in the CBD included the following.


Adelaide Street is one of the principal cyclist routes within CBD and cyclists riding
on-road along Adelaide Street to/from the Bicentennial Bikeway will have a more
circuitous route. Concerned that the number of bus movements on Adelaide Street
will not reduce significantly and cycling environment will remain poor.



The southbound bike lane on Adelaide Street at the intersection with George Street
should be retained.



A 'bike box' should be provided on William Street eastbound as well as a bike lane on
William Street eastbound after the QSBS intersection – lane widths for William Street
eastbound could be narrowed to open up the gained space for a bike lane.

Feedback in relation to pedestrian access in the CBD included the following.


Suggest Council consider reconfiguring Adelaide Street to encourage more walking
(e.g. widening footpaths, restricting private vehicle use).



Question whether there is any supporting information that shows the proposed
changes to pedestrian space in Adelaide Street.



Design provides no options for pedestrians and cyclists to cross North Quay at
Adelaide Street heading towards George Street, ensuring this area of the city
becomes much less attractive. Strongly urge the project provide a crossing for
pedestrians at the corner of Adelaide Street and North Quay.



Question whether the ‘scramble’ crossing at QSBS portal and William Street could be
widened as pedestrian desire line seems they would be cutting across the median
nearly to Queens Wharf Road. This may increase the cycle time but could involve
moving the QSBS side of crossing south to reduce this clearance time.
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Adelaide Street will continue to be a key corridor for bus services with the introduction of
Brisbane Metro and will need to provide for two-way traffic along with bus stops. Following
construction, Adelaide Street is proposed to be reinstated to match the existing layout.
Council will continue to work through the detailed design process to identify opportunities
to enhance cycle access at Adelaide Street and North Quay. This includes consideration
of measures suggested in feedback.

Section 5.3.3 of the draft Design Report confirms that Brisbane Metro retains the
signalised crossing of North Quay, allowing access for pedestrians and cyclists from the
upstream side of Victoria Bridge to Reddacliff Place and Queen Street Mall.
Adelaide Street will continue to be a key corridor for bus services with the introduction of
Brisbane Metro and will need to provide for two-way traffic along with bus stops. Following
construction, footpaths will be reinstated to maximise the public realm and amenity of
Adelaide Street. Opportunities to enhance pedestrian access will be considered through
the detailed design phase.
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5.1.4

Busway station modifications and upgrades

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Station design and
features

Some feedback included comments relating to the general design of Brisbane Metro
stations and suggestions for features that should be provided. Comments identified the
need for station platforms to accommodate at least two Metro vehicles, and for Metro
stations to include facilities such as bicycle parking, lighting, seating and shade.

As part of planning for Brisbane Metro, Council undertook an assessment of each station
to confirm the necessary platform lengths and widths. This assessment is described in
section 4.3.2 of the draft Design Report. It considered the patronage expected to use
each station following the introduction of Brisbane Metro. For many stations, the platform
lengths were considered sufficient to cater for future services although extensions are
required at some stations to accommodate proposed operations and patronage up to
2041.

The following comments were raised in submissions.

Feedback on Herston
busway station

Feedback on Roma
Street station



Each Metro station platform should be long enough to accommodate at least two
Metro vehicles.



Lighting, seating and shade are important considerations at Metro stations.



More bicycle parking is required at Metro stations, including secure bicycle parking
cages and casual bicycle parking rails.



Provide secure bicycle parking and end-of-trip facilities at all new Metro stations,
supported by bicycle friendly connections from underground stations to street level.

Feedback on Herston busway station mainly related to concerns about potential increases
in passenger congestion due to the capacity of existing infrastructure, and policy changes
such as off-board ticketing. Concerns about pedestrian infrastructure at Herston Road
were also raised. The following comments were raised in submissions.


Concerned about the infrastructure enhancements that will be required at Herston
busway station to ensure that complementary and adjoining infrastructure will cope
under increased demand, appropriately manage congestion and pedestrian activity,
and meet Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA) compliance.



Consideration must be given to whether stairs or a single elevator are sufficient to
move increasing foot traffic off the platform at Herston busway station. Potential for
double up of Metro vehicle arrivals leading to congestion at off-board ticketing
terminal further exacerbates concerns about station access.



Council is encouraged to consider the condition, accessibility and overall safety of the
current footpath at Herston Road and safety of the pedestrians crossing from the
busway station to the Herston Health Precinct.

Feedback on Roma Street busway station included suggestions about the location of
ticket gates, platform length, and the need for a second busway station to be considered
at Countess Street. The following comments were raised in submissions.


Existing ticket gates at Roma Street station (southern end) should be moved forward
to enable ticket gates for busway and train, removing the need to install card readers
on busway platforms.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

At many locations, station modifications would involve minor works such as installation of
passenger information displays and off-board ticketing facilities. Existing platform
canopies will be extended at stations where extensions to platforms are required.
Brisbane Metro is not proposing to change bicycle parking and end-of-trip facilities at
existing busway stations. The new underground Cultural Centre station will include
appropriate facilities as required.
As indicated in section 6.3.2, customer activity at Herston busway station is forecast to be
similar both with and without Brisbane Metro, with around 300 boardings/alightings in the
morning peak hour. No negative impacts on customer activity are anticipated at this
station with the introduction of Brisbane Metro. The upgrade of footpaths or pedestrian
crossings at Herston Road are not proposed for Brisbane Metro.

Comments in relation to Roma Street station are noted. Analysis undertaken for the draft
Design Report identified that the proposed platform length at Roma Street station would
be sufficient to catch for future demand. Council is continuing to work with the Cross River
Rail Delivery Authority (CRRDA) to ensure the integration of works for CRR and Brisbane
Metro at Roma Street station.
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Issue

Feedback on Mater
Hill busway station

Feedback on Eight
Mile Plains busway
station

Feedback on other
stations

Summary of comments

Response



Consider possibility of bus station platforms closest to underground railway station to
have identical platform length to King George Square busway station.

The suggestion for a new underground station at Countess Street is noted, although this
is outside the scope of Brisbane Metro.



Roma Street needs a second full-length bus station to cater for future demand and
suggest a new underground busway station at Countess Street to discourage
overcrowding at Roma Street station. Would provide access to/from major events,
connections for people living in Spring Hill and Countess Street.

The following specific feedback relating to Mater Hill busway station was provided.


Mater Hill station is currently constrained. Difficult to see how the minor proposed
changes to passenger platform configuration and no other physical improvements to
the station will cope appropriately with significantly greater passenger numbers and
lower bus frequency/numbers.



Staff and students of Queensland University of Technology (QUT) will be forced to
use Mater Hill station as Route 160 from Garden City will no longer exist. Additional
alighting at Mater Hill station will add pressure to platform capacity and pedestrian
traffic across Goodwill Bridge.

Feedback on Eight Mile Plains busway station provided suggestions for improving
pedestrian and cycle connectivity. Specific comments included:


Recommend Council provide the missing link at Eight Mile Plains station from Gaskell
Street to the Veloway path and request that Council collaborate with TMR to connect
existing unused path to provide a more convenient pathway to the Metro station from
the west.



Request Council install the missing pathway along Miles Platting Road east towards
Rochedale, which is an area of rapid population growth.

Some submissions also included feedback on the design of other busway stations.


Question how UQ Lakes will accommodate Brisbane Metro as no platform works are
proposed at this station.



Constructing two new platforms to expand Buranda station for termination of buses
from the east will enable commuters to enter the Metro and provide buses a place to
turn around and continue servicing the eastern suburbs.



If projected station activity is realised at PA Hospital station, recommend continued
development of active transport infrastructure and provision of bicycle hire facilities,
end of trip facilities and lockers.

Potential changes in station activity and performance at Mater Hill busway station are
described in section 6.3.3 of the draft Design Report. While station activity at Mater Hill
busway station is forecast to increase by 40% with Brisbane Metro, the introduction of
Brisbane Metro is not expected to change the function of Mater Hill busway station as a
destination for surrounding employment uses. The existing 4.9 metre wide platforms are
expected to sufficiently accommodate the forecast changes in customer activity at Mater
Hill busway station.

Suggestions for enhancing cycle access to Eight Mile Plains station are noted, although
these changes are outside the scope of Brisbane Metro. Council is committed to
improving bikeways through the Better Bikeways 4 Brisbane program, a $100 million
investment from 2016 to 2020 to extend Brisbane’s network of bikeways, reduce traffic
congestion and improve access to local destinations and the CBD. This investment is
aimed not only at providing safer access for those who currently cycle, but also to
significantly boost the number of people cycling.

UQ Lakes busway station would require minor modifications only to pedestrian paths and
the median to allow Metro vehicle turnaround. As indicated in section 6.3.2 of the draft
Design Report, UQ Lakes busway station will continue as a terminus station with three
bays for buses and two bays for Metro vehicles. While boardings/alightings are forecast to
increase by about 30% with the introduction of Brisbane Metro, transfer activity is
expected to remain a negligible component on station activity and potential impacts from
platform crowding are expected to be low.
The design of new surface bus stops on O’Keefe Street adjacent to Buranda station to
cater for local feeder bus routes will be progressed through the detailed design phase.
Brisbane Metro proposes minor upgrades only at the PA Hospital station, for example
new signage, passenger information displays and off-board ticketing facilities.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions
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Issue

Pedestrian and cycle
access and
connectivity to stations

Station activity
assessment

Summary of comments

Response



A tunnel could be built near the Arnwood Childcare Centre so that it is easier and
quicker to access the busway (Greenslopes station) for residents who live in Annerley
and Tarragindi.

Development of additional active transport infrastructure and facilities at this station would
be determined by TransLink separately to Brisbane Metro.

Some submissions included comments about the need for improved pedestrian and cycle
access to stations.

At many locations, station modifications proposed for Brisbane Metro would involve minor
works only such as installation of passenger information displays and off-board ticketing
facilities and changes to existing pedestrian and cycle connections are not proposed.
Where platform extensions are required that impact on existing pedestrian and cycle
connections and facilities, these would be reinstated following construction.



Prioritise upgrading active transport connections around all stations to make it safer,
easier and more inviting for people to walk or cycle to stations. Opportunities to
improve connectivity to stations and broader transport network (e.g. active transport
networks, footpaths, park/kiss ‘n’ ride, connections to transport hubs).



Project should undertake walking audits of walking catchments for one kilometre
around all Metro stations and implement measures (e.g. path connections, wider
paths, safer and more regular road crossings, wayfinding signage, street trees) to
increase and improve access to all stations.

Some submissions included comments about the assessment of station activity and the
need to ensure stations have sufficient space for the safe movement of people.




Park ‘n’ ride facilities

Concerned about assumptions and projections for station utilisation and mode share
changes – additional infrastructure and connectivity commitments will likely be
required to generate the increased trip volumes stated.
Stations between Roma Street and Buranda stations will generate significant
pedestrian traffic. Traffic and pedestrian movement study needs to be undertaken for
this entire area to provide comfort that spaces and routes have adequate design
tolerances to allow safe movement of people.

A key concern raised in feedback was the need for additional park ‘n’ ride facilities at
stations and whether existing facilities can support the predicted passenger numbers.
Specifically, concerns were raised about the need for more parking stations rather than
parking in residential streets.


Thought needed to additional car parking facilities at or near the stations. Currently
busway stations are already experiencing issues with commuter parking and this will
become worse. There is likely to be uptake of the bus network, which will mean more
parking options around each station. Free parking stations are preferred to residential
street parking.



Question if Council or TransLink have plans to upgrade or build new park ‘n’ ride
facilities. If park ‘n’ ride facilities are not provided, question how existing infrastructure
can support predicted passenger targets.
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The suggestion for constructing a tunnel connecting under the Pacific Motorway to
Greenslopes station is noted, although is outside the scope of Brisbane Metro.

Section 6.3.3 of the draft Design Report outlines the projected increase in peak period
passenger volumes at busway stations following the introduction of Brisbane Metro.
These are provided for both the year of opening and 10 years after opening.
Pedestrian (platform) assessments were undertaken at busway stations as part of the
draft Design Report. This included detailed pedestrian simulation modelling (i.e. Legion
modelling) for the new underground Cultural Centre station, King George Square busway
station and Roma Street station in the critical afternoon peak period 10 years after
opening (refer to section 6.3.3 of the draft Design Report). This found that all stations
would have sufficient capacity for the predicted increased passenger volumes.
Council recognises that safe and easy access to public transport is important for
encouraging greater public transport use and enhancing the customer experience. While
it is acknowledged that park ‘n’ ride is one way for people to access major public transport
infrastructure, this is the least preferred access mode due to the large upfront costs
associated with providing parking facilities and the potential for additional congestion in
and around busway stations including local streets. TransLink’s Public Transport
Infrastructure Manual 2015 (PTIM) identifies a preference for access to public transport in
the following order of priority:


walking



cycling



transferring from another public transport service (e.g. feeder bus route)
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Issue

Access for people with
disability

5.2

Summary of comments

Response



Need to consider multi-level car parking at stations so people can use more public
transport, including touch and go at car park boom gates then on services.





Potential for more parking in ‘green’ bridge area (Eleanor Schonell) – more parking
needs to be available under the bridge.



Feeder services will be unlikely to be sufficient or convenient enough to prevent
commuters wanting to drive to and from their homes in surrounding suburbs.

The need to consider disability requirements in the design of infrastructure was raised in
some submissions.


Compliance with Disability Standards for Accessible Public Transport (DSAPT) is
structured around how an accessible bus and associated infrastructure are built.
DSAPT is silent on many aspects of public transport journey and broader objects of
the DDA must be applied.



Encourage the continued rollout of tactile ground surface indicators, audio and tactile
signage, auto adjusting to ambient sound at more crossings. Directional tactile ground
surface indicators at bus stops need constant checking and maintenance to ensure
they are not damaged or obstructed by street furniture. Recommend the continued
rollout of tactile signage at bus stops and that their physical location be consistent.



Encourages regulation of footpath obstructions, including street furniture and height
restrictions on overhanging branches and infrastructure.

kiss ‘n’ ride, taxi/ride share and park ‘n’ ride.

Council is not proposing to construct additional park ‘n’ ride facilities as part of Brisbane
Metro. The introduction of Brisbane Metro provides the opportunity to refocus local bus
routes into attractive feeder services to key interchanges with bus and rail, reducing
reliance on private transport and the need for park ‘n’ ride facilities.

All works delivered by Brisbane Metro will comply with DDA and DSAPT requirements. A
detailed accessibility strategy will be developed as part of the detailed design process.
These issues will be considered where Brisbane Metro changes local road crossings and
footpaths. Elsewhere, changes to existing road crossings and footpaths are outside the
scope of Brisbane Metro.

Metro vehicle

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Fuel source

A number of submissions included comments relating to the proposed fuel type for Metro
vehicles. The need for Metro vehicles to be electric or powered by other sustainable fuel
sources was identified, with the use of diesel vehicles not preferred by some submitters.
The following comments were raised in submissions.

Council has commenced the procurement process for the Metro vehicles to identify
suitable companies with the necessary capability and experience to supply the Metro
vehicle fleet.



Electric buses are cheaper overall, can drive inside buildings as no emissions, and do
not blow fumes onto cyclists or into cars. Range and performance are not a problem.



Metro vehicles should be sustainably powered with renewable energy, for example
diesel/electric hybrid; fully electric; hydrogen fuel cells; electric traction, battery or
electric hybrid; or solar or a hybrid option.



Using diesel, compressed natural gas (CNG) or hybrid buses would be a backward
step.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Council has investigated potential options for the Metro vehicle fuel source, including
conventional and alternative fuels such as diesel, fully-electric and hybrid options. These
will continue to be assessed through the procurement process for the Metro vehicle fleet
with consideration given to such things as whole of life cost, environment and
sustainability factors, reliability and performance.
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Issue

Summary of comments


Suitability of Metro
vehicles

Response

Electric vehicles have lower operating costs and can already be cheaper on basis of
total cost of ownership.

Some feedback questioned the suitability of the proposed Metro vehicles. Concerns
related to larger turning circles, costs associated with servicing, garaging and
management of new vehicles, and flexibility of Metro vehicles. The following comments
were raised in submissions.


Concerned Metro vehicles will damage kerbs, not fit two-thirds existing bus stops, and
have bad turning difficulties with tailswing.



Choice of vehicle traction technology, and the planning impacts on infrastructure due
to the increased turning circle of longer vehicles should be discussed, particularly
given the cost of infrastructure to facilitate the vehicle.



Question the environmental costs of adding this ‘hybrid’ modality of transport to the
existing mix, particularly in relation to servicing, mobility, garaging and management
of new vehicles.



Concerned Metro buses will become a redundant technology choice and will be
expensive to maintain in the future. Hope solution put forward is most reliable, cost
effective, sustainable and adds greatest amenity to city streets.



Question whether Metro vehicles will be able to turn around in an emergency or
detour around unplanned blockages/closures, especially onto shared traffic roads.

The bi-articulated vehicles will be a first for an Australian city, but are similar to vehicles
used in other cities around the world including in Europe, South America and China.
Council has assessed the suitability of a range of Metro vehicles from providers in
Australia and around the world in the planning of Brisbane Metro and will continue to
assess potential vehicle options through the procurement process for the Metro vehicle
fleet. Key considerations in selecting the Metro vehicle include the ability for the vehicle to
operate on the existing busway alongside the current bus fleet, taking into consideration
kerb heights and turning circles.
Bi-articulated vehicles provide similar turning circles and swept path vehicle movements
to existing buses, avoiding the need for modifications to much of the busway alignment.
Platform extensions are needed at a small number of existing busway stations. These are
mainly required to accommodate increased station activity expected to occur at these
stations with the introduction of Brisbane Metro and changes in vehicle mix. At many
locations, station modifications would involve minor works such as installation of
passenger information displays and off-board ticketing facilities.
A new depot facility will be located at Rochedale for maintenance and stabling of the
Metro vehicles. Ongoing maintenance costs for the Metro vehicles have been considered
and will continue to be considered through the procurement process.
Approval of the Metro vehicle will be required under the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator
framework. Flexibility of the Metro route, including for emergencies and incidents, will be
sought through the vehicle approval process.

On-board facilities

Accessibility of Metro
vehicles for people
with disability

Some submissions identified the need for Metro vehicles to include bicycle-friendly
carriages or space for the transport of bicycles on-board. The need for Metro vehicles to
provide automated announcements such as next stops were also identified. The following
comments were raised in submissions.


Access for a bicycles should be on all new Metro services via bicycle-friendly
carriages.



Metro vehicles should provide automated announcements (e.g. next stop, interchange
opportunities, and reminders to respect passengers).

Some feedback related to the accessibility of Metro vehicles for people with mobility
challenges, identifying the need for Metro vehicles to comply with the DSAPT and provide
spaces for people with disability. Feedback also demonstrated support for doorway

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Council has commenced the procurement process for the Metro vehicle fleet. Each
vehicle will include on-board passenger information systems providing audio
announcements and visual information on next stops as well as other features such as
Wi-Fi access and USB charging ports. The final design of the Metro vehicle and on-board
facilities provided will be determined through the procurement process.

New and upgraded infrastructure delivered as part of Brisbane Metro, including the new
underground Cultural Centre station and Metro vehicles, will be designed to comply with
the requirements of the DDA and the DSAPT.
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access ramps, and on-board features such as Wi-Fi and customer announcements. The
following comments were raised in submissions.

The Metro vehicle will include a low-floor design, with the floor level being at a similar
height to the existing bus fleet. Within the vehicle, the floor is proposed to be designed
with level access, aiding easier wheelchair movement within the vehicle.



General feedback on
the Metro vehicle

Expect Metro vehicles will enter service in full compliance with DSAPT section 9.11
(movement of mobility aid in allocated space) and section 27.4 (access to information
about location).



Need to provide audio and visual next stop announcements, priority seating (with
signs), allocated space that allows manoeuvring, system that prevents wheelchairs
tipping, call buttons to alert drivers of passengers wishing to alight/deploy boarding
ramps.



Not clear how Metro vehicle capacity is made up (i.e. seating versus standing) and
whether configuration includes provision for people with disability.



Support specification that Metro vehicles will include doorway access ramps. Drivers
need to be trained to identify and assist people who are blind or have low vision.



Support specification that Metro vehicles will have three passenger compartments,
low floor design, and large double doors provided the design complies with the
DSAPT. Vehicle design must ensure people who are blind or have low vision can
board and disembark safely. Drivers need to be trained and equipment provided
(e.g. cameras) to enable all doors to be viewed and customers needing boarding
assistance to be identified.



Support specification that Metro vehicles will have on-board features (e.g. Wi-Fi,
customer information systems, voice announcements). Next stop announcements are
crucial in providing safe and accessible travel experience for people who are blind or
have low vision – on-board announcements need to remain on at all times.

Other feedback relating to the Metro vehicle included:


Vehicles need to look more like light rail/trams and have a future proof design. Front
and rear designs need to reflect light rail style.



Vehicles need to carry more than biggest buses (150 people is not dramatically higher
than long rigid buses).



A driverless option for Metro vehicles would be most modern and effective solution.
Full electrically powered vehicles make driverless operation easy in the future.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Each vehicle will be provided with spaces for wheelchairs and mobility vehicles, with
designated seats for people with disability/mobility challenges in accordance with the
requirements of the DDA and DSAPT. It is expected that space would be provided for at
least two wheelchairs on each vehicle. Wheelchair and assisted access will be provided
with a ramp, which will be either motorised or manually deployed. The Metro vehicles will
be fitted with CCTV cameras and communications systems to ensure safe and efficient
use of the ramp.
Assistance buttons are likely to be provided on the outside of the Metro vehicles (at each
door) so that customers can alert the driver and request assistance. On-board assistance
buttons will also be installed. Each Metro vehicle will also include on-board audio and
visual ‘next stop’ information, allowing improved communications for customers.

Council has commenced the procurement process for the Metro vehicle fleet. The Metro
vehicle will have a modern and distinctive style that differentiates the vehicles from other
public transport services and reflects similar high-capacity Metro services around the
world. The final look and design of the Metro vehicle will be determined through the
procurement process for the Metro vehicle fleet.
In relation to passenger capacity, Council expects the Metro vehicles will be able to
accommodate 150 people during regular services, and up to approximately 180 people
during event mode operations. To assist in defining the specification of the Metro vehicle,
Council has undertaken engagement with vehicle suppliers and operators and review of
technical and operational information. Through these investigations, Council has identified
that automated (e.g. driverless) vehicle technology is yet to be sufficiently advanced to
meet Council’s requirements for Brisbane Metro. Through the procurement process for
the Metro vehicle fleet, Council will ensure that the Metro vehicles and new infrastructure
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are delivered with future proofing in mind. The intention is to not preclude potential
technological advances, such as partial or full vehicle automation.

5.3

Systems
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Passenger information
systems

A number of submissions included feedback that passenger information systems need to
be easy and accessible for people with disability, including people who are blind or have
low vision. This includes systems for notifying customers about the platform bays vehicles
are to arrive at, and ensuring that people are able to easily locate boarding points.

New passenger information systems will be implemented to support the real-time bus
management system and inform customers in advance of the stopping bay for
approaching or departing Metro vehicles and buses.

The following comments were raised in submissions.


Systems must be designed that easily and conveniently allow people:


with disability to know the platform bay their bus/Metro vehicle has pulled into



requiring boarding assistance can easily and conveniently contact staff



with vision, intellectual or cognitive disabilities to hail Metro vehicles successfully
and consistently



with mobility impairments to request drivers or platform staff to deploy boarding
ramps.



Support traffic management system that provides platform information displays
provided that all systems are accessible to people who are blind or have low vision.



Support management system for a dynamic vehicle bay allocation system provided
that information system for customers is accessible for people who are blind or have
low vision and enables them to easily locate the bus/Metro they require and that
customers are aware of where they need to stand to obtain assistance.



All signage needs to be high contrast and in large font so that it is accessible for
people with low vision. Written timetables at bus stops need to be placed at a height
that enables people with low vision to be able to read them and should also be
replaced when they become damaged or vandalised. Recommend that timetable
information be extended to include audio features for people who are unable to read
printed screen information.



New bus stations must be designed to provide wayfinding systems that permit ease of
travel and navigation between street level and platforms; boarding points that are
easily identifiable for people which vision, intellectual and cognitive disabilities; and
real-time information on incoming buses in audio and visual formats.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Passenger information will be designed to be clear and easy to read and will be available
in multiple formats to aid navigation for people with disability. This includes visual, audible
and via personal mobile devices. The platform management system will be based around
the provision of accessible boarding points at each platform, providing a simple, intuitive
approach to passengers.
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Operation of stations

5.4



Each station should provide automated announcements regarding next service,
reminders to touch go cards and safety around stations.



Need to consider good acoustic design for people who rely heavily on audio cues.



Need to look for new ways to make information from maps more accessible for people
with vision impairment. Digital information should be provided in text descriptions for
people who are blind or have low vision who may also have a need for lifts and other
accessibility features. Any written material needs to be provided in formats that are
accessible to screen reading technology.

The following comments relating to station operations were provided.


Question the need for widening the busways at busier stations. Currently buses that
pull out to overtake a stationary vehicle encounter a 'log jam' situation, which will be
compounded when longer Metro vehicles are added.



Metro vehicles should get priority bays at bus stops to stop what happens at the
Cultural Centre (i.e. people having to run to the other end of the platform to get their
bus).

Response

Brisbane Metro will change a number of current operational policies to improve capacity
and reliability of the busway network. This includes implementing first-in/first-out vehicle
operations at all stations and achieving consistent dwell times. This will generally avoid
the need for Metro vehicles and buses to pull out to overtake stationary vehicles.
New passenger information systems will be implemented at busway stations to support
the real-time bus management system and inform customers in advance of the stopping
bay for approaching or departing Metro vehicles and buses. This will be designed to allow
sufficient time for passengers to move to the appropriate stopping bay.

Operational policies
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Response

Off-board ticketing

Some submissions indicated support for off-board ticketing, identifying that it will make
boarding quicker and lead to savings in dwell times. The need for off-board ticketing to be
accessible and for off-board card readers to be provided at busway stations not serviced
by Brisbane Metro were identified. The following comments were raised in submissions.

Brisbane Metro will introduce many new operational policies and systems, which will
make travelling into the city easier and faster, including off-board ticketing. Off-board
ticketing is a fundamental element of Brisbane Metro and means customers will be able to
tap on and off at stations, rather than having to use go card readers in the vehicles,
allowing more efficient boarding and reducing dwell times.



Support initiatives to provide off-board ticketing at existing stations and ticket gates at
underground stations, provided they are accessible for people who are blind or have
low vision.



Off-board ticketing will make boarding quicker and will lead to savings in dwell time.
This should also be aligned with new options for integrated transport passes. Touch
on/touch off ticketing should be similar to system used for Melbourne trams –
customer oriented, user-friendly machines should replace existing machines.



Other busway stations (e.g. Woolloongabba and Langlands Park stations) should
provide card readers on platforms to speed up boarding, reduce confusion and future
proof Metro expansion.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

While off-board ticketing at stations not serviced by Brisbane Metro is outside the scope
of the project, Council will continue to consult with the TMR and TransLink regarding Next
Generation Ticketing and new payment systems to make catching public transport easier
and more efficient.
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All door boarding

The following comments relating to all door boarding were provided.

Council will implement all-door boarding for Metro vehicles and all other buses, which
means customers will be able to board the vehicle through multiple doors (each Metro
vehicle will have at least four access doors at the front, centre and rear of the vehicle),
allowing faster boarding.



5.5

Potential for travelling public to be confused by 'any door entry/exit' if limited to
Brisbane Metro.

Metro and bus network

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Feedback on
proposed Metro routes

Some submissions included feedback on the proposed Metro 1 and Metro 2 routes.

As indicated in section 6.3.3 of the draft Design Report, services will continue to use
QSBS following the commencement of Brisbane Metro. Services that serve QSBS are
expected to experience improved patronage due to improved attractiveness of these
services from the South East Busway corridor. Other bus services will also continue to
service other areas of the CBD.

Metro service
frequency and hours
of operation

Metro access to UQ



A single route from Eight Mile Plains to RBWH station would be better to save people
changing over at Roma Street.



Extending Metro 2 to RBWH would reduce the number of transfers QUT Kelvin Grove
staff and students and RBWH staff.



Concerned that Metro will not achieve a superior outcome for QUT’s students, staff
and visitors. High level of disruption and inconvenience for QUT students and staff if
services that stop at King George Square station, due to extra distance required to be
walked. Moving the focus of services from Queen Street to King George Square will
require greater length walk for many QUT students and staff who currently use this
station to access Gardens Point.

Comments on the frequency and hours of operation of Metro services were provided.


Metro needs to run 24 hours a day and on Sundays.



Proposed frequency and operating hours of Brisbane Metro are an improvement on
existing situation however, this only works if feeder services match frequency of
Brisbane Metro. Increase frequency of feeder routes and create new routes in
underserviced parts of both the inner city and wider Metropolitan area.



A Metro every three minutes in the morning is not enough. Increase the number of
platforms at busy stops and eliminate the need to stop at the lights at South Brisbane
and Buranda.

Some feedback included comments about connections to UQ. The importance of a
high-frequency connection was recognised and concerns about changes to UQ services
from southern suburbs.


Existing bus from Greenslopes to UQ is a very popular and busy route. Metro 1 and
Metro 2 services do not connect at Buranda to facilitate travel between southern
suburbs and UQ. Need for higher capacity public transport in this direction.
Concerned that people on the southside will have to change at Mater Hill station to

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Brisbane Metro will operate 20 hours a day, Monday to Friday, with services between
5am and midnight, and all day Saturday and Sunday, with services between midnight
Friday and midnight Sunday. Frequency of Metro services will be every three minutes
during weekday peak periods and five minutes during weekday inter-peak periods.
Importantly, Brisbane Metro services will be supported by other complimentary services
on the busway network including BUZ and Glider (frequent) services and rocket (peak
only) services. The frequency of feeder routes will be reviewed through the detailed
network review planned to be undertaken by Council in partnership with Transport for
Brisbane and TransLink, with the view to improving the frequencies of feeder routes.
Council acknowledges the importance of providing high-frequency connections to key
education destinations such as UQ. Existing bus routes will be reviewed as part of a wider
network review to be undertaken by Council in partnership with TransLink and Transport
for Brisbane. This will investigate opportunities to improve the operation of existing bus
routes or to provide additional routes and services. This is planned to get underway in
2019 and will include opportunities for residents and public transport users to be involved
in planning changes to the bus network. Key principles underpinning this review will
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catch the Metro to UQ Lakes. Mater Hill station is one of the smallest stations so not
sure how it will cope with extra passengers. Would rather see Metro from RBWH to
UQ Lakes and Eight Mile Plains to UQ Lakes.


Dutton Park Place bus
stop

Extension of Brisbane
Metro to the south

Response
include ensuring direct high-demand services between major patronage generators, such
as those that service UQ, continue to operate, and remain convenient and attractive for
customers.

A high frequency connection to UQ is very important to Brisbane Metro.

Some feedback raised concerns about Metro services not stopping at Dutton Park Place
bus stop and the potential impact on this on local residents. The following comments were
raised in submissions.


Consider turning Dutton Park Place into a Metro station. Dutton Park Place is the only
station not used for Brisbane Metro.



Brisbane Metro not stopping at Dutton Park will result in less services available to
already poorly serviced suburbs of Yeronga and Fairfield. Local bus transfers to/from
Boggo Road for Metro will add unnecessary travel time. The need to walk longer
distances to Boggo Road, catch a transfer at Boggo Road or catch a bus on the local
network will mean we are worse off.



Oppose the plan for Metro 2 to not stop at Dutton Park Place. Dutton Park Place is
used by Fairfield and Dutton Park residents who live on the western side of Gladstone
Road and by people who benefit from being dropped off close to bus platform.



Dutton Park is currently serviced by route 66. Without this route, people will not be
able to easily get to work or school. Nearest stations are over one kilometre apart
which means residents of Dutton Park, Fairfield and Yeronga will not have access to
Brisbane Metro. If Brisbane Metro does not stop at Dutton Park Place, people would
need to be dropped at UQ Lakes station, which will be a great disturbance if travelling
time prolonged.



Increased connectivity and access around the ‘green’ Bridge for local residents needs
to be considered on Metro 2. Depending on what services are cut, residents may be
left with no direct northbound services on the busway to UQ.

Feedback included suggestions for additional infrastructure to be provided in southern
suburbs to allow the extension of Metro services. These included:


Extend the busway/Metro through Rochedale South to Springwood. An extra station
could be constructed during the M1 development. Extending south to Logan will
remove buses and cars from Pacific Motorway.



Hope services will extend to proposed Rochedale station with park and ride services.



Council should build busway along South East Freeway to Council boundary and then
Logan Council can continue Metro through to Springwood Centre. Addition of Metro
station at Underwood Road would be good. Brisbane and Logan councils and

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Council recognises that there is a strong interest from users of this bus stop to maintain a
high level of public transport access following the introduction of Brisbane Metro.
Once Brisbane Metro is operational, it is expected that multiple frequent routes will
continue to stop at Dutton Park Place, allowing quick and easy transfer to Metro services
at other busway stations for local residents and public transport users. It is also expected
that the regular bus services will continue to operate along Annerley Road to the CBD.
Further consideration will be given to stopping Metro services at Dutton Park Place during
the detailed design phase. This would require modifications to the bus stop to make it
suitable for Metro vehicles.
Existing bus routes will be reviewed as part of a wider network review to be undertaken by
Council in partnership with TransLink. This will investigate opportunities to improve the
operation of existing bus routes or to provide additional routes and services. This is
planned to get underway in 2019 and will include opportunities for residents and public
transport users to be involved in planning changes to the bus network.

Brisbane Metro proposes to run on sections of the existing busway, as far south as Eight
Mile Plains. This infrastructure provides a dedicated route separated from general traffic,
allowing services to achieve the ongoing aim of travel time reliability and cutting travel
times for customers. As such, the extension of Brisbane Metro further south, through to
Rochedale, Underwood and Springwood, is currently outside the scope of the project.
Expansions of the network will be reliant on new segregated infrastructure, ensuring
Metro services do not need to compete for road space with general vehicle traffic.
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Queensland Government should look at funding extension to Springwood to enable
Logan residents better access to the CBD.


Consider a bus/Metro interchange at Queensland Sport and Athletics Centre (QSAC)
commuter car park. Huge demand for buses along Mains Road with passengers from
Algester, Parkinson, Sunnybank and MacGregor. Consider an interchange to transfer
people to a Metro route that starts at QSAC and potentially goes to Roma Street or
RBWH.

Response
The existing busway infrastructure is owned by the Queensland Government, through
TMR. As such, extensions of the busway will be dependent on allocation of funding in
future budgets.
The suggestion for a bus/Metro interchange at QSAC is currently outside the scope of
Brisbane Metro. Mains Road is the busiest bus corridor outside of the busway network
and will continue to be serviced by multiple routes following the introduction of Brisbane
Metro, including BUZ, Rocket and other express services.
The construction of additional parking facilities at busway stations is also currently outside
the scope of the Brisbane Metro project. The existing facilities are owned by the
Queensland Government, through TMR.

Extension of Brisbane
Metro to the east

Feedback included suggestions for extension of Brisbane Metro to serve customers of the
Eastern Busway.


Joining Buranda station with Langlands Park station would provide access to Metro
for commuters from the east.



Suggest Metro 1 terminates at Langlands Park or a third Metro route is created to
service Langlands Park station (consideration to Woolloongabba is also required).



Brisbane Metro should go to all universities and to eastern suburbs (e.g. Capalaba,
Redlands, etc).



Design should allow for future lines to be added to the east. Servicing eastern
suburbs allows future prospect of a tunnel or busway to Carindale or Redlands.
Needs to extend to Redlands.

Brisbane Metro proposes to run on sections of the existing busway as this infrastructure
provides a dedicated route separated from general traffic. Council has identified there is
the potential for Metro services to be expanded to other areas of Brisbane in the future,
including Carindale.
Expansions of the Metro network will be reliant on segregated infrastructure and right of
way. By ensuring that Metro vehicles do not need to compete for road space with general
traffic, these premium services can deliver high reliability and shorter travel times.
Brisbane Metro does not include Woolloongabba busway station in the stopping pattern
as it is on a spur from the main trunk route of the busway, with inbound services joining
the busway at Mater Hill busway station.
Following the introduction of Brisbane Metro, many current BUZ (high-frequency), Rocket
(peak-only express) and CityGlider services will continue to operate, with Woolloongabba
busway station continuing to be served by other routes. Other current lower patronage
bus services will provide feeder services to the high-frequency trunk Metro services on
the busway.
Customers will also be able to interchange between Brisbane Metro and CRR at Roma
Street station and Boggo Road station. In addition, CRR proposes a new train station at
Woolloongabba beside the existing bus station which will allow customers to transfer
seamlessly to other transport modes.
Buranda busway station is currently connected to Langlands Park busway station via the
Eastern Busway. This section of the busway is currently serviced by a range of
high-frequency services, operating between Carindale to the CBD. High frequency bus
services will continue operating on this corridor following the introduction of Brisbane
Metro.
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Extension of Brisbane
Metro to the north

Some submissions identified that Brisbane Metro should extend to suburbs north of
Herston such as Kedron, Chermside, Bracken Ridge and Mitchelton.

Brisbane Metro proposes to run on sections of the existing busway as this infrastructure
provides a dedicated route separated from general traffic. As such, the extension of
Brisbane Metro north of Herston is currently outside the scope of the project.
However, Council has identified there is the potential for Metro services to be expanded to
other areas of Brisbane in the future, including Chermside. Expansions of the Metro
network will be reliant on segregated infrastructure and right of way. By ensuring that
Metro vehicles do not need to compete for road space with general traffic, these premium
services can deliver high reliability and shorter travel times.



Should go further north than Herston, to at least Chermside. Terminating at RBWH
forces commuters to transfer and does not offer commuters incentive to change
habits of using private car. Area around RBWH is already congested. Extension from
RBWH to Chermside is vital to addressing public transport problems for northsiders.



Proposed Metro services does not extend past RBWH even though a busway exists
to Kedron Brook – question whether this is because busway from RBWH to Lutwyche
is substandard. Need to improve northside public transport and question why it
doesn’t go to Chermside or Carseldine. Council should make the Northern Busway a
priority instead of spending money on Brisbane Metro.



Extension of Brisbane
Metro to the west

Question whether the Metro will be extended to northside suburbs including Stafford,
Stafford Heights, Lutwyche, Kedron Brook or Chermside. Need to ensure the system
can be easily expanded to Chermside. Additions to the Northern Busway in the future
to Bracken Ridge will enable all stations along the Northern Busway to be used. Plans
to extend to Chermside should be a priority.

Currently, buses travel on road with general traffic for some segments between RBWH
and Kedron Brook busway station. Extensions of Brisbane Metro beyond RBWH busway
station to locations such as Kedron Brook busway station will be dependent on the
delivery of new segregated infrastructure in this corridor.
Residents in the inner northern suburbs will be able to access Metro 2 services from
RBWH busway station every three minutes in peak periods, and every five minutes in
between the peaks, with 24 hour services on weekends. Many existing high-frequency
BUZ and Rocket services will also continue to operate on the busway.



Northside busway should be extended to Chermside, Aspley, Bracken Ridge, Petrie,
North Lakes, Redcliffe and Caboolture and northwestern suburbs of Enoggera,
Eatons Hill, Warner, etc.

The suburbs of Keperra and Mitchelton are serviced by rail on the Ferny Grove line,
owned by the Queensland Government, and operated by Queensland Rail.
Carseldine is also serviced by rail on the Redcliffe Peninsula line.



Would be good if Brisbane Metro came out to suburbs like Keperra and Mitchelton.



Extend the last stop to Bowen Hills station as many hospital patients walk to and from
the station, including elderly.

With regards to services for Bowen Hills, the Queensland Government’s CRR project
includes upgrades to Exhibition station, providing all-year round services within an easy
walking link to the RBWH.

Some submissions included comments about Brisbane Metro extending to western
suburbs.


Support this program and think it will decrease congestion on many busy roads during
peak hour. Two more routes should connect the west and east sides of Brisbane with
all Metro routes coming together at Roma Street station.



Brisbane Metro disregards western passengers past UQ.



UQ has long-term cross-campus bus link plan. Extending Metro from PA Hospital/UQ
to Indooroopilly would help mobility in the inner city.



Question whether Mt Ommaney will be included in Brisbane Metro and if not, the
plans for commuters from Centenary suburbs. Commuters feel great pressure
travelling to and from the city due to heavy traffic on the Western Freeway.



Look forward to next phases and hope it reaches Kenmore.
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Brisbane Metro proposes to run on sections of the existing busway as this infrastructure
provides a dedicated route separated from general traffic. As such, the extension of
Brisbane Metro to the western and centenary suburbs, is currently outside the scope of
the project.
Council recognises there is strong demand for Metro services to be expanded to other
areas of Brisbane in the future. Expansions of the Metro network will be reliant on
segregated infrastructure and right of way. By ensuring that Metro vehicles do not need to
compete for road space with general traffic, these premium services can deliver high
reliability and shorter travel times.
The alignment for Metro 1 and Metro 2 was determined through the development of the
Business Case, and reflects current and future demand for public transport, interchange
opportunities and infrastructure requirements. Brisbane Metro will also help improve
public transport services in suburbs across Brisbane. By reducing the number of buses
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entering the CBD, Brisbane Metro will free up buses to better service suburbs across
Brisbane, ensuring the bus network has the capacity to meet current and future transport
demands.
As part of future stages of project planning, Council will seek to involve residents and key
stakeholders in a staged review and planning of changes to the bus network facilitated by
the introduction of Brisbane Metro.

Extension of Brisbane
Metro in the inner city

Use of busway by
non-Metro services

Feedback on feeder
bus routes

Some submissions included the need for Brisbane Metro to extend through inner city
areas such as Fortitude Valley, Newstead, West End and Woolloongabba.


Metro needs to extend through Fortitude Valley to Newstead. Brisbane would be in
much better position if this bottleneck was fixed.



Additional line of Brisbane Metro should run through Melbourne Street, West End.



Consider future third route to terminate at Woolloongabba, providing interchange
opportunity with CRR.

Comments regarding the future expansion of Metro services are noted.
Council has identified there is potential for Metro services to be expanded to other areas
of Brisbane in the future. Expansions of the Metro network will be reliant on segregated
infrastructure and right of way. By ensuring that Metro vehicles do not need to compete
for road space with general traffic, these premium services can deliver high reliability and
shorter travel times.

Some feedback questioned the use of the busway by non-Metro services identifying
concerns that this would reduce the reliability of Brisbane Metro services. The suggestion
was also identified for Metro vehicles to get priority bays at busway stations.

Analysis of passenger volumes under this scenario (i.e. limiting use of the busway by
non-Metro services) show significant transfer movement, requiring a major increase in the
frequency of Metro services and investment in significantly larger interchange facilities.



BUZ services should not be allowed to access the busway in conjunction with
Brisbane Metro as they will reduce reliability of Brisbane Metro, increase dwell times
at stations and increase travel times.

Allocation of priority bays at busway stations was considered for the Business Case and
draft Design Report. This was found to result in a significant reduction in station capacity
(i.e. bus throughput per hour).



Only Metro vehicles should operate on the busway. Other services (e.g. BUZ,
CityGlider) should not be able to access the busway, or should run express to CBD
and not stop at Metro stops.

Buses and Metro vehicles can be co-located due to similar manoeuvrability, floor heights
and key characteristics.



Further comment about the implications for existing bus services when mixed vehicles
share the same infrastructure and stops would be useful.

Some comments relating to bus feeder routes were provided.


Brisbane Metro sounds wonderful but cannot see benefits for people not living in the
inner city – increase in bus connections from suburbs to the Metro system would be
needed.

As part of future stages of project planning, Council, in partnership with TransLink will
undertake a detailed review of the bus network and proposed service changes. This is
expected to take place over a number of years, prior to Brisbane Metro operations
commencing in 2023, and will involve residents and key stakeholders.



Identifying strategic opportunities would contribute to identifying current and future
feeder services that will improve public transport in Brisbane. Provide maps of current
feeder services to each station and discussion of potential future routes, to assist in
identifying gaps.

All mature, high-patronage public transport networks rely on transfers to some degree as
individual routes cannot serve all trip purposes for all customers at all times. The goal of
Brisbane Metro is to maximise the number of destinations available via a single transfer
and for each part of the journey to be frequent, fast and reliable.



A significant component of private vehicle traffic to QUT Gardens Point campus is
from suburbs in the north and west where bus services are not efficient and/or
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convenient. Improving the network is critical and it is acknowledged that providing
feeder services to Brisbane Metro and removing some bus services from the city
centre may assist with this.


Implications for
existing bus services

Some feedback included comments about potential impacts on bus services due to
introduction of Brisbane Metro.


Issues with existing
bus services

People don’t like having to change route/mode per trip and will most likely drive if bus
route becomes a feeder route.

Putting additional buses down Adelaide Street would cause more congestion and
question whether Council will provide access for buses using Victoria Bridge and
Elizabeth Street in a different way.



Public transport services between the city and western suburbs appear to be
adversely impacted by loss of bus service access to Adelaide Street.



Brisbane Metro will have little benefit, if any, for Tennyson Ward residents and may
make bus journeys more complex and congestion worse for southside residents.

Issues with existing bus services were raised in some submissions. Comments
particularly related to concerns about the impact of increasing traffic congestion on bus
services in the western suburbs and the need for improved bus infrastructure such as bus
lanes or busways.


Question whether Council is considering bus lanes along the Western Freeway and
how Council expects Brisbane Metro to improve transport times and services to the
western/Centenary suburbs.



Direct buses from Chapel Hill to UQ are currently not sufficient to manage crowds in
the morning resulting in people exploring alternate ways to travel (e.g. taxi/Uber).



Traffic congestion in the western suburbs is getting worse and buses are subject to
same travel delays as motorists. Question what will be done to alleviate traffic
congestion in the western suburbs.



Catholic Education proposes a secondary school at Beams Road so important to
provide bus service between Telegraph Road and Beams Road, via Norris Road,
Roghan Road and Carselgrove Avenue.



Consider a bus service on the half hour that traverses from Yeerongpilly to the ‘green’
bridge going through Yeronga, Annerley and picking up commuters to take them to
the ‘green’ bridge.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Council recognises that there is a strong interest from residents and public transport users
about proposed changes to the bus network following the introduction of Brisbane Metro
and implications for this on existing bus routes and services.
Existing bus routes will be reviewed as part of a wider network review to be undertaken by
Council in partnership with TransLink. This will explore opportunities for service
enhancement beyond the busway and will investigate opportunities to improve the
operation of existing bus routes or to provide additional routes and services. This is
planned to get underway in 2019 and will include opportunities for residents and public
transport users to be involved in planning changes to the bus network.
Existing bus routes will be reviewed as part of a wider network review to be undertaken by
Council in partnership with TransLink. This will explore opportunities for service
enhancement beyond the busway and will investigate opportunities to improve the
operation of existing bus routes or to provide additional routes and services. This is
planned to get underway in 2019 and will include opportunities for residents and public
transport users to be involved in planning changes to the bus network.
TMR is currently investigating provision for bus priority and transit lanes from the western
suburbs to Indooroopilly along the Centenary Motorway.
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Review of bus network

Feedback identified the need for a detailed review of the bus network to be undertaken
and further information to be provided on proposed network changes.

As indicated in Chapter 3 of the draft Design Report, Council will seek to involve residents
and key stakeholders in a staged review and planning of changes to the bus network
facilitated by the introduction of Brisbane Metro. This engagement activity will be
undertaken in partnership with TransLink and is expected to take place over a number of
years, prior to Metro operations commencing in 2023.

Other issues raised



Detailed network review is required that reconsiders the entire way buses and trains
work in Brisbane. Must include feeder services to trains and a grid of buses running
east-west and north-south connecting urban centres at rail stations and major
junctions.



A full study should review existing bus routes that service the South East Busway and
consider removing all existing bus services that travel along the busway as these
potentially duplicate Brisbane Metro. BUZ services and routes 130, 140, 150 and
more should also be reviewed and the unnecessary section of the service removed.



Greater clarity is needed about future bus routes and timetables for northside buses
that do not travel via the Northern Busway. Passengers must be able to conveniently
travel through the city without delays from transferring from a bus to Brisbane Metro.



Draft Design Report is only clear about two citywide network improvements.
Improvements to other bus services and how they will operate or integrate with
Brisbane Metro is not clear. Areas not currently serviced by dedicated bus lanes or
busway are disadvantaged and no attempt to improve services to/from these areas.



No detail is provided of where buses will go and how they will improve efficiency.
Whilst there is some population growth in the Metro corridor, higher growth will be in
the inner city and safe, accessible and connected active travel should be the highest
priority.

Other issues raised about the Metro and bus network included:




Use of the terminology 'stations' may create confusion amongst passengers and
suggest that a new hierarchy of terminology should be adopted with the introduction
of Brisbane Metro (e.g. ‘interchanges’, ‘Metro stops’). This would further assist with
integration of Brisbane Metro into overall transport system.
Buses no longer accessing QSBS from Victoria Bridge will be a significant change for
the QSBS. Recommend further opportunities be explored with property owners, to
utilise the existing QSBS for future stages of Brisbane Metro or expansion of the
busway network.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Comments relating to terminology of busway stations are noted, although any changes to
terminology would be determined by TransLink.
As indicated in section 4.3.2 of the draft Design Report, QSBS will remain the principal
terminus for most high-frequency (BUZ) services from the south-east. Access will be
maintained for inbound buses to QSBS from William Street and the QSBS portal at North
Quay, while access for outbound buses would be maintained from QSBS to Victoria
Bridge at North Quay.
Planning for other system ‘pinch points’ such as the Woolloongabba Junction is outside
the scope of Brisbane Metro, although modelling for Brisbane Metro shows improved
busway performance at this location.
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5.6

Integration with other projects

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Integrated planning
and design

Some feedback identified the importance of Council working with the Queensland
Government to ensure integrated planning with other inner city projects such as CRR and
Queen’s Wharf Brisbane development to ensure impacts are well managed and
opportunities for improved transport and place making outcomes are maximised.

Chapter 20 of the draft Design Report assesses cumulative impacts resulting from the
construction and operation of Brisbane Metro in the context of other infrastructure near the
project. This recognises that the greatest potential for cumulative impacts with other
projects will generally occur during the construction phase, particularly in relation to traffic
and transport with construction haulage sharing the same roadways.



A Transport Management Plan should be developed for the CBD that addresses
combined traffic, cycling and pedestrian management of Brisbane Metro, CRR and
Queen’s Wharf Brisbane development through construction and post completion of
these projects. A holistic approach to these projects will ensure transport impacts are
well-managed and opportunities for better placemaking in the CBD.



Planning for Brisbane Metro must integrate with other transport network elements.
Discussion on how services and interchanges would integrate with CRR would
demonstrate this important inter-dependency.



Question what consideration has been given to the overall urban design of the Metro
depot and M1/M3/Gateway merge, which will be upgraded at roughly the same time
as the depot.

Council has commenced discussions with various Queensland Government agencies and
proponents of projects near Brisbane Metro to better integrate connectivity and
functionality between these projects and to fully realise their significant economic and
social benefits. Council will also continue to work with relevant stakeholders to develop a
CBD construction traffic management plan to manage overlapping construction traffic
impacts of Brisbane Metro, Queen’s Wharf Brisbane and CRR.
The Connecting Brisbane strategy was jointly released by the Queensland Government
and Council in June 2017. The strategy outlines how Brisbane Metro and CRR will work
together to unlock existing capacity, overcome current constraints at the core of the
transport network and deliver more frequent, integrated services on a turn-up-and-go,
high-frequency network supported by feeder services. Brisbane Metro will support greater
multi-modal network connectivity through increased transfers to rail at Roma Street and
Boggo Road stations, where Brisbane Metro interchanges with CRR. Existing bus routes
will be reviewed as part of a wider network review to be undertaken by Council in
partnership with TransLink. This will consider opportunities to enhance interchange with
other transport network elements.
Council will also continue to engage with TMR to ensure Brisbane Metro and the
M1/M3/Gateway merge project are appropriately coordinated.

Integration with CRR
project operations

The need for integration between Brisbane Metro and CRR was identified in some
submissions. This included the need for integrated planning and ensuring both networks
are well connected.:

The Connecting Brisbane strategy, released in June 2017, outlines the way in which
Brisbane Metro and CRR will unlock existing capacity and overcome current constraints to
improve public transport through providing turn-up-and-go public transport.



Support Brisbane Metro and CRR, but see little evidence of Council working closely
with the Queensland Government. Congestion is reaching crisis point and there is little
in Brisbane Metro that will help south of the river.



There are greater opportunities to align Brisbane Metro and CRR project and
encourage Council to continue to work with the Queensland Government to realise
these opportunities for overall improved transport outcomes.

Brisbane Metro and CRR intersect at Boggo Road and Roma Street stations, providing
opportunity for transfer at key locations and more travel choices for public transport users.
Connecting Brisbane can be downloaded by visiting:
https://dsdmip.qld.gov.au/infrastructure/connecting-brisbane.html

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Council is working in collaboration with the Queensland Government to ensure the
successful delivery of Brisbane Metro. Regular interface meetings occur between
Brisbane Metro and the CRRDA to ensure shared awareness of project timings and
opportunities for collaboration.
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Issue

Summary of comments


Problems with Brisbane Metro integrating with CRR and the new Woolloongabba
entrance – this should be designed in consultation with all parties as Brisbane
Metro/train transfer should be simple.



Future connectivity between Brisbane Metro and CRR stations will be diminished by
reallocation of services to King George Square in lieu of QSBS – station integration for
passenger connections between Brisbane Metro and CRR stations appear to be less
than ideal.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Response
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6.

Traffic and transport impacts

6.1

Assessment methodology

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Assessment
methodology

The following feedback relating to the traffic and transport assessment methodology was
provided.

Figure 6.13 of the draft Design Report shows the change in peak period trips to the CBD
and its immediate surrounding areas (i.e. ‘the city core’) between 2016 and 2031. Vehicle
based trips to the city core are currently constrained by road capacity. As road capacity is
not planned to be increased, private vehicle trips in peak times are effectively capped and
any increase in trips relating to increased growth are forecast to occur on public transport.
The pattern of trips to the CBD and immediate surrounding areas differs to the pattern of
trips elsewhere across the Brisbane Statistical Division area. Approximately 9.8 million
trips per weekday are forecast to occur across the Brisbane Statistical Division area in
2031, an increase of about two million trips each weekday from 2016. This is expected to
equate to about 460,000 additional trips by public transport and about one million trips by
car drivers and passengers.



Concerned about the validity of forecasting shown in Figure 6.13 of the draft Design
Report – Brisbane's transport patterns have historically relied on cars as the preferred
and dominant mode of travel and is unlikely that all additional required travel from
population and employment growth in the future will only occur on public transport.



Question maps showing the area within which residents can get 30-minute access to
the city. Using approach which includes a waiting time of 50% of the frequency in the
travel time would be more accurate and would result in many areas ceasing to be
within a 30-minute commute.

The diversity of trip patterns and different travel times across the day meant that a
simplified form of the accessibility maps was considered more meaningful in showing
travel times to the CBD with and without Brisbane Metro. The analysis of travel time both
with and without Brisbane Metro was based on the same philosophy. Proposed changes
to the bus network with Brisbane Metro results in a reduction in the mean transfer wait
time in the 2031 morning peak from 9.4 minutes to 7.1 minutes. Coupled with changes to
the bus network structure, this provides greater opportunities for passengers to access a
wider range of destinations in a defined travel time budget, via a transfer.



Woolloongabba station will soon allow convenient interchange to CRR trains heading
to Albert Street. The transport assessment should acknowledge the effect this may
have on demand for east-side buses to cross the river.

Proposed bus network changes associated with the introduction of Brisbane Metro, such
as capacity increases to BUZ and CityGlider routes will provide enhanced connectivity to
Woolloongabba station and interchange opportunities with CRR. These are included in
the overall transport assessment of Brisbane Metro.



Draft Design Report has limited evaluation of existing travel patterns and modal
decision-making factors in Metro commuter catchments and does not discuss why
cars are currently used as dominant mode over existing public transport. Recommend
conducting this investigation to inform precinct planning near stations and future
transport service changes and projects.

Travel patterns and resulting modal decisions were assessed using the Brisbane Metro
Transport Model, which was based on the Queensland Government’s multi modal
Brisbane Strategic Transport Model (BSTM). The model takes account of a wide range of
factors that influence travel choice, including level of congestion on the road network,
tolls, price of parking, and value of time. As indicated in section 6.1 of the draft Design
Report, transport modelling used for the assessment of Brisbane Metro was subject to a
rigorous calibration and validation process to ensure that it adequately reflects current
travel behaviours.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions
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6.2

Construction traffic and transport

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Construction traffic
Impacts

Some submissions identified concerns about potential impacts of construction traffic on
local roads and precincts. Concerns related to additional haulage traffic on already
congested roads and potential impacts on emergency departments along haulage routes.
Further information on construction traffic management measures was also requested.

An overarching traffic management plan will be developed and implemented to manage
potential impacts of Brisbane Metro’s construction on the transport network. The plan will
aim to minimise disruption to all public transport users and will be prepared in consultation
with key stakeholders, transport operators, local residents and businesses. Detailed
Construction Transport Management Plans (CTMPs) will also be developed for each
worksite. Consultation will be undertaken with affected stakeholders in developing the
CTMPs including Griffith University and emergency service providers.



Spoil haulage routes by road have not been disclosed. Do not support construction
trucks on Ipswich Road and Fairfield Road and adjoining roads and question whether
the project has permission to use tunnels for truck haulage.



Concerned about additional haulage traffic through already congested precinct of
Stanley and Vulture Streets, which is nearing capacity during peak times. Question
whether assurances can be made that haulage routes will not impeded access to the
three emergency departments along the proposed haulage route during construction.



Confirm the extent of restrictions through the Mater Health precinct during peak times.



Draft Design Report does not contain a Traffic Management and Construction Plan
and has not identified specific impacts on future developments such as Queen’s
Wharf Brisbane.



Request Griffith University Mt Gravatt is supplied with the Traffic Management Plan
for approval prior to construction and updates as the plan is amended and that this
include wayfinding to ensure traffic does not end up on the main campus.

Construction haulage routes for major construction areas at the Metro depot, Griffith
University Mt Gravatt, Buranda station, Cultural Centre precinct and North Quay/Adelaide
Street are presented in section 6.4 of the draft Design Report. It is not proposed to use
Fairfield Road for construction haulage. Ipswich Road is proposed to provide construction
access for some construction worksites. Construction vehicle volumes for the removal of
spoil and delivery of materials are generally expected to only add a small number of
additional vehicles to the road network.
Vulture and Stanley Streets would be used to provide construction access to the Cultural
Centre precinct worksite and for minor works at Mater Hill station. Construction haulage
will be restricted during the morning and afternoon commuter peak periods (i.e. 7am-9am
and 4pm-6pm, Monday to Friday), helping to minimise potential traffic impacts on Stanley
and Vulture Streets during peak periods. Access for emergency vehicles will be
maintained during construction. Early and ongoing consultation with emergency service
providers will be undertaken during the development of the CTMP for the Cultural Centre
precinct to minimise potential impacts on emergency vehicle access. Construction works
associated with upgrade of Mater Hill station are expected to be minor and not result in
detrimental impacts on surrounding transport networks.
Potential traffic and transport impacts from construction works at North Quay/Adelaide
Street are described in section 6.4.2 of the draft Design Report. Council will continue to
work with key stakeholders for CRR and Queen’s Wharf Brisbane to develop a CBD
construction transport management plan to manage overlapping construction traffic
impacts of these projects.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Impact on other
transport modes

Some feedback included concerns about construction impacts on other transport modes
such as suburban rail, cycle access and local bus services at Griffith University.

Potential impacts on railway operations from the construction of the underpass of the
South Brisbane railway station are described in section 6.4.2 of the draft Design Report.
Construction works under the railway corridor will require work to be carried out under
normal Queensland Rail night-time and weekend rail possessions and isolation of
adjacent rail track(s). Measures to minimise impacts associated with disruption to
passenger rail and freight services will be implemented and include such things as
replacement services for rail customers, reduced rail services at off-peak times and
implementation of real-time advanced travel information to notify rail customers of service
changes.



The performance of the suburban rail system, particularly in peak periods, is
extremely sensitive to any disruptions in the vicinity of the new Cultural Centre station
construction.



Temporary closure of the access ramp to Bicentennial Bikeway will require cyclists to
ride north or south along George Street instead of directly to/from Adelaide Street.
George Street is one-way and unclear how riding south along this thoroughfare with
crowded footpaths will provide access to Adelaide Street. No indication of how
George Street is accessed via Turbot Street ramp.





Area for resumption at Griffith University Mt Gravatt campus incorporates access
on/off the busway, which is used to provide additional bus services from Nathan
campus to Mt Gravatt campus. Continued access is required during construction and
on completion, unless the increase in buses means the University no longer needs to
supplement the bus network.
The installation of Metro’s river crossing will cause major disruptions to vehicle and
pedestrian traffic for several years, and routine busway operations will be impacted
negatively by demolition of the Cultural Centre station and modifications to existing
busway stations.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

As detailed in Chapter 6 of the draft Design report, access for pedestrians and cyclists will
be maintained within the vicinity of works at Adelaide Street/North Quay during
construction.
Use of the busway for haulage from construction works at Griffith University Mt Gravatt
will occur when there are no buses operating on the busway or when bus volumes are
low. Access for the inter-campus bus would be maintained during construction and
operation. Any temporary access changes during construction would be managed in
consultation with Griffith University.
Construction of the new underground Cultural Centre station will require management of
bus operations within the South East Busway tunnel and Cultural Centre busway station.
Suitable bus operation plans will be developed by Council’s Transport for Brisbane
division in conjunction with TransLink prior to the commencement of construction works.
These will provide for as many buses as practical to continue to operate through the
South East Busway and Cultural Centre station. Assessment of the impact of these works
on bus operations was undertaken for the draft Design Report. This found that compared
to the 2016 existing situation, additional delays are expected to be on average, one
minute or less.
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7.

Environmental impacts

7.1

Noise, vibration and other construction impacts

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Construction
management plan

The following comments in relation to construction management were provided.

As indicated in Chapter 23 of the draft Design Report, detailed Construction
Environmental Management Plans (CEMPs) and CTMPs will be developed through the
detailed design phase. These will provide a framework for managing environmental and
traffic and transport impacts of Brisbane Metro’s construction.



Need a detailed Traffic Management and Construction Plan to adequately comment
and provide feedback on the project. Concerned about construction impacts on South
Bank precinct such as noise, vibration, dust, traffic flow, changes to bus and train
movement and timetable and haulage. Would like the opportunity to comment on
detailed plans prior to them being passed onto the contractor.

The CTMPs will be developed in collaboration with key transport agencies such as
Council, TMR and TransLink and through liaison with affected stakeholders (e.g. Griffith
University, Arts Queensland, South Bank Corporation).
Community and stakeholder engagement will be important in the implementation of the
CEMP.
The draft Design Report provides a detailed assessment of the traffic and transport,
environmental and social impacts of Brisbane Metro’s construction. Changes to bus
services and local access, noise and vibration and dust are identified as key issues
associated with the construction phase.

Construction impacts

Construction impacts
at Griffith University

The following comments relating to construction impacts were provided.


During major construction, vehicle access and parking issues will arise and amenity
will be compromised by dust, air pollution, noise and ‘visual intrusion’. The draft
Design Report dismisses these as ‘temporary in nature’.



Concerned that a decline to businesses in the South Bank precinct will eventuate
during construction, which would take years and millions of dollars to repair the
reputation of the precinct as well re-educate patrons on access.

Comments relating to construction impacts at Griffith University Mt Gravatt included:


Request that dust and noise levels at Griffith University are effectively managed and
maintained to a minimum, that all mitigating actions are taken to minimise dust, and
that monitoring of dust levels is undertaken.



Areas at Griffith University Mt Gravatt taken over during construction are to be
remediated post-construction.



Request that construction area at Griffith University Mt Gravatt uses grassed area,
rather than car park to minimise impact on staff/student parking and tennis centre
patrons.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

The draft Design Report recognises that environmental and social impacts of construction
will mainly be localised to those areas with the most intensive construction activity
(e.g. Metro depot, Buranda station, Cultural Centre precinct and North Quay/Adelaide
Street) and depending on the location, impacts will last from a few months to a few years.

Construction noise and dust impacts from works at Griffith University Mt Gravatt are
discussed in Chapter 10 and Chapter 11 respectively. Measures for managing and
monitoring these impacts are also discussed in these chapters as well as Chapter 23 and
will be incorporated into the CEMP.
Land used for construction at Griffith University Mt Gravatt and not required for the
operation of Brisbane Metro will be reinstated and returned following construction. This
would be undertaken in consultation with Griffith University.
Reconfiguration of the construction area at Griffith University Mt Gravatt will be
considered in consultation with the university through the detailed design phase.
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Construction impacts
at Mater Hill station

The following comments relating to construction impacts at Mater Hills station were
provided.

The main construction works at Mater Hill busway station would generally occur during
standard daytime construction hours (i.e. 7am to 6pm, Monday to Friday and 8am to 5pm
Saturday). Works outside of standard work hours will generally be limited to activities
requiring access to the busway such as the removal of demolition waste and supply of
construction materials. These works are required to be undertaken when bus volumes on
the busway are low (e.g. during off-peak night-time periods and weekends) to minimise
disruption to bus services. Consultation with Mater Private and Mater Medical Clinic will
be undertaken during construction to assist with managing potential impacts on hospital
patient areas.



Location of works at Mater Hill station are directly below hospital patient areas and it
is vital disruption is kept to a minimum. Question whether any night works would
occur for the Mater Hill area.



Fresh air intakes for mechanical ventilation to both Mater Private and Mater Medical
Clinic are located in close proximity to proposed works. Welcome a site inspection
prior to site mobilisation to ensure adequately protection from airborne contaminants.

The comment relating to the location of fresh air intakes relative to construction works are
noted. A site inspection would be conducted prior to construction to identify any specific
measures that may be required to manage potential impacts.
Construction impacts
at Adelaide Street

The following comments relating to construction impacts at Adelaide Street were
provided.


Additional discussion is required about implications of new tunnelling under Adelaide
Street to appease concerns regarding impacts from such a major reconstruction of
this CBD streetscape.

The draft Design Report provides a detailed discussion of potential impacts associated
with the construction of the Adelaide Street tunnel. This includes impacts on traffic and
transport (Chapter 6), noise and vibration (Chapter 10), air quality (Chapter 11),
communities and business (Chapter 14), and historic heritage (Chapter 16). Chapter 23 of
the draft Design Report also outlines measures to manage environmental impacts from
construction of the Adelaide Street tunnel.
A high-level constructability review was undertaken to provide additional industry input
into the concept design (refer to section 4.3.3 of the draft Design Report). In relation to the
Adelaide Street tunnel, this included consideration of alternate construction
methodologies, including top-down cut and cover (assessed for the draft Design Report),
driven tunnel with canopy tube construction, mined tunnel, and combination of top-down
cut and cover and mined tunnel. The final construction methodology for the Adelaide
Street tunnel will be confirmed through the detailed design phase.

7.2

Flora and fauna impacts

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Impacts on flora
values

The following feedback about impacts on flora values was provided.

Potential impacts on flora and fauna are described in Chapter 12 (Flora and fauna) of the
draft Design Report. Chapter 16 (Historic and cultural heritage) also recognises potential
impacts on the Tipuana trees within QPAC Green. Ecological offsets will be provided to
counterbalance unavoidable impacts on Natural Assets Local Law 2003 (NALL)
vegetation in accordance with Council’s policies.



Concerned if any heritage or significant trees were removed or destroyed as part of
the construction. Significant trees continue to be removed without any equivalent
replacements being required.



Confirm how offsets could be determined for future vegetation clearing.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Removal of trees at
Adelaide Street and
QPAC Green

Some feedback raised concerns about the removal of the established trees at Adelaide
Street and the QPAC Green, including potential for this to impact on the amenity of these
locations and the need for alternative design options to be considered to allow the
retention of these trees. The following specific comments were raised in submissions.

Potential amenity values associated with the leopard trees along Adelaide Street are
recognised in Chapter 12 (Flora and fauna) and Chapter 14 (Socio-economic
assessment) of the draft Design Report. As indicated in section 12.4.5 of the draft Design
Report, to the extent practical, new landscaping will be reinstated after construction.



Public amenity will be reduced if established leopard trees along Adelaide Street are
removed. Brisbane Metro must recognise the importance of the city’s mature trees
and consider alternative design options to reduce impact on Brisbane green spaces,
including retention of streets along Adelaide Street and Tipuanas in QPAC Green.



No detail about what Adelaide Street will look like post-construction. Will no longer
have the beautiful canopy created by numerous established street trees, which would
be detrimental to urban environment of the city and destroy an iconic city boulevard.
The value and amenity provided by these trees is paramount to the success of the
CBD. Reconsider the tunnel design in order to retain these iconic trees.

As indicated in Chapter 5 of the draft Design Report, construction of the Adelaide Street
tunnel with bored piles from the street/footpath surface would require the clearing of street
trees between George Street and King George Square/Albert Street. As stated in
section 4.3.3 of the draft Design Report, the final construction methodology for the
Adelaide Street tunnel will be confirmed through the detailed design phase.

Impact on trees at the
Metro depot



Question whether there are any design inclusions to re-establish streetscape
vegetation (10-20 metres high) or low rise subtropical (5-10 metres high) between
George and Albert Streets.



Question whether Tipuana trees at QPAC Green will be replaced after construction.
Existing large Tipuana trees contribute significantly to shade and amenity of South
Brisbane area and provide vegetation/softening to the built form in the area. Adequate
provisions should be made for their replacement with mature trees. Further review of
the proposed changes to the QPAC Green and other adjoining areas is required.

The following comments relating to impact on trees at the Metro depot were provided.


Concerned about clearing of large native trees at proposed Metro depot with potential
to impact the habitat value of the site.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

A high-level constructability review was undertaken to provide additional industry input
into the concept design (refer to section 4.3.3 of the draft Design Report). In relation to the
Adelaide Street tunnel, this included consideration of alternate construction
methodologies, including top-down cut and cover (assessed for the draft Design Report),
driven tunnel with canopy tube construction, mined tunnel, and combination of top-down
cut and cover and mined tunnel. The final construction methodology for the Adelaide
Street tunnel will be confirmed through the detailed design phase.

Potential impacts on trees within the proposed Metro depot site are discussed in
section 12.4.1 of the draft Design Report. It is recognised that development of the Metro
depot will require the clearing of vegetation within the site, including some large native
tree species. While these native trees provide foraging and nesting habitat for a range of
fauna species, the small number and isolated position of the trees and highly disturbed
understorey indicate that these provide limited local habitat value. A detailed flora and
fauna survey of the Metro depot site will be conducted prior to construction to confirm
habitat values and recommended management measures to be included in the design.
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Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Impact on trees at
Griffith University Mt
Gravatt

The following comments relating to impact on trees at Griffith University Mt Gravatt were
provided.

Chapter 12 of the draft Design Report recognises that the new bus turnaround and
layover facility is partly located in land identified by Brisbane City Plan 2014 as being of
high ecological significance and protected under Council’s NALL. The draft Design Report
also recognises that vegetation in this area has been modified by past clearing and
demonstrates high levels of disturbance, being located between the Pacific Motorway and
the busway to the west and cleared open space to the east and south.

Impact on mangroves
at Ernie’s Roundabout



The following comments relating to impact on mangrove species at Ernie’s Roundabout
were provided.


7.3

Existing native vegetation at Griffith University contributes to the distinct visual
corridor at this location, defined by the topography, Toohey Forest and Mt Gravatt.
Removal of vegetation will impact on the M1 view corridor. Vegetation is classified as
being of high ecological significance in Brisbane City Plan 2014 and is significant
under NALL. Question whether the bus turnaround is required at this stage and
whether it can be located outside of any ecologically significant areas.

The proposed footprint at Ernie's Roundabout are adjacent to riparian stand of grey
mangrove Avicennia marina. Describe measures proposed to protect this mangrove
community.

As indicated in section 12.6 of the draft Design Report, the design of the bus turnaround
and layover facility at Griffith University station will be reviewed through the detailed
design phase to minimise the extent of clearing required of older growth eucalypt
woodland.
Measures for managing potential impacts of the design and construction of Brisbane
Metro on mangroves adjacent to Ernie’s Roundabout are outlined in section 12.6 of the
draft Design Report. This includes such things as clearly defining/marking vegetation to
be retained or avoided and storing of machinery, plant and equipment away from
designated areas.

Land use and planning

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Land use and
planning

The following feedback relating to land use and planning was provided.

Brisbane Metro seeks to upgrade the existing busway network, fixing major bottlenecks
and introducing new, high-capacity vehicles.



Need for future planning for increasing residential densities and commercial activation
around the major Metro stops and/or interchanges. It would be useful to include some
discussion around plans for integrated land use plans above/adjacent to Metro nodes.



Land adjacent to rail stations should be rezoned to form urban centres and
destinations to limit the need for all to enter the city. Busway stations should form
basis for Transit oriented development (TOD) communities.



Need to consider how Brisbane Metro stations will integrate with surrounding land use
to provide safe and convenient places for passengers as well as activation through
new commercial opportunities.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Council is not proposing to change land use zones and densities around existing busway
stations as part of Brisbane Metro. Any future changes to land use zones or densities
around stations would be considered as part of Council’s normal planning processes and
in consultation with the community and the Queensland Government.
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7.4

Socio-economic impacts

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Impacts on local
businesses

Some feedback raised concerns about impacts on businesses in the inner city due to
access and connectivity changes. This included potential impacts on businesses at West
End, South Brisbane and Queen Street Mall. Feedback also included suggestions for
mitigating potential business impacts.

Chapter 14 of the draft Design Report considers potential impacts on businesses from the
construction and operation of Brisbane Metro. This includes an overview of potential
impacts on businesses near to construction works in the CBD and South Brisbane from
changes in local amenity, construction traffic impacts, and changes to pedestrian access,
and potential impacts from the operation of Brisbane Metro.

The following comments were raised in submissions.


Research is required to assess possible damage to businesses in the inner city and
South Brisbane areas.



Concerned that moving the focus of interchange from Queen Street to King George
Square may adversely affect the vibrancy of Queen Street Mall and associated retail
area.

Brisbane Metro will improve public transport access to key commercial precincts and
businesses in the inner city and South Brisbane areas. While Council recognises
removing general vehicle traffic from Victoria Bridge will require changes for some road
users, William Jolly Bridge, Captain Cook Bridge, and the Story Bridge will provide
alternative access to businesses and communities in Brisbane’s inner city suburbs. The
highly popular BUZ and CityGlider services will also continue to provide excellent public
transport options to commercial areas in the CBD and at South Brisbane and West End.
Council has also developed a revised concept design for Victoria Bridge and Melbourne
Street that improves connectivity, safety and accessibility for cyclists and pedestrians
between West End, South Brisbane and the CBD.
Queen Street Mall is Brisbane’s most prominent retail shopping precinct and this is not
envisaged to change following the introduction of Brisbane Metro. As indicated in section
6.3.3 of the draft Design Report, QSBS will remain the principal terminus for most
high-frequency services from the south-east. Services that continue to serve QSBS are
expected to experience improved patronage, due to the improved attractiveness of these
services from the South East Busway corridor, with overall station activity forecast to rise
from around 2,900 boardings/alightings in the morning peak hour without Brisbane Metro
to 4,500 boardings/alightings with Brisbane Metro.

Suggested measures
to mitigate business
impacts

A range of suggestions were identified in submissions to mitigate potential impacts on
businesses in West End and South Brisbane from the construction and operation of
Brisbane Metro.

Closing Victoria Bridge to general traffic will ensure Metro services do not need to
compete for road space, allowing for future growth and achieving the ongoing aim of
travel time reliability and cutting travel times for customers.



Need for improved wayfinding and promotion of Boundary Street precinct from South
Bank and Grey Street.



Measures to reduce the impact on trade and viability of business in West End and
South Brisbane from the closure of Victoria Bridge to vehicular traffic include:

Brisbane Metro will deliver enhancements to the pedestrian environment and public realm
at Melbourne Street and Grey Street, supporting improved access for residents and
visitors to commercial, cultural, leisure and recreational precincts at West End and South
Brisbane. Improvements to the public realm will include enhanced wayfinding and
directional signage to key attractions and destinations.



exits of Metro stations with clear and direct pedestrian and cycle linkages to
Boundary Street, West End, including directional signage.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Brisbane Metro will provide widened footpaths, public realm improvements and dedicated
cycle lanes along Melbourne Street from Grey Street to Merivale Street, improving
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Issue

7.5

Summary of comments


street enhancements to Russell Street to create a new boulevard that promotes
connectivity between the new Queen’s Wharf Brisbane Bridge and Boundary
Street



Brisbane Marketing promotion of the Boundary Street precinct to drive
pedestrians to the precinct.



bus loop route to service South Brisbane/West End



clear wayfinding during construction and once Brisbane Metro is operational



improved urban visual amenities to improve visual landscape along Grey Street to
William Jolly Bridge, Melbourne Street down to West End and alternative routes
which pedestrians, cyclists, vehicles will be diverted to (e.g. Russell Street and
Glenelg Street).

Response
connectivity, safety and accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists between West End and
the new underground Cultural Centre station.
Council notes other suggestions identified to mitigate potential disruptions for South
Brisbane and West End precincts from the construction and operation of Brisbane Metro.
Brisbane Metro is not proposing street enhancements to Russell Street or Glenelg Street.
However public realm enhancements to Melbourne Street will improve pedestrian access
and connectivity between West End, South Brisbane and the CBD.

Heritage impacts

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Impacts on cultural
heritage values

The following feedback related to potential impacts on cultural heritage values was
provided.

Chapter 16 of the draft Design Report assesses potential impacts on local and state listed
historic heritage places. Specifically, section 16.4.2 of the draft Design Report assesses
potential impacts on individual heritage places, including South Brisbane railway station
and Queensland Cultural Centre. This considers direct physical impacts from the siting
and construction of Brisbane Metro infrastructure as well as impacts associated with such
things as construction vibration, dust, and changes to visual settings and views.



Recognition of heritage listing of South Brisbane railway station would assist in easing
concerns of public regarding construction impacts of proposal.



Concerned about extent of demolition to the heritage listed Cultural Centre, including
landscape and retaining walls. Engage early with expert panel to determine extent of
potential heritage issues and appropriate resolution for design.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

A range of mitigation measures are also outlined to minimise or manage impacts to
historical heritage values from the design, construction and operation of Brisbane Metro.
These include considering historical heritage values in the design of Brisbane Metro
infrastructure in order to minimise impacts on heritage values of directly impacted or
adjoining heritage places and consulting with the key stakeholders such as the
Queensland Cultural Centre independent heritage panel, Queensland Rail and the
Department of Environment and Science (DES) heritage branch.
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7.6

Urban and visual amenity

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Cultural centre
precinct

The following comments relating to urban and visual amenity impacts at the Cultural
Centre precinct were provided.

Opportunities to improve the public realm within the Cultural Centre precinct, South
Brisbane and the CBD have been considered in the planning and development of
Brisbane Metro.





Metro depot

Recommend a place-making and urban design review with a focus on how the design
can be improved to ensure the project realises its potential to improve public realm
and broader place-making objectives in key locations in the city and Cultural Centre
precinct.

The following comments relating to urban and visual amenity impacts of the Metro depot
were provided.


7.7

The scale and work to the underground Cultural Centre station provides a good
opportunity to resolve urban design issues in this location (e.g. visual and physical
barriers of the existing station that have negatively impacted the amenity and
permeability of the QPAC precinct).

The Metro depot will introduce a large change to the area. Significant vegetation
buffering to the M1 view corridor should be a priority to establish adequate screening
of the depot site from the road.

Council is also continuing to work closely with Cultural Centre precinct stakeholders,
including Arts Queensland, QPAC, Queensland Museum, Queensland Art Gallery, City
Parklands Services Pty Ltd and South Bank Corporation about potential public realm
outcomes for this precinct.

The area surrounding the Metro depot is transitioning from a semi-rural area to more
urban uses, including low and medium density residential development. Council
recognises the need for landscape screening on frontages of the Metro depot to reduce
visual impacts from adjoining roads and surrounding residential properties.

Environmental approvals

Issue

Summary of comments

Response

Environmental
approvals

Feedback relating to environmental approvals included:

Chapter 22 of the draft Design Report describes environmental approvals and permits
relevant to the construction and operation of Brisbane Metro. Council will confirm the list
of approvals required through the detailed design phase and as the design of Brisbane
Metro is refined. This includes considering the need for approvals relating to marine
plants and waterway barrier works.



Impacts on marine plants or waterway barrier works may be identified as the design is
finalised. Impacts on these Matters of State Significance will need to be addressed.
Approval under the Fisheries Act 1994 is required where fisheries resources and fish
habitats are impacted (e.g. damage to marine plants, raising of waterway barrier
works).



The access across the unnamed tributary of Bulimba Creek to the Metro depot should
include addressing waterway barrier works matters.



Authorisation under the Forestry Act 1959 to remove and use State-owned quarry
material will be required if not otherwise authorised under the City of Brisbane Act
2010, the Local Government Act 2009, or other legislation.

Appendix A – Summary of submissions

Council has commenced engagement with regulatory agencies about likely approvals
required for construction and operation of Brisbane Metro and will continue to engage with
relevant agencies as the project develops.
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